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PREFACE

Residence of several years in Tahiti and the Society Islands,
with its consequent exposure to the language, customs and attitudes
of their people, aroused in the present writer a curiosity to trace
the development of French literature concerning them.

Particularly

tempting was the period from the visit of the first French vessel—
that of Bougainville in 1768—to the introduction by Pierre Loti in
1880 of Tahiti into the mainstream of exotic fiction.
Subsequent residence and study in the Polynesian area, this
time in Honolulu where the University of Hawaii libraries are
distinguished by their rich collections dealing with Asiatic and
Pacific lands, was a further stimulant to undertaking the present
work.
In this connection I should particularly like to acknowledge
the helpfulness of the library staffs of the many branches of the
University of Hawaii library system—*the Sinclair Library, the
Hamilton Library, the Asiatic Library of the East-West Center, and
the separate and remarkable Hawaiian and Pacific collections—whose
cooperation and assistance have been of such great value.
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ABSTRACT

Since their discovery in 1767 by the English captain Wallis and
the visit in 1768 of the French navigator Bougainville, Tahiti and
Tahltlan society have received much attention from French writers.
Between 1768 and 1880 the subject of Tahiti was treated in
various ways but a certain type of progression in attitude seems to have
applied.

The purpose of this study, as stated In the Introductory

chapter, has been to trace this development.

Chapter II shows the en

chanted reactions of Bougainville and his companions at their unexpected
discovery of what seemed an earthly paradise, although Bougainville him
self was astute enough to realize that even in this apparent Eden there
were imperfections.

Chapter III examines the impact on the French lit

erary world of the revelation of such a place as Tahiti where rigors of
climate, problems of material subsistence and agonizing conflicts between
the demands of society and the instincts of natural man were apparently
non-existent.

In this period leading up to the French Revolution, the

image of Tahiti as an ideal state was used by the philosophes and their
followers to point out faults in French society which they condemned
and felt in need of reform.
Chapter IV indicates the change from this attitude which took
place after the Revolution and during the early nineteenth century,
whereby Tahiti was no longer viewed as a paradise or ideal society from
which valuable lessons could be learned, but rather, on the whole, as a
land of depraved or Incompetent savages, the direction of whom the

v

evangelizing and colonizing forces of nineteenth century Europe should
take up, both for reasons of commercial and military advantage and as
part of the white man's burden.
The vision presented by Pierre Lotl, described in Chapter V,
represents a further development in which Tahiti and the Tahitians were
at last viewed not In terms of political purpose or moral judgment, but
aesthetically and psychologically, thus culminating in a treatment of
Tahiti in French literature that stands as both a sensitive appreciation
of an exotic land and people and a psychological study of Individual
Polynesian characters.
In conclusion it may thus be seen that the tone of the portrayal
of Tahiti in French letters has evolved in almost a full circle from
original favorabllity through disapproval and condescending pity back to
sympathy coupled with sensitive understanding, and that there has
likewise been a progression in complexity from Bougainville's relatively
direct and objective account to Pierre Loti's fully developed exotic
novel with Its subtle and artistic Interpretation of the very soul of a
dying race.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Exoticism in French literature is as old as French literature
Itself.

Villehardouin, Joinville and Robert de Clari take us to the

Crusades.

Rabelais crosses oceans and visits strange lands with Panurge

and Pantagruel,
savage.

Montaigne's cannibals take on the form of the noble

Moli&re and Racine have Turks and Montesquieu has Persians*

Then, as Europe accelerates its expansion, exploring the four corners
of the globe, an ever greater familiarity with the Orient and the New
World leads to increasingly frequent portrayal of foreign lands and
peoples.
An excellent general history of exoticism in French literature
has been produced by Roland Lebel (Histoire de la LittSrature coloniale
en France. Paris, 1930). However, in order to include mention of the
great number of selections, particularly those concerning North America,
Africa and Indo-China, that such a study implies, within the limitations
of space of this relatively concise work, Lebel has restricted his
treatment of each case to a very brief summary and sometimes to the
mere listing of title and author.
It is not, moreover, his principal intention, in what is essen
tially a compendium rather than an interpretation of exotic writing, to
examine the shifting attitudes of French writing in regard to Tahiti or
any other of the specific areas under consideration. The same, largely,
may be said of the earlier history of the subject with a similarly gen
eral approach by Louis Carlo and Charles Regismanset, L'Exotisme. la
1
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literature colon!ale (Paris, 1911).
Within the general framework of exoticism there has always been
a variety of attitudes.

Foreign lands and peoples have been viewed

variously as superior, or as interesting and admirable, as inferior or
as reprehensible, as ridiculous or as merely picturesque*

They have

been pictured sympathetically or unsympathetically and portrayed in
varying degrees of truthfulness or reality.

They have been represented

In a variety of literary forms and both superficially and understandingly and with a greater or lesser amount of accurate detail as well as
of literary skill and personal style*
Tahiti, brought into the French consciousness by the visit of
Bougainville in 1768, is no exception. It is therefore the purpose of
the present study to examine and trace the variations in the treatment
of the subject of Tahiti in French letters from the time of Bougainville
and his contemporaries to that of Pierre Lotl, a period which represents
the first htcndred years of European communication with the island and Its
people, who, by virtue of their uniqueness and special charm, have come
to form the subject matter of a distinct branch of exoticism in French
literature.
The method follcwed has been based, first, upon study of the
published accounts of Bougainville and his companions and consideration
of those French writers of the eighteenth century who were stimulated
by such reports to use Tahiti as the background or subject for writings
of various types—poetry, the novel, Utopian fantasy or political or
ethical treatise; secondly, examination has been made of the publica
tions of the principal French navigators and other visitors to Tahiti
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during the nineteenth century, culminating in the penetrating, sensi
tive and artistically noteworthy interpretation of this land and its
people which was ultimately brought forth by Pierre Loti,
For this later period, when travel became more frequent and
Tahiti more accessible there has been no attempt to include the remarks
of each and every recorded visitor, particularly as many of these
could but with difficulty be classified as literature and contain little
in the way of significant comment.

Neither has this study been con

cerned with brief and isolated references to Tahiti in works devoted
almost exclusively to other subjects.

Attention has been limited to

writers who may lay some claim to literary merit and who have dealt
with Tahiti at sufficient length to present definite attitudes and draw
definite conclusions.
Wherever possible and applicable, in addition, the images of
Tahiti and the Tahltians created by these writers have been at least
discreetly measured against the yardstick of the present writerfe own
experience of the life and spirit of these people.
There seems, so far, to have been no other work of exactly this
nature and particular scope. The vexy general works on exoticism by
Lebel and Carlo and Regismanset have already been mentioned. In the
field of the Pacific and Polynesia itself mention should be made of
the work of Jean Simon, La PolynSsie dans l*art et la littfirature de
1TOccident (Paris, 1939), which is, however, in its own way and In
equally limited space, even more general, for, as the title implies,
it undertakes to deal not only with literature but also with art, and
not with French writings alone or even predominantly, but also those
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of England, Germany, Spain, Holland, Russia and the United States.
Such a treatment within the given space was likewise forced by its
very nature to become largely a compendium and did not permit examina
tion in depth or detail of even such an important work in the Polynesian
field as Le Mariaee de Loti.

The necessity of fitting so much diverse

material into restricted confines was no doubt also the cause of
Simon's omission of such minor but highly interesting French
commentators on Polynesia as Bricaire de la Dixmerle, Poncelin de la
Roche-Tilhac, Madame de Honbart and the Abbg Baston, as well as
Alexandre Dumas.
By remaining within the limits of a narrower, yet still
fascinating field, thus making possible a closer examination of certain
individual works and greater attention to the shifting moods and trends
of French literary attitudes toward Tahiti during approximately the
first hundred years of contact, it is hoped that the present study
may be able to make its own particular contribution to the interpre
tation of at least one aspect of the subject of exoticism in French
literature.

CHAPTER II

BOUGAINVILLE AND HIS COMPANIONS

Near the end of the first chapter of Louis Antoine de Bougain
ville's account of his voyage around the world, one reads of a marvelous
landfall at an island of exuberant tropical beauty and friendly natives
who received the weary voyagers with joyous enthusiasm and hospitality.
Bougainville writes:
A mesure que nous avions approche la terre, les insulaires
avaient environne les navires....Tous venoient en criant tayo qui
veut dire ami, & en nous donnant mille temoignages d'amitl£....
Les pirogues £toient reraplies de femmes qui ne le cedent pas pour
l'agr£ment de la figure au plus grand nombre d'EuropSenes, & qui,
pour la beaut€ du corps, pourroient le disputer 5. toutes avec
avantage. La plupart de ces nymphes £toient nues....Les hommes...
nous pressoient de choisir une femme, de la suivre a terre, & leurs
gestes non Equivoques d&nontroient la manlere dont 11 falloit faire
connoissance avec elle. Je le demande; comment retenir au travail,
au milieu d'un spectable pareil, quatre cents Franfois, jeunes,
marins, & qui depuis six mois n'avoient point vu de femmes?^-

1. Louis Antoine de Bougainville, Voyage autour du monde, par la
frigate du roi La Boudeuse et la flute L'Etoile; En 1766, 1767. 1768 &
1769 (Paris, 1771), pp. 189-190. Bougainville had distinguished himself
as a mathematician and a soldier before undertaking his career as
explorer and naval officer. His treatise on integral calculus had earned
him membership in the British Royal Society and his conduct during the
war in Canada as aide-de-camp to General Montcalm had won the latter's
praise. In 1764 he undertook to colonize the Falkland Islands for France,
but the colony was later ceded to Spain. Commissioned by the French
government for a voyage of exploration he set out in December 1766 and
sailed around the world via the East coast of South America, the Straits
of Magellan, Tahiti, Samoa, the New Hebrides, the Solomon Islands, Java
and the Cape of Good Hope, returning to France in March 1769. He later
served against the English in the West Indies during the American Revolu
tion, obtained the rank of vice-admiral in 1791 and was honored by
Napoleon who made him a senator, a count of the empire and member of the
Legion of Honor. He was born In Paris in 1729 and died there in 1811.
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The date is April 6, 1768. The place is, of course, Tahiti,
Otaheite, La Nouvelle Cythfere or Utopie. depending upon whether one uses
the name given by Bougainville or that given by the botanist of the
expedition, Fhilibert Coninerson. In any case, it represents the scene
which provides the d£but in French Literature of the Tahitian dream,
that image of a Polynesian Eden in which the Noble Savage is brought to
his highest point of beauty and virtue.

As Jean Dorsenne remarks;

"La l£gende de Tahiti £talt crfifie."^
Of the records kept by Bougainville and his companions of their
impressions of the voyage, the best known (although not the earliest
chronologically) is, of course, the account by Bougainville himself,
published in its first edition in 1771 and in second edition in 1772.
Before the publication of this report by the commander of the expedition,
however, the botanist Philibert Conmerson had already produced an article
in the Mercure de France in 1769 and this therefore may be assumed to be
the first exposition in French of a first-hand account of a visit to
3
Tahiti and the first presentation of the Tahitlan legend in French.

2. Jean Dorsenne, Foreword to C.E.P. Fesche, La Nouvelle
Cythfere (Paris, 1929), p. xxx.
3. Philibert Conmerson, "Sur la Dficouverte de la nouvelle lie
de Cythfere ou Talti," Mercure de France, November 1769, pp. 197-205.
Commerson was born at Ch&tillon-lez-Dombes in 1727, received his doctoral
degree from Montpellier in 1755 and devoted himself to the study of nat
ural history and botany. The naturalist Lac€pfede, in continuing Buffoil's
Histoire naturelle drew much material for his Histoire des poissons from
Commerson's work on icthyology. After accompanying Bougainville's voyage
of 1766-1769 most of the way around the world, Conmerson disembarked fct
the lie de France (Mauritius) where he died in 1773 without having time
to put in order the voluminous notes he had made of his observations
during the voyage. A large part of this material has subsequently been
lost.
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The Bougainville and Comnerson accounts were the only ones to
be published within the lifetimes of their authors.

A third narrative,

eventually published, did not appear until 1929 when Jean Dorsenne, a
twentieth-century writer who has concerned himself much with Tahiti,
brought about the publication of the manuscript journal of one C.E.P.
Fesche who sailed as a cadet aboard Bougainville's ship La Boudeusa.
Parts of two other long unpublished manuscripts by members of
the expedition have also been made public in the twentieth century by
the naval and colonial historian and student of the literature of
exploration and discovery, Charles de la Ronci&re. These are, respec
tively, the journals of Saint-Germain, the gcrivain of La Boudeuse,
charged with the matters of supplies and accounts, and of Vlvfes, surgeon
on L'Etoile, the second and smaller of Bougainville's two vessels.
In these various accounts, much of the spirit of the eighteenth
century is revealed.

Three elements of this spirit might be labelled

science, sensibility and sensuality.
The eighteenth century spirit of science, of exploration, of
desire to Increase the sum and broaden the extent of human knowledge,
finds its reflection in Bougainville's own official account of the
voyage.

In Commerson, on the other hand, where one might have looked

for science, one finds sensibility, Utopia, the Noble Savage and all the
tender-hearted reflections, dating back to Montaigne and Rousseau, upon
the virtues of a primitive simplicity like that of the mythical Golden

4.

C.E.P. Fesche, La Nouvelle Cythfere (Paris, 1929).

5. Charles de La Roncifere, "Le Routier infidit d'un compagnon de
Bougainville." La Gfiographie. XXXV, No. 3 (March 1921), 217-250.
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Age.

And as for sensuality, where Bougainville is factual and Commerson

sentimental, Fesche, delighted with the uninhibited sexual life of the
islanders, uses it to berate the restrictions imposed by civilized
society.

In the reflections of Commerson and Fesche there already

appears the tone of Diderot's Supplement au Voyage de Bougainville
with Its Insistence upon the frustrating conflict between the natural
man and the artificial man which society forces upon him.
The publication of Comnerson both antedates that of Bougainville
and exceeds It in the warmth of its admiration of the Tahitlan Eden and
its justification of the Noble Savage.

For the first real projection of

le mirage tahitien in French letters, it is therefore not to Bougainville
that we must turn, but to Comnerson.
It is perhaps fitting that this is so—*that the Utopian image of
Tahiti—an image variously condemned by disenchanted writers of a more
disillusioned century—should first be served to the French public in the
eighteenth century by a man of science, the sifecle des lumlferes thus prov
ing itself once again the slfecle des phllosophes. It seems a tribute to
the humanity and versatility of that age that in Bougainville it produced
a philosopher-navigator, in Fesche a philosopher-cadet, in Viv&s and
Saint-Germain respectively a philosopher-surgeon and a philosopheraccountant, and in Comnerson, as in Buffon, a philosopher-naturalist.
From Bougainville's own account we have but a scant picture of
Commerson.

Fesche and Saint-Germain reveal but little more.

One reads

of the eagerness of his searches for natural specimens, but the Impression
received is the rather unflattering one of an owlish pedant scrambling
about with almost comical fanaticism.

This impression is heightened by

Vivfes, by Jean Dorsenne and by Bougainville's biographer, Maurice
Thi€ry,^ all of whom present him as a figure of fun, much being made
of his lamentable tendency to sea-sickness and of the even more amusing
affair of his so-called valet who turned out to be a maidservant in dis
guise and who thus became, as M. Henri Jacquler, president of the
Soclete des Etudes Oceaniennes, has so aptly written, the first woman
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to circumnavigate the globe.

Despite this, it should not be forgotten that Commerson had
honorably earned his droit de cltg In the intellectual world of
eighteenth century French science.

As late as 1861 he was held in

sufficient importance for his biography to be included in a series of
g
lives of eminent scientists such as Paracelsus, Boyle and Faraday.
In his letter published in the Mercure de France. Commerson
begins by declaring that of the entire voyage upon which he accompanied
Bougainville, there is nothing more remarkable and worthy of public
interest than the visit of the expedition to Tahiti "d'ou Monsieur de
g
Bougainville a emmen€ un des prlncipaux habltans."
The Tahitian referred to as being brought back to Europe by
Bougainville is Aotourou, about whom a whole sub-cycle of Tahitiana has
been written.

Bougainville himself devotes considerable space to him.

6. Maurice Thi£ry, Bougainville, soldat et marln (Paris, 1930).
7. Henri Jacquier, "Jeanne Baret, la premifere femme autour du
TPonde." Bulletin de la SociStfe des Etudes Oceaniennes. XII, No. 4

(December 1962), 150-156.
8. Paul-Antoine Cap, Philibert Commerson. naturaliste vovageur
(Paris, 1861).
9.

Commerson, p. 197.
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But it is in Commerson that he makes his first appearance of all in
French letters.
Before learning that Bougainville had decided to call the island
La Nouvelle Cvthfere. Commerson had applied the name of Utopie taken from
that given by Thomas More to his ideal republic."^
this choice, the naturalist declares:

Of the justice of

"Le nom que je lui destinois

convenoit h un pays, le seul peut-etre de la terre, ou habitent des

11

hommes sans vices, sans pr£jug£s, sans besoins, sans dissentlons."
This is indeed saying a great deal.

Of the pronouncements on

the basis of which Bougainville has been hailed or condemned as the
father of the Tahitlan dream, none, certainly, is as sweeping as the
above.

We have seen Bougainville's description of the landfall, with

his ships surrounded by canoes filled with dusky beauties*

He also

gives a very favorable description of the Tahitlan landscape.

But

these are observations of fact and not broad generalizations.
The most extreme paean of which the great navigator is guilty
is perhaps the following:
Jfai plusieurs fois £td...me promener dans l'intfirieur. Je me
croyais transport^ dans le jardin d'Eden....Un peuple norabreux
y jouit des tr£sors que la nature verse a plelnes mains sur lui.
Nous trouvions des troupes d'hommes & de femmes assises & 1*ombre
des vergers; tous nous saluoient avec amlti£; ceux que nous rencontrions dans les chemins, se rangeoient a cote pour nous
lalsser passer; par^tout nous voylons rdgner 1'hospitality,
le repos, une joie douce & toutes les apparences du bonheur.12

10. Commerson, 197-198*
11. Ibid.. 198.

12. Bougainville, p. 198*

11
Yet even here Bougainville tends to retain objectivity.

Unlike

Commerson, he does not declare that le bonheur definitely reigns in Tahiti,
but merely that he has observed what seem to be the appearances of it.
In regard to the native sexuality, a subject of fascination to
all writers on Tahiti, the man of science once again goes beyond the
sailor.

Although not unaware of the charms of the vahines, even here

Bougainville remains somewhat detached.

Unlike Commerson and Fesche he

avoids taking the free and easy gallantry of Polynesia as a basis for
preachment against civilization, and in the last analysis, leaves the
matter of drawing morals and conclusions to the reader.
It is Commerson, then, rather than Bougainville, who introduced
into French letters both the first and the rosiest picture of Tahiti as
a Utopia peopled by noble savages among whom harmony and virtue eternally
reign.

It is also to Commerson that is due the first exaltation in

French of Tahiti as a paradise of facile amours, benevolently presided
over by the encouraging attitude of the entire Tahltian community in a
spirit of what Commerson presents as one of wholesome impudeur.

In

accents which would seem to reveal him virtually intoxicated with the
prlmitivisme of Rousseau, Commerson declares:
N6s sous le plus beau ciel, nourris des fruits dfune terre qui
est f£conde sans culture, regis par des pferes de famllle plutdt
que par des Rois, lis ne connoissent d*autre Dleu que l'amour;
tous le jours lui sont consacres, toute l'Isle est son temple,
toutes les fenmes en sont les ldoles, tous les hommes les
adorateurs...L'acte de cr€er son semblable est un acte de religion;
les preludes en sont encourages par les voeux et les chants de
tout le peuple assemble, & la fin est c€l£br£e par des applaudissemens
universels; tout Stranger est admis & particlper & ces heureux
mystferes: c'est m&ne un des devoirs de l'hospitallt€ que de les y
inviter, de sorte que le bon Taltien jouit sans cesse ou du senti
ment de ses propres plalslrs, ou du spectacle de ceux des autres.
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Quelque censeur austere ne verra peut-etre en cela qu'un
d^bordement de moeurs, une horrible prostitution, le cynisme
le plus effront£; mais n'est-ce point l'&tat de l'homne naturel,
n6 essentiellement bon, exempt de tout pr£jug£, & suivant sans
defiance comme sans remords, les douces impulsions d'un Instinct
toujours sfir, parce qu'il n'a pas encore d£g£n€r£ en raison.13
In roughly forty-seven pages devoted to Tahiti, Bougainville's
references to the easy promiscuity of Tahitian sex life are few and
generally brief, and when compared to the greater subjectivity of
Commerson, rather mild.
Where Commerson is serious and inclined to polemic, Bougainville
is able to remain light and detached.

In one delicious passage he re

veals his sly amusement at the electrifying effect produced upon the
ship's cook by the tantalizing provocativeness of the Tahitian women,
to which, Bougainville with a touch of modest and graceful humor, admits
that he himself is not entirely immune.
Nos soins reussirent a contenir ces hommes ensorcel€s, le moins
difficile n'avoit pas £t£ de parvenir "k se contenir soi-m&me.
Un seul Francois, mon cuislnier, qui malgr£ les defenses avolt
trouvfi le moyen de s'fichapper, nous revint blentdt plus mort que
vif. A peine eut-il mis pied & terre, avec la belle qu'il avoit
choisle, qu'il se vit entour£ par une foule d'Indiens qui le
deshabillerent dans un instant, & le mlrent nud de la tete aux
pieds. XI se crut perdu mille fois, ne s$achant ou aboutlroient
les exclamations de ce peuple, qui examinolt en tumulte toutes
les parties de son corps. Apres 1'avoir blen consider6, lis lui
rendirent ses habits, remlrent dans ses poches tout ce qu'lls en
avoient tlr£, & firent approcher la fllle en le pressant de
contenter les desirs qui 1'avoient ameng & terre avec elle.
Ce fut en vain. II fallut que les Insulalres ramenassent 5. bord
le pauvre cuisinier, qui me dit que j'aurois beau le reprimander,
que je ne lui ferols jamais autant de peur qu'il venolt d'en
avoir & terre.14

13. Commerson, 198-199.

14. Bougainville, p. 191.

13
Even when referring to the provocative Tahitian custom of per
forming the sexual act In public, Bougainville retains a note of
descriptive objectivity, lightened once again by his charming touch
of civilized humor.
Chaque jour nos gens se promenolent dans le pays sans armes,
seuls ou par petites bandes. On les invitoit & entrer dans les
maisons, on leur y donnoit & manger; male ce n'est pas h. une
collation l€g%re que se borne id la civility des maltres de
maisons; lis leur offroient de jeunes filles; la case se
remplissolt & I1instant d'une foule curieuse d'hommes & de
femmes qui faisoient un cercle autour de l'h&te & de la jeune
victime du devoir hospitaller; la terre se jonchoit de feulllage
& de fleurs, & des musiciens chantoient aux accords de la fl&te
une hymne de jouissance. Venus est ici la d£esse de
1'hospitality, son culte n'admet point de mystferes, & chaque
jouissance est une f&te pour la nation. lis £toient surpris
de l'embarras qu'on t€moignoit; nos moeurs ont proscrit cette
publicity. Toutefols je ne garantlrois pas qu'aucun n'ait
^
vaincu sa repugnance & ne se solt conforms aux usages du pays.
In his final reference to the matter of Tahitian sexuality,
Bougainville remarks on the absence of jealousy.
...la jalousie est icl un sentiment si Stranger, que le marl
est ordlnalrement le premier & presser sa femme de se livrer.
Une fille n'fiprouve & cet €gard aucune gene; tout l'lnvite &
sulvre le penchant de son coeur ou la loi de ses sens, & les
applaudlssemens publics honorent sa dfifalte. II ne semble pas
que le grand nombre d'amans passagers qu'elle peut avoir eu,
l'emp3che de trouver ensuite un marl. Pourquoi done resisteroitelle & 1'influence du cllmat, h. la seduction de 1'example?
L*air qu'on respire, les chants, la danse presque toujours
accompagn€e de postures lasclves, tout rappelle & chaque Instant
les douceurs de 1'amour, tout crie de sfy livrer.16
But even with all this, Bougainville's role as a spinner of
exotic dreams remains clearly unintentional.

Both in the lines he

wrote about Tahiti and between them he has let It be understood that

15. Ibid., p. 197.

16. Ibid.. p. 220

Tahiti was not really the paradise that it appeared.

Even the seductive

name he gave it, La Nouvelle Cythfere. limits the concept to an island of
amatory sport, which, after all, it was, whereas Commereon, going much
further, wished to call it Utopia, which Bougainville saw it was not.
In Bougainville's Voyage, chapters two and three are devoted to
Tahiti.

In the former the author writes the simple narrative of what

happened while he and his vessels were at Tahiti.

In the latter he

records his conclusions on Tahiti and the Tahltians.

In many ways the

conclusions of chapter three cancel out the first impressions of chapter
two.

To quote samples of the one without taking due account of the

other would be to ignore the total context of Bougainville's work.
Indeed, from the very first, Bougainville had already recorded
certain jarring notes that broke the harmony of the so-called Tahitlan
Utopia.

First of all, he cites details which indicate that the friendli

ness and enthusiasm of the famous Polynesian welcome were by no means
either unanimous or constant.

The first example of this is the indiffer

ence, Indeed, hostility shown by one of the notables, namely the father
17
of Ereti, the local chief.

The silent disapproval of this venerable

greybeard was later to be exaggerated by Diderot in his Supplement au
Voyage de Bougainville into a violent tirade against the European intru
sion, foreboding an end to the happiness of the Polynesian race.
The light-fingeredness of the Polynesians also gave rise to several
discordant incidents.

In his usual manner, combining charm of style with

objectivity, Bougainville notes without rancor and with his customary

17. Ibid., p. 192.
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tolerance and humanity, this proneness of the natives to thievery.

He

does not, however, like Commerson, make any vigorous attempt to excuse
it.

Here again is a point upon which the difference between Bougainville,

the scientific observer, and Commerson, the Rousseauistic moralist, is
strongly apparent.
Bougainville remarks amusingly that:

"...il fallait sans cesse

avoir l'oeil "h tout ce qu'on apportait k terre, a ses poches m&me;
car il n'y a point en Europe de plus adrolts filous que les gens de
__ pays.tt 18
ce
To which his indulgence adds:

"Sans doute la curiosity pour des

objets nouveaux excitait en eux de violents d£sirs, et d'ailleurs il
19
y a partout de la canaille."
Commerson, in contrast, not only makes himself a strong defender
of the Tahitians against the accusation of thievery, but makes the whole
matter a point of departure for a polemic, in the style of Jean-Jacques,
against the institution of private property:
Je ne quitterai pas ces chers TaItlens sans les avoir lav£s
d'une injure quTon leur fait en les traitant de voleurs: il est
vrai qu'ils nous ont enlev£ beaucoup de choses, & cela meme avec
une dext€rii:€ qui feroit honneur au plus habile filou de Paris;
mais mgritent-ils pour cela le nom de voleurs? Qu'est-ce que le
vol? C'est l'enlfevement dfune chose qui est en propriety a un
autre; il faut done pour que lTon se plaigne justement d'avoir
£t£ vol£, qu'll lui alt 6t£ enlev£ un effet sur lequel son droit
de propri£t£ €toit pr£€£abli & avoue; mais ce droit de propri£t€
est-il dans la nature? Non; il est de pure convention. Aucune
convention n*oblige, & moins qu'elle ne soit connue & acceptfie.20

1G. Ibid.. p. 197.
19* Ibid.
20. Commerson, 204.
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Already, then, in chapter two, where he merely describes the
events of the Tahitian landfall, sojourn and departure, Bougainville
showed some awareness that all was not perfect in the Tahitian paradise.
In chapter three where he turns from the narrative of events to a
consideration of Tahitian society in general, this becomes all the more
apparent.

Here, while nothing is suggested to invalidate the right of

the island to the purely amatory title of La Nouvelle Cythbre.
Bougainville's re-examination of Tahiti reveals the so-called Utopia
flawed with harsh punishments, hypocrisy, social inequality, cruelty,
war and the rite of human sacrifice.
The great navigator had at first been impressed by the apparent
douceur of the islands in the matter of punishments, since, when it came
to the penalty for thievery from the French, as administered by the local
chief "quelques coups de baton et une restitution forc£e etalt le seul
21
chatiment du coupable."

This Impression was heightened by the apparent

surprise, pain and sympathy shown by the Tahitians when they saw two
French crewmen punished by being put In irons.

As a result Bougainville

had believed for a time that the kindness of the islanders kept them from
inflicting severe punishments of any sort.

In chapter three he points

out that this Impression was false and that "j'ai su depuis h. ne pas
douter, qu'ils ont 1*usage de pendre les voleurs 2k des arbres."

22

Moreover, peace, one of the fairest boons of a true Eden or
Utopia, Is notably lacking in this so-called island paradise.

21. Bougainville, p. 217.
22. Ibid.
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Bougainville remarks that "lis sont presque toujours en guerre avec
23
les habitans des lies voisines."
And In the pursuit of war, the savage of Polynesia shows himself
no more tender or brotherly than the fierce redskins whose brutal
massacres and scalplngs of prisoners so shocked Bougainville when he
was serving under Montcalm during the Seven Years' War In the North
American forests.^
Of Tahltlan war customs, he says:
d'une mani&re cruelie.

"La guerre se fait chez eux

Sulvant ce que nous a apprls Aotourou, lis

tuent les hommes et les enfants miles pris dans les combats; llsleur
levant la peau du menton avec la barbe, qu'ils portent comme un
25
trophee de victoire."
And finally, not only does Bougainville cite the harshness of
the Tahitians In their punishments of wrongdoers and In their warfare
against local enemies, but within the law-abiding community itself he
stresses the extremes of social inequality and the stern repression of
class by class.
Jfai dit plus haut que les habitans de Taltl nous avoient
paru vivre dans un bonheur digne d'envie. Nous les avions
cru presque £gaux entre eux, ou du moins jouissant d'une
liberty qui n*£tolt soumise qu'aux lois etablies pour le
bonheur de tous. Je me trompois; la distinction des rangs
est fort marquee h. Taltl, & la disproportion cruelle. Les
Rois & les Grands ont droit de vie & de mort sur leurs esclaves

23.

Ibid.

24. Louis-Antoine de Bougainville. Adventure in the Wilderness:
The American Journals of Louis-Antoine de Bougainville. 1756-1760.
Translated and edited by Edward P. Hamilton (Norman, Oklahoma, 1964),
pp. 158, 172-73, 332.
25.

Bougainville, Voyage, p. 217.

& valets; je serois meme tente de croire qu'ils ont aussi ce
droit barbare sur les gens du peuple qu'ils nomment Tataeinou,
honnnes vils; toujours est—11 sur que c'est dans cette classe lnfortunee qu'on prend les vlctimes pour les sacrifices humalns.26
The esteemed botanist and scholar Phillbert Connnerson and the
honored mathematician, soldier and navigator Louis-Antoine de Bougain
ville were thus the introducers of Tahiti into the French literary
consciousness.

Their dignity as members of learned societies gave

weight to their impressions and to the views they formed from them.
Conmerson's article in the Mercure de France and Bougainville's Voyage,
an enormous succes de libralrie. placed the Image of Tahiti before the
French public of their day.
From the point of view of literature, there is less, obviously,
to be said of the accounts of the voyage coming from less distinguished
and less scholarly pens:

the youthful outpourings of the volunteer

Fesche, the cahiers of the bookkeeper and supply clerk Saint-Germain,
the notes of the marine surgeon Vlves, all parts of all of which, in
addition, remained unpublished until 150 years after the fact and thus
had no effect upon their contemporaries.
Yet each in his own way presents aspects representative of the
life and letters of his time.

Fervent Rousseauists, Fesche and

Saint-Germain exalt Tahitian frankness and simplicity and echo much of
the "feeling" of Commerson.

Vivfes slyly recounts the story of

Commerson and his disguised servant with a satiric relish suggestive
of Voltaire or Diderot's Bijoux Indlscrets or the naughty novels of

26. Ibid., p. 229.
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Cr6billon fils.

So much for sentiment and sensuality.

Saint-Germain adds

a pragmatic note of commerce and industry, for, like a Colbertian
mercantilist, he is careful to note what economic benefits he believes
can be gained from Tahiti by France, and in so doing spans the gap
between the philosophical eighteenth century and the practical nine
teenth.
For the eighteenth century public itself, Comnerson and
Bougainville had made their contribution.

Commerson intentionally,

Bougainville unintentionally, had raised the dazzling Tahltian mirage
which was immediately to call forth, from the pens of other, lesstraveled Frenchmen of their day, a variety of expressions of enchant
ment, curiosity, fascination, amusement and polemic.

CHAPTER III

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY REACTIONS

From 1770 to 1790 (roughly the last twenty years of the ancien
regime). Tahiti, as introduced to the French consciousness by Commerson
and Bougainville, enjoyed a sort of literary vogue, a kind of popularity
which obtained before the minuet gave way to the Carmagnole—when there
was still time for philosophic dreams about the noble savage in the
happy langour of his earthly Eden.
This graceful time of the douceur de vie cited by Talleyrand was
to be Interrupted by the guns of revolution and of foreign war, and by
the dramatic calls to action of the Republic and of the Empire.

While

it lasted, however, it formed a distinctive period of Utopian literature,
one characterized by the reaction to the image of Tahiti that the navi
gators and their companions had presented.
French writings about Tahiti in this period were: (1) Le Sauvage
de Talti aux Francais by Bricaire de La Dixmerie (1770); (2) Diderot's
review of Bougainville's Voyage and Diderot's Supplement au Voyage de
Bougainville (the former probably written in 1771 but not published till
the Ass£zat edition of Diderot's complete works appeared in 1875, the
latter probably written in 1772 and not published till the posthumous
Opuscules philosopiques. in which it was included, appeared in 1796);
(3) Voltaire's amusing conte, Les Oreilles du comte de Chesterfield
(1775); (4) An Essai sur 1'isle d'Otahitl. situge dans la mer du sud
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et sur 1'esprit et les moeurs de ses habitans. by Taltbout (1779);
(5) A section of the poem Les Jardins by the Abbe Jacques Delille
(1782); (6) The curious fantasy Histoire des Revolutions de Talti
by Poncelin de la Roche-Tilhac (1782); (7) The pseudo-Tahitian novel
Lettres taltiennes by Madame de Monbart (1786);

< ) The so-called

Narrations d'Omai by the Abb£ G.A.Y. Bastcm (1790).
With reference to all this literary production, certain common
general characteristics may be noted immediately.

Most of the above

authors have adopted the device of using as a spokesman the noble
savage philosopher or observer and this primitive spokesman's native
goodness and plain unanswerable common sense are often used to expose,
by contrast, the vices and follies of so-called civilized life.
Even in the case of Voltaire's story, although no primitive
spokesman is brought upon the scene, criticism of European institutions
seems implied, with the accompanying suggestion that those of Tahiti
may be better.
As an expression of French eighteenth century civilization,
therefore, this was largely a literature of self-criticism—an admission
that all was not well with civilized society.

As such it forms part of

the literature of the enlightenment which contributed to opening the way
for social and political change.
Although the constant theme of European society compared un
favorably to that of Tahiti runs in a greater or less measure through
almost all of these works, this group of writings may be subdivided
according to whether the principal emphasis is philosophical, factual,
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sentimental or fanciful.

In this, a chronological pattern seems to be

followed, starting with philosophy, passing through fact and sentiment,
and ending with pure fancy.

Between 1770 and 1775, La Dixmerie, Diderot

and Voltaire seemed interested in the general and philosophical aspects
of the matter.

In 1779, Taitbout, while retaining a tendency to

philosophize, seems chiefly interested in imparting factual information
and has an obvious liking for figures and statistics.

In 1782, the

Abb6 Delille, tlearly a "man of feeling," pictures Aotourou weeping with
nostalgia as he clasps a familiar tree in the Paris botanical gardens.
And finally, Poncelin de La Roche-Tilhac in 1782, Madame de Monbart in
1786 and Baston in 1790 take off into the realms of pure adventure and
fantastic story-telling.
Even before Bougainville's own account of his voyage appeared in
print in 1771, the literature of Tahiti in French was already beginning
to take form. Following the publication of Commersonts letter on Tahiti
in the Mercure de France in 1769, there appeared in 1770 a work entitled
Le Sauvage de Talti aux Francais« avec un envoi au Philosophe ami des
Sauvages.^
This first element of this volume was an Avis de l'gdlteur of
which the opening sentences were: "L'Isle dficouverte par M. de Bougain
ville a fix6 1*attention des Fran^ais. Un de ses habitans a &nu la
curiosity des Parisiens."

2

1. Bricaire de La Dixmerie, Le Sauvage de Talti aux Francais. avec
un envoi au Philosophe, ami des Sauvages (Paris, 1770).

2. Ibid., p. vil.
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These sentences, which seem to recall the first paragraph of
Commerson's letter, are from the pen of Brlcalre de La Dixmerie, who was
born in Champagne about 1731, died in Paris in November 1791, and whose
other works include Contes philosophlques (1765), Les Deux Ages du goflt
et du g6nie francais. sous Louis XIV et sous Louis XV (1769-1770), an
Eloge de Voltaire (1779) and an Eloge analytique et historique de Michel
de Montaigne (1781).^
Of the above, Les Deux Ages is based on a comparison of the two
periods in regard to their part in the development and progress of those
very arts and sciences against the moral effects of which Rousseau's
Discourse of 1750 was directed.

The views of La Dixmerie on civilization

and savagery in general, despite his praise of Tahiti and his bitter
criticism of some aspects of French society, are therefore not those of
the celebrated laureate of Dijon.
La Dixmerie's book is divided into three parts.

First, the Avis

de 1'&diteur wherein the author introduces his supposed spokesman and
discourses on the beauty, goodness and innocence of Tahiti; second, the
central body of the work, where the author's pretended "savage," pre
sumably about to take leave of France after his stay there, sums up his
comparisons of France and Tahiti, entirely to the advantage of the latter;
third, the Envoi au Philosophe, ami des sauvages» who from various
references that La Dixmerie makes, may be easily identified as Rousseau.
La Dixmerie had already treated the latter in Les Deux Ages with a certain

3. Joseph-Marie Qu£rard, La France littSraire (Paris, 1827-1839)
IV, 384.
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amount of scorn and hostility.

In this final section he thus creates

the rather unusual picture of the noble savage denouncing his own
greatest admirer.
La Dlxmerie's work seems to be the fruit of the joint inspiration
of his reading Commerson and his dislike of Rousseau.

In his Avis de

1'gditeur he follows Commerson's letter rather closely both as to senti
ments, topics and order of presentation.

He speaks of the happiness of

the Xahitians, living in an Eden where nature provides its bounty without
need of cultivation, where love, man's greatest need, is openly satisfied,
applauded and hospitably offered to the passing stranger. He praises
the beauty of Tahltian women, the freedom of their manner and dress,
the fatherly government of Tahiti by benevolent kings, the (supposed)
equality, lack of discord, horror of bloodshed and Ignorance of war and
murder.

Like Commerson he praises the harmonious simplicity of the

Tahltian language, the skill of the islanders in house-building, canoebulldlng, navigation and herbal medicine.
The Avis de I'&diteur concludes with the view that the only
reason the technical skills and knowledge of the islanders did not
develop to a higher level was their isolation, and that any other
people placed in the same position would have progressed to a similarly
limited degree.

4. Bricaire de La Dixmerie, Les Deux Ages du gotit et du gSnie
frangais, sous Louis XIV et sous Louis XV (Paris, 1770), pp. 79, 80, 84.
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Then, entering the central body of the work, the author purports
to be speaking with the voice of the savage brought back from Tahiti by
Bougainville, namely, Aotourou-Poutaverl, although La Dixmerie identi
fies him only as Le Sauvage.

It is interesting to note that Aotourou's

name was not published until the appearance of Bougainville's Voyage
in 1771.

Even Commerson, who seems obviously La Dixmerie's source,

speaks only of "notre prince Taltien."
As in the case of Foncelln de la Roche-Tilhac (who also takes
Aotourou as his spokesman) and the Abb£ Baston who pretended to present
(in 1790) the Narrations d'Omai (the Tahitian brought to England by
Captain Cook), the artifice is relatively transparent, since there is
no evidence in any first-hand observation of Aotourou and Omai in
France and England respectively that would indicate that either of these
savages ever learned to read or to write.
The real Aotourou arrived in France with Bougainville in March
1769 and remained there a year until March 1770.

During that time,

according to Bougainville (in contrast to La Dixmerie) Aotourou greatly
enjoyed his stay in France and far from ever learning to write in French,
never learned to do more than "mangle a few words" of that language.^
La Dixmerie's literate and articulate "Savage of Tahiti" then,
like the Usbek and Rica of Montesquieu's Lettres persanes, is nothing
more than a convenient fiction of the author.

Also, like Montesquieu's

Persians, La Dixmerie's Tahitian is used less to describe the manners
and customs of his own country than to criticize those of France.

5. Bougainville, Voyage, p. 226.
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La Dixmerie's savage begins by calling the French a people "a qui
tout gchappe, excepts le ridicule, et qui ridiculise tout ce qu'il

£

craint d'estimer."

All he has gained from his stay in France, he goes

on to Imply, is that he has learned "qu'il eat des routes qu'on ne doit
pas suivre."^
Unlike the Tahitians, the burden of his accusation runs, the
French are sick, artificial, vain, greedy and warlike.

He is appalled

by the violence of French history, is shocked by the grim fortifications
he encounters, considers happiness impossible amid the uproar of Paris,
attacks the ambition, intrigue, display, artificiality and dissipation
he sees in French society. He calls the French barbarians for having no
respect far real merit, denounces the passions and chicanery of law
courts, the pompous vainglory of French erudition, the fickleness of
French taste, the hypocrisy of French so-called courtesy, the barbarism
of the French customs of wearing swords and duelling.

He states (in

accurately, for he is contradicted by Bougainville and other flrst8
9
hand observers) that in contrast to Europe, war and social inequality
are unknown in Tahiti.

He concludes by saying that he is returning to

Tahiti, which he should never have left, and to his native sweetheart
Zalca*^ (a name that could not exist in Tahitian since there are no

6. La Dixmerie, Le Sauvage de Talti, p. 3.
7. Ibid., p, 4.
8. Ibid., p. 59.
9. Ibid., p. 93.

10. Ibid., p. 107.
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letters or sounds corresponding to either z or c in that language.)
As to the differences between France and Tahiti, his last word
is that natural happiness is possible in Tahiti because Nature has
blessed that country with a perfect climate and has supplied the
Islanders all their needs, whereas other countries, not similarly
endowed, must resort to artifice to make up this deficiency.^
It is an expansion of this last observation that largely pro
vides the basis for the third part of the work, the Envoi au Philosopher
and serves as a point of departure from which La Dixmerie mounts his
attack against Rousseau.
The savage begins his Envoi by saying that he has read the
philosopher's (i.e. Rousseau's) works, which would have been Impossible
for the real Aotourou.
"Votre Morale," he decides, "n:est applicable qu'tl notre
situation," and adds, "jTen excepte pourtant blen des points que ne

12

peuvent &tre appliques h aucune."

It is La Dixmerie's contention,

then, that Rousseau's exaltation of primitivlsm is only valid in relation
to an Eden like Tahiti; applied to any other country, he sees It as
nonsense.

And even in Tahiti, La Dixmerie's savage goes on to say, the

happy state of nature in which the Tahitians live is not the really
primitive state of nature whose passing seems so much regretted by
13
Rousseau in his two Discourses.

11. Ibid., p. 104.
12. Ibid., p. 109.

13. Ibid.. p. 111.

Jean-Jacques is welcome to visit
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Tahiti, says the savage, where he may live alone in a cave and go
naked if he likes, but let him not try to persuade the Tahitians to
give up their houses, their simple clothing and the benevolent govern14
ment of their chiefs.
The savage further adds that he sees no reason why the arts of
poetry, painting and sculpture should not be introduced to Tahiti, and
15
why the Tahitians should not profit from them.

He says he does not

regret having learned to read and is sorry he will find only illiterates

16

on his return to his island.
corruption through learning.

In his view, Tahiti is in no danger of

It seems to him that man is not born

equally good everywhere and that he Is only easy to pervert when (unlike
17
the Tahitians) he is already inclined to be perverted.

In Tahiti,

where there are no ferocious beasts or poisonous reptiles, a benign
nature has extended its gentleness to man.
In any case, it is perhaps ironic that a virtual anti-primitivlst
like La Dixmerie, who apparently abhorred Rousseau and Idolized the
urbanity of Voltaire,

18

should have based his interpretation of Tahiti

on the account of Commerson, one of Rousseau's great admirers, and
should, quite!in the vein of the most effusive partisans of the noble
savage, have painted a picture of Tahiti as an earthly paradise.
|

14. Ibid., p. 148.
!

15. iiid., pp. 137-139.
I
16. Ibid., pp. 136-137.
I
17. itid., p. 137.
!

18. On page 84 of Les Deux Ages, for example, La Dixmerie both
condemns Rousaeau on one hand, and on the other praises Voltaire in the
most flattering terms.
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If Bricalre de La Dlxmerie drew his inspiration to write about
Tahiti from the publication of Commerson's letter in 1769, Denis Diderot
was likewise inspired by the appearance of Bougainville's Voyage in 1771.
Diderot's resulting Supplement au Voyage de Bougainville has taken
its place among the important expressions of the materialistic side of
his philosophy along with Le Rfeve d'Alembert and Le Neveu de Rameau. and
has been hailed as a significant example of the spirit of the eighteenth
century rationalist enlightenment by Gilbert Chinard, who wrote:
Compost 5. un moment oti la pensfie de Diderot avalt attelnt
son pleln d£velopperaent et oil son oeuvre philosophlque
€tait achev£e, le Supplement occupe une place marquante
dans l'histoire dfss idges et...peut Stre consld€r£ comme
la supreme expression et le testament de la philosophie
naturiste du XVIIIe sifecle.^
As a vehicle for aspects of the philosophy of one of the major
writers of the eighteenth century, then, the Supplement stands as perhaps
the best known example of the French literature in which Tahiti appears,
not even excepting the idyllic Rarahu (Le Mariage de Loti) of Pierre
Loti which was to have such wide popular, but largely momentary appeal.
The Supplement. Itself, however, was developed from a simpler,
earlier, lesser-known work, one of the various writings of Diderot that
long remained unpublished.

It appears in the Ass€zat edition of

Diderot's complete works published in 1875.

20

Ostensibly a review of

19. Gilbert Chinard, Introduction to Diderot, Supplement au
Voyage de Bougainville (Baltimore, 1935), p. 42.
20. Denis Diderot, "Voyage autour du monde par la fregate du roi
la Boudeuse et la fltite l'Etoile en 1766, 1767, 1768, 1769 sous le
comraandement de M. de Bougainville" in Oeuvres Completes. ed» .7. Ass£zat
(Paris, 1875), II, 199.
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Bougainville's Voyage, possibly intended, although never printed as such,
21
as a contribution to Grimm's literary newsletter,
this piece shows the
sketch from which the Supplement grew and represents the first stage of
Diderot's treatment of the Tahiti theme as a philosophical foil for an
attack upon such institutions and practices of European society as
colonial imperialism, conventional religion and conventional sexual
morality as enemies of Nature and of the natural man.
In this Diderot goes one step beyond La Dixmerie just as La
Dixmerie went one step beyond Commerson and Bougainville in adding
another element to the structure of the Tahitian image in French
literature.

To Bougainville's attractive and Commerson's idyllic

picture of Tahiti, La Dixmerie added the contrast of Tahiti's goodness
with Europe's perversion.

Now, proceeding to logically the next position,

Diderot adds the prediction that the discovery of innocent Tahiti by
perverted Europe means the corruption and enslavement of the former by
the latter, and the end of Tahitian innocence, liberty and happiness.
This viewpoint, sketched by Diderot in his review of Bougainville's
Voyage, is later expanded to form the first part of the famous Supplement.
particularly that part of it entitled Les Adieux du Vieillard. wherein an
old Tahitian chief is pictured as berating the French for the evil they
have done to Tahiti and prophetically castigating them for the even
greater evil he forsees that they will yet do.
Altogether, the Supplement as presented in the Ass6sat edition,
consists of four parts arranged under the following headings:

21. Ibid., p. 2Q6
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I. Jugement du Voyage de Bougainville (Dialogue between A and B),
II. Les Adieux du Vieillard. III. Entretien de l'Aumonier et d'Orou
(wherein Orou, spokesman for Diderot's naturistic and materialistic
philosophy, offers his wife and daughters to the embarrassed chaplain
as part of the traditional Tahitian hospitality, and when this is
refused on moral grounds, attacks the European view of sexual morality
as based on religion),

and IV,

22
Suite du dialogue.

The first two of these reproduce, verbatim or with very slight
changes, the greater part of the shorter review.

The last two sections

represent new additions, expanding and generalizing the subject.
The first section of the Supplement is, as its title suggests,
a critical literary judging of Bougainville's work. It is, in fact, a
review and as such repeats the strictly critical part of the earlier
review almost exactly.

It tells what Bougainville's Voyage is about,

discusses (favorably) his qualifications for treating the subject
23
matter, comments on his style ("de la simplicity et de la clart£" ),

22. The question of the various extant versions, both published
and unpublished, of Diderot's Supplement au Voyage de Bougainville has
been studied by Professors Gilbert Chinard (Supplement au Voyage de
Bougg^vllle, Baltimore, 1935) and Herbert Dieckmann (Supplement au
Voyage de Bougainville, Geneva, 1955). With the exception of the
Leningrad manuscript, published by Professor Chinard in 1935, there
are only very minor variations in the various texts. The Leningrad
manuscript differs chiefly from the others in that it contains the
inserted story of Polly Baker (which is not related to Tahiti) placed
in the middle of Part III (L'Entretien de l'Aumonier et d'Orou). This
divides Part III into two parts, III and IV, thus making the final
section (Suite du dialogue) the fifth part instead of the fourth part
as it Is in the other versions.
23. Diderot, Supplement au Voyage de Bougainville, in Oeuvres
completes, ed. Ass£zat (Paris, 1875), II, 208.
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cites three highlights of the voyage—Paraguay, Patagonia and Tahiti,
and concludes by mentioning the existence of an interesting and re
vealing "Supplement" (a pure invention on the part of Diderot) to the
account proper.
In contrast to the straightforward exposition of the original re
view, all this is animated in the Supplement through its presentation
there in the form of a lively dialogue between two enlightened French
men, A and B.
Parts II (Les Adleux du Vieillard) and III (L'Entretlen de
11AumSnier et d'Orou) represent the supposed "Supplement" Itself, inter
rupted in places by the comments of A and B, and followed by a resume
(Part IV, Suite du dialogue) again in the form of a conversation between
the two speakers.

The result is that the so-called Supplement proper i?

sandwiched between an introduction and a conclusion delivered in the
guise of discussions between Diderot's two philosophizing spokesmen.
Using A and B at the beginning and the end as voices of the
French enlightenment, Diderot presents, in the body of the Supplement
two native spokesmen for Tahiti itself, the embittered "vieillard" of
Part II and the hospitable Orou of Part III.
Both of these noble savages seem to be taken from Tahitlans
mentioned by Bougainville, namely the taciturn old man who showed so
little enthusiasm for the French visitors and, on the other hand, Ereti
the friendly and obliging chief who received Bougainville and his
companions so hospitably.

With the addition of Aotourou himself, a

gallery of Tahitlan characters thus begins to form within the realm of
French literature.
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Although he does not use him as a spokesman, Diderot mentions
Aotourou in his original review of Bougainville's Voyage and again in
Part I of the Supplement, with the addition of a significant comment.
In the review, Diderot merely wonders how Aotourou will picture
France to his compatriots when he will have returned to Tahiti.
Suppl&nent. an answer is supplied.

In the

What he will tell the Tahitians of

France, according to Diderot's speaker B, is "peu de choses, et qu'ils
ne croiront pas."
"Et pourquoi ne le croiront-ils pas?" asks A, to which he re
ceives the reply:

"Parce qu'en comparant leurs moeurs aux notres, ils

aimeront mieux prendre Aotourou pour un menteur, que de nous croire si
*
..24
fous.
Here Diderot agrees with La Dixmerie's view that the picture of
France Aotourou would have to give his fellow-Polynesians would be one
of foolishness and absurdity.
Diderot's Aotourou, however, is not endowed with the understanding
and penetration, even erudition, accorded him by La Dixmerie, for in
answer to another question of A as to why Aotourou would have so few
things to tell of France on his return home, Diderot's B replies, "Parce
qu'il en a peu con^ues et qu'll ne trouvera dans sa langue aucun terme
correspondant

25
celles dont il a quelques idSes,"

24. Ibid., p. 212.
25. Ibid.
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In any case, as the first Polynesian character in French letters,
Aotourou has by now evolved from Commerson's "prince tahitien" of 1769
and La Dixmerie's anonymous "sauvage de Talti" of 1770 to the point
where, identified by name in Bougainville's Voyage of 1771, he comes to
play the role of a typical representative of the "soft primitivism" of
Polynesia for Diderot and subsequently for others such as Delille and
Foncelin de la Roche-Tilhac.
Furthermore, with the two leading Tahitian characters that he
creates, "le vieillard11 and Orou, illustrating respectively the negative
and positive sides of the Supplement. Diderot has established a duality
that may be traced in much subsequent literature about Polynesia,
reaching its culminating development in Loti.
Although Diderot is unconcerned with local color and uses the
locale of Tahiti merely as a vehicle for his philosophy, he has none
the less distinguished the two characters, the weeping Polynesian and
the smiling Polynesian, that one later finds again and again in the
26
27
literature of Tahiti and the South Seas, in Loti,
in Gauguin,
in

28
Victor Segalen
and others, not only in French but also in British and
American letters.

The still-lingering sweetness of the Polynesian

welcome and the lament for the disappearance of the carefree Polynesian
past seem to remain among the chief elements of almost all writing about
these islands down to the travel books of our own day.

26. Pierre Loti, Rarahu (Paris, 1879), republished as Le Marlage
de Loti (1880).
27. Paul Gauguin and Charles Morice, Noa Noa (Paris, 1901).
28. Victor Segalen, Les Imm&moriaux (Paris, 1907).
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Part II, Les Adieux du Vieillard. is an indictment of the
so-called civilized world for its crimes against Tahiti, and thus, by
extension, against the noble savage almost everywhere.

By using the

old chief's diatribe to list what European society, as represented by
Bougainville and his companions, is accused of having destroyed,
Diderot gives his picture of the Tahltian Utopia as he imagines it to
have been before the calamitous arrival of the Europeans.
First, and above all, the islanders had followed the laws of
nature. ("Nous suivons le pur instinct de la nature et tu as tent£
29
d'effacer de nos Smes son caractfere." O

Secondly, in the Tahltian

Eden there was no knowledge of private property until Bougainville and
his fellow intruders, like Rousseau's "premier qui ayant enclos un
30
terrain s'avisa de dire Ceci est a moi"
introduced tills disturbing
concept.

("Ici tout est "k tous; et tu nous a pr&chfi je ne sais quelle

31
distinction du tien et du mien" ).

The natives lived happily because

in their uncomplicated state of development they had few wants and
satisfied these easily:
32
le possddons."

"Tout ce qui nous est necessaire et bon, nous

Sexual love in Tahiti was a delight to which young

people delivered themselves joyously without fear or shame or danger.
The simple life of the Polynesians was so healthful that sickness was

29. Diderot, Supplement, p. 214.
30. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Discours sur l'origine et les
fondements de l'inSgalitS parmi les hommes. in Discours. ed. Ernest
Flammarlon (Paris, undated), p. 117.

31. Diderot, Supplement, p. 214.
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unknown among them.

Even at the age of ninety the old chief is so

33
robust that it would take three or four Europeans to bend his bow.
All this, the old man charges, the French have ruined with their
"besoins factices," their "vertus chimfiriques" and, even worse, their
34
introduction of venereal disease.
Part III, the second half of the Supplement proper, L'Entretien
de 1'Aumflnier et d'Orou, is not based on material included in the original
review, and the image it gives of Tahiti is not exactly the same.

The

old man's farewell of Part II evokes a nostalgic picture of simplicity
and freedom that seems to recall the golden age and in which, as Diderot
causes his speaker B to comment "le Taltien touche & l'origine du
35
monde."

The chief's lament is that all this is doomed by the

Europeans who, arriving with a crucifix in one hand and a sword in the
other, will impose the complications and miseries of civilized life and
reduce the once happy islanders to political, economic and spiritual
servitude.
In the wider implications of this Diderot indicates the conflict
of cultures resulting from the contact between an advanced and aggressive
society and a more primitive one and the inevitable domination of the
more passive by the more aggressive of the two.

33. Ibid.
34. In the second edition of his Voyage Bougainville defends
himself against the accusation of having brought venereal disease to
Tahiti, suggesting that this was done by the English expedition under
Captain Wallis which had visited Tahiti before Bougainville. See
Bougainville, Voyage, second edition (Paris, 1772), I, 116.

35. Diderot, Supplement, p. 213.
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In Part III, in contrast, only one aspect of Tahitlan life and of
the confrontation of the natural man and the artificial man is emphasized,
namely, the sexual habits of the Polynesians.
In place of the stem old chief, helplessly regretting the fall
of his country before the pernicious influence of the Intruders, we have
the younger, cheerful, confident (and as it develops, even sly and
calculating) Orou as the representative Tahitlan, who, far from feeling
overwhelmed in his relations with the Europeans, evinces positive satis
faction that he has outwitted them.
Moreover, the picture of Tahiti is no longer quite that of the
same golden mirage of primitive freedom where the pleasure of love seemed
to be the chief business of life.

The Tahiti of Part II was one that

Diderot took from the most favorable parts of Bougainville's account.
The Tahiti of Part III is largely Diderot's own invention and has no
basis in any factual account of the island ever rendered.

In this

Diderot seems merely to take Tahiti as a convenient setting for the
demonstration on his own ideas of a Utopian solution to the problems
created by the conflict of the natural appetites of sex with the
restrictions that law and the church have placed upon them.
In this solution, far from the unhindered liberty of a "state of
nature" where "natural man" has a free choice of partners and where the
element of sexual pleasure is presumably valued for its own sake,
Diderot's system, as he has Orou present it, is concerned almost entirely
with eugenics and fertility.
As Diderot's speaker B remarks after reading Orou's expos£ of
Tahitlan social arrangements regarding sex, the Tahitlan Venus is not a

38
36
"V€nus galante" but a "Venus f^conde."

Sex for the sake of mere

pleasure when there Is no likelihood of eugenic procreation is sternly
frowned on in Diderot's Tahiti and anyone who indulges in this is
37
condemned as a libertine.

Even within the limits of socially

approved unions freedom of choice is somewhat illusory.

Orou says

that young people, on attaining the proper age, may form such unions,
but adds, "On indlque seulement d'avance, au garson les filles, & la
38
fille les gargons, qu'ils doivent preffirer."
It is, however, only midway through the dialogue between the two
imaginary characters, Orou and the supposed chaplain of Bougainville's
expedition, that these limits to Tahiti's famed sexual freedom are re
vealed.

The section opens in a different tone with a sequence calculated

to enhance the view that in matters of sex, the Tahitian is a true child
of nature and the European a monster of hypocrisy and artificiality.
The chaplain's refusal to accept Orou's offer of his wife and daughters
gives Orou the occasion to attack the absurdities he sees in European
religion, and although trying to defend the church's position, the
chaplain is baffled by the wily though apparently naive reasoning of his
savage host who assails him with such disturbing queries as why, if sex
ual relations are sinful, did the Christian God make two sexes in the first
place.

Orou later justifies incest, reducing the chaplain to helpless

ness to reply, by pointing out that there would have been no other way

36. Ibid., p. 231.
37. Ibid.. p. 233.

38. Ibid., p. 230.
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for the world's population to have grown from the small Immediate family
of Adam and Eve.

39

Unable to refute Orou's logic, the good-natured chaplain, who, in
any case, was no fanatic to begin with, ends by yielding to his host's
persuasion and by sleeping with all three of Orou's daughters and with
his wife as well.
The lesson that the speakers A and 5 draw from this in the final
section of the work (Part IV, Suite du dialogue) is that mankind is happy
only in Tahiti because nowhere else is there 'Wins de morale artificielle
40
et moins de vices et vertus chim§rlques."

Europeans, in contrast, have

made the mistake of attaching "des noms de vices et vertus & des actions
qui n'£taient susceptibles d'aucune moralitfi.The fortunate Tahitians
whose laws and customs wisely follow the laws of nature are untroubled by
conflicts between natural, civil and religious law and are spared the
terrible dilemma of civilized man described by the speaker B:

"Voulez-

vous savoir 1'histoire abreg£e de presque toute notre mis&re?

La

voici.

II existait un homne naturel: on a introduit au dedans de cet

honroe un homme artificial: et il s'est £lev£ dans la caveme une guerre
civile qui dure toute la vie."^
As far as the presentation of an image of Tahiti is concerned,
however, whatever the Tahiti of the old chief in Part II may have been,

39. Ibid., p. 234.
40. Ibid., p. 248.
41. Ibid., p. 245.

42. Ibid., p. 246.

Orou's Tahiti In Part III Is a long way from a state of nature. Its
single-minded, almost fanatical preoccupation with fertility subjects
the state of conjugal union to certain complications of its own, and
the social and economic arrangements established for the encouragement
of child-bearing are too sophisticated to be representative of a primi
tive society.
Even the hospitable offering of women to foreign visitors, Orou
reveals, is but a eugenic ruse to enrich the Tahitian race with new
43
blood.

Sex experimentation and indulgence except under conditions

favorable to conception are, moreover, forbidden to the Tahitians by a
series of regulatory measures.

Young men, until the age of twenty-two

remain covered with a long tunic, their loins girded with a chain.

Girls,

before reaching the age of child-bearing, must wear a white veil.
Removing the chain or the veil are "des fautes" rarely coranltted, since,
Orou notes rather ominously "nous leur en apprenons de bonne heure les
facheuses consequences."^

These wearers of chains and veils are

excluded from relations with the opposite sex.
According to this, then, the "natural man" in Tahiti, at the age
of eighteen, nineteen, twenty and twenty-one is forced to suppress his
"natural" sexual instincts just as firmly as is the miserable artificial
man of western civilization.
is carried even further.

On the female side, the system of veils

While girls too young for child-bearing must

wear white veils, grey veils are Imposed on women temporarily incapable

43. Ibid., p. 237.
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of conception because of periodic Indisposition,
and the wearing of
46
black veils
is required of women who, because of age or any other
reason, are sterile.
Thus, like the Tahitian man of twenty-one, the Tahitlan woman
of forty-five, if she has reached the point of sterility, or the
infertile woman of any age, is absolutely excluded from all sexual life,
regardless of what her "natural" instincts may be.
At one point Orou declares that public blame is the only punish
ment for the "libertlnage"^ of violating the prohibitions imposed by
these veils, but later he says rather bluntly;

"Nous avons des vleilles

dissolues, qui sortent la nuit sans leur voile noir, et resolvent des
hommes, lorsqu'll ne peut rlen r£sulter de leur approche; si elles sont
reconnues ou surprises, l'exil au nord de l'lle, ou l'esclavage, est
48
leur chdtiment."
Among the reasons why a high birth rate is so important, Orou
further confides, are that "nous avons des ennemis volsins & combattre,
un besoin de soldats" and, in addition, "nous avons & payer une redevance
49
en hommes & un voisin oppresseur."
sort of PandoraTs box.

Here, suddenly, is a glimpse into a

Slavery, war, oppression and tribute, which

Commerson, by omission, and La Dixmerle, by declaration, implied to be

45. Ibid., p. 233.
46. Ibid.. p. 232.
47. Ibid., p. 233.
48. Ibid., p. 235.

49. Ibid., p. 237.
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non-existent on the Island, now appear as a part of Diderot's Tahiti.
As Professor Herbert Dieckmann says, "Cette partie du Supplement
est loin d'&tre une invitation a 1Tembarquement pour Cythfere.""'^

It is

difficult to reconcile the crass utilitarianism of the Tahltlan sex atti
tudes outlined by Diderot with Orou's passionate diatribes, delivered
51
earlier,
where he denounces European marriage customs as violations of
natural law, based on the extension of the idea of private property to
free, living, feeling human beings, reducing them to the level of objects.
As Dieckmann suggests, "dans l'etat de nature tel qu'il existe selon
Diderot & Tahiti, l'homme et la femme sont plus que jamais transform€s
en objets et moyens, pulsque les relations amoureuses sont enti&rement
52
assujetties & la continuity de la race et Si l'intSr&t public."
The condition of women, accorded no respite from child-bearing,
seems particularly unenviable.

Orou's youngest daughter, Thia, aged

nineteen, is chided for having no children; her mother at that age had
three; Thia, her parents and sisters feel, should already have produced
53
two at the very least.
The point of the somewhat extraneous Polly Baker story which was
Inserted into the Leningrad version and which deals with British North
America rather than Tahiti, is also based almost entirely on the praise
of fecundity.

50. Herbert Dieckmann, Introduction to Denis Diderot, Supplement
au Voyage de Bougainville (Geneva, 1955), p. xlli.
51. Diderot, Supplement, p. 224.
52. Dieckmann, op. cit.» p. xlili.

53. Diderot, Supplement. p. 229.
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As Diderot's Tahiti is after all really an imaginary place, it is
not surprising to find elements in it at variance with what is known of
the island from factual accounts. Neither in the real Tahiti nor in any
other writerTs fictional version of it did there exist any such arrange
ment as Diderot's system of veils and chains. (One wonders, indeed,
what type of "chains" Diderot would suppose to be in use in a country
where metals were completely unknown.)

Equally fictitious is the

53
interesting system of subsidies, as outlined by Orou in Fart III,
paid
for children and to old people.

The welfare of such dependents is guaran

teed, Orou proudly points out, because it is based, not as in Europe, upon
54
a purely moral, hence unreliable (and hypocritical ) appeal to tenderness
and virtue but rather on the frank material interests of the families
involved.

One-sixth of the total production of the country, Orou says,

is set aside for this purpose.Thus subsidized, a large number of
children is the most advantageous dowry a voman can bring to her husband.
In addition, a particularly handsome man or a brave and popular man like
Orou, a proven father, is constantly sought after by various mothers out
side his own household who wish him to father children for their unmated
daughters.

A man, Orou explains, is entitled to keep one-fourth of all

the children he can produce by such outside unions and consequently to
56
enjoy the subsidies that go with them.

54. Ibid., pp. 228, 236.
55. Ibid., p. 236.
56. Ibid., p. 228.

57. Ibid., p. 232.

A child disputed by two possible fathers is awarded by the
mother to the one of her choice.

This, Orou says, discourages

libertlnage, since a man will tend to shun a woman if he suspects a
risk of the children she conceived (and the accompanying subsidies)
58
being claimed by soneone else.
The above rather sophisticated social schemes are obviously
beyond the "state of nature" and indeed beyond the actual development
of Tahitian society at the time.

Likewise, Diderot's Tahitians, both

the old chief of Fart II and Orou of Part III, display reasoning and
eloquence that seem quite beyond the scope of the noble savage.

Like

La Dixmerle's surprisingly erudite savage, Orou can even read and

59

write, having learned Spanish,

another incongruity, since no Spaniards

landed in Tahiti until several years after Bougainville's departure.
Diderot also repeats La Dixmerie in creating impossible
Tahitian names, calling two of Orou's daughters Asto and Palli, despite
the absence of the sounds of jb and of .1 in the Tahitian language.

Even

Diderot's reading of Bougainville seems to have been rather cursory in
at least one case.

He reproduces the story of Barr£ (Jeanne Baret, the

servant girl who disguised herself as a man) but instead of naming the
botanist Consnerson, he incorrectly lists her employer as the Chevalier
de Bournaud, one of the officers of Bougainville's staff.^

58. Ibid., p. 232.
59. Ibid., p. 218.
60. Diderot, "Voyage autour du monde par la frigate du roi la.
Boudeuse et la flCite l'Etolle. en 1766, 1767, 1768, 1769, sous le
commandement de M. de Bougainville." in Oeuvres completes, ed. Ass£zat
(Paris, 1875), II, 205.
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The fact that Diderot's picture of Tahiti Is unreal and that the
sexual arrangements of his Intended Utopia are of questionable desir
ability does not, of course, invalidate his criticism of European society.
The conflict between the natural man and the artificial man remains, and
the Tahitian of Diderot1s time, whether imagined or real, was undoubtedly
nearer the natural man than was the European.
Diderot gives an interesting example of this in the first part
of the Supplement when he speaks of Aotourou's contact with European
society on arriving in France, and says: "L'usage commun des femmes
fitait si bien Stab11 dans son esprit, qu'il se jeta sur la premiere
Euro£eenne qui vint & sa rencontre, et qu'il se disposalt trfes-sfirieusement & lul falre la politesse de Talti,"^
Finally, as in the case of Bougainville, the second part of
whose account of Tahiti also contains a sombre retouching of the
original portrait, the sexual restraints and constraints, the trickery,
punishments, war and slavery revealed by Orou in the second half of the
Supplement seemingly fail to dispel a general impression of Tahiti as
a kind of earthly paradise.

Diderot thus joins the number of those

writers who have contributed to fashioning the romantic lure of the
Tahitian mirage.
It is perhaps not surprising that Diderot, who, some twenty years
earlier, had encouraged Rousseau in preparing his First Discourse for the
Academy of Dijon, should find some attraction in the prlmitiveness of
Tahiti.

Even more effective evidence of the lure and fashionableness of

61. Diderot, Supplement, p. 211.
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Polynesia for late eighteenth century France seems to be the fact that
even Voltaire, arch-spokesman for civilized urbanity as the author of
the anti-primltivist Le Mondain and of the famous mocking letter to
Rousseau wherein he ironically ridiculed the Second Discourse as a book
"against the human race" and an attempt to "turn us into brutes,"
should succumb to the charms of the South Pacific Eden.
Like Diderot and like La Dixmerle, Voltaire's chief Interest was
obviously not in portraying Tahiti itself but in using the virtues, real
or supposed, of Tahiti as a contrast to the vices and follies of Europe.
If Diderot could use Tahiti to criticize the unnaturalness of European
sexual morality, one can imagine with what glee Voltaire found he could
use Tahiti to assault his old enemy, organized, ritualized and
institutionalized religion.
Voltaire's contribution to the literature of Tahiti takes the
form of a description, inserted into one of his contes. Les OrelIlea
du comte de Chesterfield, of the act of love performed by Tahitians as
the chief feature of a religious ceremony.
Voltaire took this scene from the compilation made by Hawkesworth,
whom he cites, of the accounts brought back by the naturalists Banks and
Solander and of Captain Cook himself, from Cook's first voyage to the
South Pacific.
In Les Oreilles du comte de Chesterfield, this is sandwiched some
what extraneously into the story of one Chaplain Goudman who, motivated
by love and ambition, sought to obtain from Lord Chesterfield the
preferment of a comfortable curacy living so that he could marry his
beloved, the beautiful Miss Fidler.
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When Goudman comes to ask Lord Chesterfield for this benefice,
the peer, who is deaf, misunderstands him, and, thinking he is asking
for medical assistance, sends him to his surgeon.

Before all this can

be straightened out, a rival has obtained both the living and Miss
Fidler and Lord Chesterfield has died.
Chaplain Goudman consoles his grief in philosophic conversation
with Sidrac, the surgeon, in whom he has found a congenial friend.
Like Diderot1s aum&nier who was converted by Orou, Chaplain
Goudman Is fairly easily converted to a more materialistic view of things
by Sidrac, the man of science.

In the course of this Goudman and Sidrac

come to agree that there is no such thing as the soul and that, as with
the empiricism of Locke, all things come to man through the senses,
just as in the case of other animals.
All the events of life, moreover, are seen by these characters
as part of a chain, based on materialistic determination arising from
the workings of the natural laws of the universe.

These, in true

eighteenth century Delstic fashion, have been established by a creating
God, who himself cannot interfere with their workings, and to whom,
therefore, It is useless to pray.
When Goudman and Sidrac have carried their discussions to this
point, a Dr. Grou, supposedly surgeon to Captain Cook's first expedition,
is introduced, and it is he who interpolates the description of the
Tahitian rites.
This is followed by conjectures as to whether the evil that had
by then contaminated the Tahitian paradise, namely, venereal disease, had
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been brought there by Bougainville, as Cook maintained, or by Wallis, as
claimed by the French.
At their next meeting, Goudman, Sldrac and Grou debate the question
of the basis of human motivation, which Grou says is money but which Sidrac
holds to be digestion.

This highly physical interpretation of events is

Interrupted by the arrival of the late Lord Chesterfield's steward asking
for Goudman.

The chaplain's successful rival, it develops, has contracted

venereal disease from Miss Fidler, has separated from her and has lost the
curacy.

Miss Fidler, free, now wants Goudman, but the steward wants

Miss Fidler, In exchange for whom he offers Goudman the curacy which is
a lucrative one.

So lucrative, in fact, as Sidrac and Grou point out,

that Its beneficiary can have all the girls in the parish and Miss Fidler
as well.

Goudman thus accepts the steward's offer, enjoys both the living

and Miss Fidler (in secret, which is even better than having her as his
wife), is treated by Dr. Sidrac when the need arises, and remains to
the end a firm believer in fatality.
The insertion into this tale of Dr« Grou's Tahitian reminiscences
may seem something of an irrelevant digression.

However, in relation to

the conclusions reached by Goudman and Sidrac in their discussions of the
soul, God, religion and the nature of the universe, Grou's Polynesia seems
to fit in rather logically as affording an example of a type of religious
observance in harmony with the views they have accepted.

Here again, as

in Diderot, the keynote is nature, natural law and the natural man.
"It is ridiculous, after all," Goudmen declares in an early
conversation with Sidrac, "to pronounce words that we do not understand
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and to recognize beings of which we cannot have the slightest knowlj
t.62
edge."
And, after hearing Grou's account of the Tahitian ceremony, both
Goudman and Sidrac express admiration, Goudman exclaiming in approval
that "to work to bring forth a reasonable creature is the noblest and
holiest of actions" and Princess Obelra, under whose direction the
ceremony was performed, Is hailed by Sidrac as "the finest queen in the
63
Southern hemisphere."
Like Diderot, basically more concerned with the reform of
European society than with reproducing local color and creating an
exotic picture of a far-off land, Voltaire holds up the "natural" cult of
Tahiti as a contrast to what he condemns as the hypocrisy and charlatanism
of European religion, and declares, in the words of Grou:
C'est dans Otalti que la nature habite. Je n'ai vu ailleurs que
des masques; je n'ai vu que des fripons qui trompent des sots,
des charlatans qui escamotent 1*argent des autres pour avoir de
l'autorit£, et qui escamotent de l'autorit£ pour avoir de
1*argent impun€ment; qui vous vendent des toiles d'araignSe pour
manger vos perdrix; qui vous promettent richesses et plalsirs quand
11 n'y aura plus personne, afin que vous tournlez la broche pendant
qu'ils existent.64
But, like others before him, even Voltaire yields to the charm
of Tahiti, and has Grou speak of it in terms that seem to recall the
golden age of antiquity:

62. Voltaire, Les Orellies du comte de Chesterfield in Oeuvres
completes, edition Garnler frferes (Paris, 1879), XXI, 582.
63. Ibid., p. 589.

64. Ibid., p. 587.
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Cette lie est blen plus civilis£e que celle de Z£lande et que
le pays des Cafres, et, j'ose dire, que notre Angleterre, parce
que la nature l'a favorisee d'un sol plus fertile; elle lui a
donn€ 1'arbre a pain, present aussl utile qufadmirable, qu'elle
n'a fait qu'& quelques lies de la mer du Sud. Otaltl poss&de
d'allleurs beaucoup de volailles, de legumes et de fruits.
g~
On n'a pas besoln dans un tel pays de manger son semblable..*.
Thus another touch Is added to the golden image of Tahiti, this
time by one of the foremost spokesmen of the century of the enlightenment.
In addition to attracting the attention of literary giants of the
eighteenth century such as Diderot and Voltaire, voyagers' accounts of
Tahiti inspired a variety of curiosities by minor writers.

Among these
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was the 125-page Essai sur l'isle d'Otahiti
which appeared in 1779 and
was the work of one Taitbout whose previous publications, devoted to the
field of science, were an AbrSgS SlSmentaire d'astronomie, de physique,
d'histoire naturelle, chimle, anatomie, gfiometrie et m^canique (Paris,
1777), and a Letfcre de M. T_—Ik M. le baron de Serviferes, en reponse & ses
observations sur les thermomfetres (Paris, 1778).

Like Voltaire, after

whom he is chronologically the next French man of letters to deal with
Tahiti, Taitbout belongs to what might be called the third wave of French
literary reaction to the revelation of the Tahitian Eden—namely that
inspired by the editing by Hawkesworth of the accounts by Banks, Solander

65. Ibid.
66. Taitbout, Essai sur 1'lle d'Otahiti. situSe dans la mer du
Sud, et sur 1*esprit et les moeurs de ses habitans (Avignon and Paris,
1779). Taitbout's first name is not given, either In this work or by
Chinard who discusses it (Chinard, p. 70) or by QuSrard (IX, 326) who
lists it together with the titles, dates and places of publication of
Taitbout's scientific works cited above.
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and Cook of Cook's first voyage and by the publication of Cook's own
account of his second voyage (the first wave being the first-hand accounts
of the French voyagers themselves, Commerson and Bougainville, and the
second wave being the immediate metropolitan reactions to the first,
namely the reflections of La Dixmerie and Diderot).
Taltbout's work is, Indeed, the first in French devoted exclusively
to the subject of Tahiti since the publications of Hawkesworth and Cook
and therefore the first to profit by a background of greater factual
detail than either Bougainville or Commerson, or their readers, possessed.
During his first and second voyages, Cook had made altogether
three visits to Tahiti, each time staying there longer than Bougainville's
brief sojourn of about ten days.-—(On his first visit, Cook stayed In
Tahiti three months.)

There was therefore more time for observation and

collection of facts, and this is reflected in the work Taltbout produced,
using Hawkesworth and Cook as his main sources.

Tahiti, in Taltbout,

takes the form of an actual place, unlike the bright but rather fuzzy
paradise glimpsed by Commerson, praised in the vague, inaccurate musings
of La Dixmerie and presented in the totally Imaginary picture of Polynesian
society, fanatically devoted to fertility and eugenics, created by Diderot.
For the first time it would seem (with the exception of Bougain
ville himself) there appears a French writer more concerned with telling
about Tahiti as it really was than with how he would have liked it to be
to support his own social theories, tastes and Ideals.
As Bougainville had done, but profiting from the additional informa
tion recorded by Cook and by the naturalists of his first voyage, Banks
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and Solander, Taltbout discusses Tahitian plant, animal and insect
life, scenery, houses, tools, canoe-building, tapa-making, social
customs, tattooing, funerals and mourning, warfare, sports, food and
drink, women, sex habits, medicine, astronomy, music, agriculture,
chiefs and class distinctions and religion.
His objectivity in reporting his facts, however, does not pre
vent Taltbout from drawing conclusions from them and from philosophizing
in the spirit of the eighteenth century.
Like most writers on Tahiti, Taltbout is struck by the Eden-like
aspects of Polynesian life. He stresses the beauty of the island
67
(which, he says, "inspires gaiety" ), the hospitality of the natives,
their physical attractiveness.

In his opinion the Tahitians who live

for the moment with no thought of past or future are happier than
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Europeans as children are happier than adults.
Yet, like Bougainville and unlike La Dixmerle, Taltbout is not
unaware of the darker side of the picture.

War exists in Taltbout's

Tahiti, waged with ferocity and not without a touch of the macabre,
the conquerors taking the jaws of the vanquished enemy dead and hanging
them up as trophies,^

Taltbout recognizes the existence of infanticide,

67. Ibid., p. 4.
68. Ibid., p. 70.

69. Ibid., p. 47.
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human sacrifice,
thievery,
and class distinctions.

In regard to

the latter two, however, he would minljiilze the bad effects on the grounds
that Tahltian society being ignorant of money or any substitute for it,
and being so limited in its production of durable goods, the lives of
all Tahltlans, regardless of class, are marked by so much the same
simplicity that thievery among them means very little and the external
material results of class distinctions are greatly softened.
On this subject he declares:

"La distinction trop manlfeste

des rangs, qui subsiste "k Tahiti, n'affecte pas autant la f£licit£ du
peuple qu'on serait port€ & croire..•.La simplicity de leur mani&re
de vlvre tempore ces distinctions & ranfene l'Sgalitfi."

VA

Even though the eating of fish and meat, for example, is reserved
to the chiefs, the people as a whole would not feel oppressed by this
restriction, as they have little ambition or envy, and, in the abundant
vegetation of Tahiti, "avec peu de travail chaque individu se procure
75
tout ce qui est nScessalre "k la vie."
The highest chiefs often mingle with the people on a basis of easy
76
informality.

"La populace de quelques Etats polices est infortun£e,

parce que les riches ne mettent aucun freln "k leurs plaisirs; mais &

71. Ibid., p. 118.
72. Ibid.. p. 109.
73. Ibid.. p. 96.
74. Ibid.. p. 96.
75. Ibid., p. 97.

76. Ibid., p. 98.
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Otahiti, entre l'honwe le plus iilfive & l'homme le plus vll, 11 nTy a
pas cette distance que subslste dans les Etats polices, entre un
Nggociant & un Laboureur."^
The influences of Rousseau's Dlscours sur l'origlue et les
fondements de I'inSgalltS parmi les hommes. which seem suggested here,
may have played a part in Taitbout's thinking, but rather than
Jean-Jacques it is Montesquieu to whom Taltbout constantly refers.
In his Introduction, Taltbout speaks of "le Livre sublime de
l'Esprit des Loix" and its author is repeatedly cited and praised.
Taltbout1s picture of Tahiti is fitted to Montesquieu's concepts of
society and its institutions founded upon geography, climate and
material conditions. In Taltbout's aforementioned discussion of the
mitigating effects of local conditions upon the difference resulting
from class structure, Montesquieu is frequently Invoked.
Like Diderot, however, Taltbout foresees that the discovery of
Tahiti by the Europeans will contribute to the ending of this state of
idyllic happiness.

Although he does not specifically predict, as

Diderot does, the destruction of the institutions of Polynesian society
through religious and political conquest by the Europeans, he anticipates
that the softening of class distinctions through the simplicity of
material life common to all will be eliminated by the importation of new
products and the creation of artificial needs. He observes that

77. Ibid., p. 97.
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"1'introduction des besoins factices hatera l'£poque" when the nobles
will crush the people and the whole population will have to work for
the chiefs.^
In the Avertitjsement with which he prefaces his book, Taitbout
acknowledges Banks, Solander and Cook as the sources of his facts, but
goes on to add that "1'opinion que nous avons nous-memes de leurs
diffSrens jugemens, nous a fait hazarder quelquefois d'ajouter nos
79
sentimens."
And of the study of Tahitian society, he opines that "ce peuple
est...plus susceptible d'&tre consid£r£ philosophiquement que
polltiquement.11^
The result is a document combining the clarity of eighteenth
century style with eighteenth century curiosity for knowledge and
interest in scientific fact and with eighteenth century love of
philosophizing in the manner of Montesquieu on the basis of natural
law.

We obviously cannot know exactly what, if anything, Montesquieu

himself would have written of Tahiti had he lived to learn of its dis
covery, but the sincerity of his disciple, Taitbout, in joining
Montesquieu's type of sociological interpretation to Cook's factuality
has produced an interesting contribution to French letters which deserves
perhaps to be better known.

78. Ibid., p. 100.
79. Ibid., p. v.

80. Ibid., p. iv.
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After Taitbout's Essai of 1779 the period of "philosophical"
reaction to Tahiti had largely run its course.

Just as the age of the

philosophes was drawing to a close and was to be replaced by a more
romantic era, the fashion of 1'honnSte hotame, the man of sense and
reason, was yielding to that of the man of feeling, so also were these
changes reflected in the tone of French writing about Tahiti.

The

approach of the philosopher-navigator, the scientists, the social
philosopher, characteristic of the age of enlightenment, was to give
way to that of the writer of sentiment and fantasy, and eventually,
in the nineteenth century, to that of the missionary and the military,
apostles, as Diderot had foreseen, of western religion and nationalism.
If an interest in nature, a precedence of emotion over reason
and attention to such "primitive" natures as the peasant, the savage
and the child are particular marks of the romantic tendency, then the
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brief portion of Les Jardins
by Abb£ Jacques Delille (1782) which con
cerns Tahiti presents an example of this trend.
Although all but forgotten today, Delille was hailed in his time

82
as "le Virgile francals"
(he translated the Georglcs in 1769) and was
given an abbey by the Comte d'Artois in recognition of Les Jardins, a
poem in four cantos which was "port£ aux nues" and "connut une telle

81. Abb£ Jacques Delille, Les Jardins. The original edition was
published in Paris by Dldot aln£ in 1789. For the purposes of this work
we have used the 1850 edition published in Paris by Firmin Didot Frferes
of the Oeuvres choisies de Delille. containing the translation of the
Georglcs, plus the poems Les Jardins. L1Homme des champs and Malheur et
Pitig.
82.

Qu£rard, op. clt., II, 452.
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faveur que plusieurs Editions—chose fort rare & l'gpoque—sfen

83
rfipandirent aussltdt dans la m&ne annfie, entre les mains du public."
The author of the biographical introduction to the 1850 edition,
one Woillez, even suggests that Delllle was viewed by his contemporaries
as the outstanding French man of letters of the early 1780Ts, saying that
84
after the death of Voltaire, Delille "had no rivals" in public acclaim.
Lea Jardins, like the Georgics, is both didactic and descriptive—
giving both advice on planting and pictures of various well-known gardens
in France and England, equally appreciative of the French formal style
and of the wilder, more haphazard and romantic English gardens.
In the second canto of Les Jardlns, Delille once again presents
the now familiar figure of Aotourou or Poutav£ri, whom he calls Potaveri.
In harmony with the rising romantic current of the moment, the Tahitlan
is no longer the sprightly "natural man" shown by Diderot nor the em
bittered critic of European ways who appears in La Dixmerie.

He is

still very much the noble savage, but his nobility here resides in his
capacity for "feeling" and In his innocence.
...jeune Potaveri
Des champs d'Otalal, si chers "k son enfance,
Oil 1'amour sans pudeur n'est pas sans innocence
Ce sauvage ing€nu, dans nos murs transport^
Regrettait dans son coeur sa douce llbert€
Et son lie riante, et ses plaislrs faciles
Ebloui mals lass6 de l'£clat de nos villes
Souvent 11 s'Scriai'f: "Rendez^moi mes for&ts."
0

83. Comte Ernest de Ganay, "Poesie et Jardins au XVIII
Revue de Paris, XXXVIII (1931), 417.

sifecle,"

84. Woillez, "Notice blbliographique et littfsralre sur J.
Delille," in Delille, Oeuvres choisles de Delille (Paris, 1650), p. 10.
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Un jour dans ces jardins oil Louis & grands frais
Des quatre points du monde en un seul lieu rassemble
Ces peuples v£g£taux surpris de croltre ensemble
Un arbre qu'il connut dfes ses plus jeunes ans
Frappe ses yeux: soudain avec des cris percants
II s*Glance, il l'embrasse, il le balgne de larmes,
Le couvre de baisers. Mille objets pleins de charmesf
Ces beaux champs, ce beau ciel qui le virent heureux,
Le fleuve qu'il fendait de ses bras vigoureux,
Et le toit paternel, et les bois d'alentour,
Ces bols qui r€pondaient S. ses doux chants d'amour,
II croit les voir encor, et son §me attendrie
Du moins pour un instant retrouve sa patrie.85
The blending of natures tender-heartedness, innocence and
exoticism was to take an even more popular form five years later with
the appearance of Bernardin de Saint-Pierre's Paul et Virginle.
Les Jardins does not mark Aotourou-Poutavfiri's last appearance in
French letters.

The first Polynesian to appear in European literature,

he had been written about variously and under differing names by
Commerson ("notre prince tahitien"), La Dixmerie ("le sauvage de Taiti"),
Bougainville, Diderot and Delille.

In the same year as the publication

of Les Jardins (1782) he is invoked once more.
This time Aotourou appears as the pretended author of the
"original" version of the curious book Histolre des Revolutions de Taiti,
Avec le Tableau du Gouvemement, des Moeurs, des Arts. & de la Religion
des Habitans de cette lie, par Messire Poutavery. Grand-EarSe de Taiti;
Ouvrage traduit du Taltlen en Francais.
The real author of this work, Poncelin de la Roche-Tilhac, even in
his assumed role of "translator" disguised both his name and his sex,

85. Delille, Oeuvres (1850 edition), pp. 268-269.
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appearing on the title page as "Mademoiselle B.D.B.D.B."

As in the case

of La Dixmerie's over-erudite Sauvage de Talti it should again be noted
that it is highly unlikely that Aotourou ever learned to write.

More

over, in his preface, Poncelin declares that the supposed lady translator
had travelled to Tahiti after Aotourou's return there from France and
thus had the opportunity of meeting him and talking with him in his own

86
native habitat.
This is manifestly impossible, for Aotourou never
reached TahitLagain after his stay in France, since he fell ill and died
during the course of his voyage home.
Poncelin himself, born in 1746, lawyer, journalist and publisher,
was before the Revolution, the author of such works as an Histoire de
Paris (1780) and the Campagnes de Louis XV (1788).

He survived the

87
Terror to publish in 1795 nine volumes of Le Frocfes de Louis XVI.
His Histoire des Revolutions de Tahiti is divided into two parts,
the first supposedly historical, is the purest fantasy.

The second,

descriptive, seems largely copied from Taitbout and Bougainville.

The

first or historical section tells of the peopling of Tahiti by a race
that the author calls Mlrmldons, the subsequent arrival of the
philosopher Pantomitoul who had previously been "high priest of

88

Atlantis"

and recounts the later invasions by such imaginary peoples

as the Pullgenes and the Saginotes, and finally by the Tahitians.

86. Poncelin de la Roche-Tilhac, Histoire des Revolutions de
Talti (Paris, 1782), I, xii-xiii.
87. Qu£rard, op. cit., VII, 263-264.
88. Poncelin, I, 34-35.
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Nothing, it may be noted, could be farther from the actual
historical traditions of the Polynesians themselves.

When questioned

by explorers as to their origins, the Tahitians invariably replied, "We
have always lived in Tahiti."
The essence of Poncelin's story is that the Mlrmidons and other
inhabitants of the island before the arrival of the Tahitians had
developed towns and cities, commerce, arts and manufacturing.
89
had money, metal-working, gold, silver and copper coins.

They also

All this

eventually made the population effete so that they were finally conquered
by the ruder Tahitians who abolished all of the above refinements and
forcibly returned the islanders to a life of Spartan simplicity.
In the foregoing, echoes of Rousseau's First and Second Discourses
may be readily detected.

Poncelin's fervor as a disciple of Jean-Jacques

is further evidenced by the fact that in his story the Tahitian
conquerors, at one blow even more sweeping than anything proposed by
Rousseau himself, turn the clock firmly back to a primltlvism in which
the ideal of the noble savage is imposed by law.
This militant primltlvism is expressed by the new ruler of the
island in a public speech to his subjects after the Tahitian conquest:
"M6prisons I'opulence, les arts, le commerce, d£testons l'irrfiligion;
soyons pauvres, puisqu'on ne peut fetre riches & vertueux tout ik la

89. Ibid.. I, 70-71.
90. Ibid.. I, 119-120.
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The author concludes this "historical" section by praising the
wisdom of the Tahitians in following such a course.
The second volume of Foncelin's work consists of four chapters
supposedly describing:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

Government of Tahiti
Laws and Customs of the Tahitians
Religion of the Tahitians
Sciences, Arts and Commerce of the Tahitians

This is the picture of Tahiti as Imagined by Poncelin after the
great "revolution" which returned the islanders to a life close to nature
by banishing degenerate civilization.

It is, as may be Imagined, a

Rousseauistic Utopia, and is arrived at by taking various elements
(often whole sentences and parts of paragraphs word for word) from
Bougainville and Taitbout and interpreting them according to Poncelin's
own point of view.

In Poncelin, in fact, the noble savage finds a

defender who, even more than Commerson, is determined to speak no evil
of the Polynesian paradise, despite the flaws in it revealed by
Bougainville.

Where Bougainville expresses sentiments favorable to the

conception of a Tahitian Utopia, Poncelin frequently lifts these passages
verbatim, without acknowledgment.

Where Bougainville has shown a darker

side of Tahitian life, Poncelin, apparently on his own authority, contra
dicts him, although not by name.

This is particularly ironic, since

Aotourou, whose narrative Poncelin is supposedly translating, was in
reality the very source from whom Bougainville obtained the information
that Poncelin tries to contradict.

Unlike Bougainville and Taitbout,

who strove for objectivity, Poncelin in his treatment of Tahiti is more
like Diderot and especially La Dixmerie, who had points they wished to
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make as criticisms of European society, plus their own personal views
of Utopia to which everything else Is made to conform.
Two of Bougainville's counts against the perfection of the
Tahltlan Eden were, first, the differences In social classes whereby
the chiefs had the power of life and death over their servants, and
second, the cruelty with which the Tahltlans waged war. Foncelln
offers a surprisingly vehement denial of the first of these conditions,
saying:

"Quelques Ecrivalns Europ£ens, peu lnstrults du Gouvemement

de Taltl, ont pub116 que le Rol & les Grands ont droit de vie & de mort
sur leurs esclaves & leurs valets.

Une telle accusation, faite contre

le plus doux & le plus respectable de tous les peuples de la terre,
91
ne m£rite que du m&prls."
And in regard to war, where Bougainville had reported that the
losers were generally massacred, Poncelin says: "La trompette a & peine
annonce la retralte, que le soldat, embrassant ses captlfs, les console
des revers qu'ils viennent d'£prouver, les appelle ses amis, & se fait
92
un devoir de les tralter comme tels."
In this same first chapter of his second volume, devoted to the
government of Tahiti, Poncelin mentions that since the great revolution,
or conquest by the Tahltlans, the use of money has disappeared and the
mines, from which precious metals had been obtained for coinage, were
93
sealed up.

This, of course, like Poncelin's philosopher from Atlantis,

91. Ibid., II, 11.
92. Ibid.. II, 26.
93. Ibid.. II, 30.
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is a bit of pure fantasy.

Suffice It to say that the existence of such

minerals on the volcanic Island of Tahiti is virtually a geological
impossibility.
Turning to the matter of laws and customs, Poncelin declares that
Tahitian law, like the English legal system so much admired by the
philosophes of the enlightenment, has established the right of habeas
corpus as a guarantee against improper arrest.

So important did the

Tahitians hold this safeguard of liberty, Poncelin says, that the same
year that they conquered the Mirmidons, the new rulers caused inscrip
tions, setting forth these provisions to be engraved on the front of

94

their public buildings.

This obviously conflicts with the historical

fact, reported by Cook and many other observers, and even mentioned by
95
Taitbout,
that writing was completely unknown in Tahiti.
Poncelin's method of dealing with the sexual customs and erotic
delights of La Nouvelle Cythfere seems to be that of lifting passages
almost literally from Bougeinville.

For example:

Venus est la Dgesse de 1'hospitality. Son culte n'y admet
point de mystfere, & chaque jouissance est une f&te pour
la Nation.96
L'air que l'on respire, les chants, la danse presque
toujours accompagn£e de postures lascives; tout rappelle
h. chaque instant les douceurs de 1'amour, tout crle
de s'y livrer. . . .97

94. Ibid.. II, 56.
95. Taitbout, p. 105.
96. Poncelin, II, 65, cf. Bougainville, p. 197.
97. Poncelin, II, 105, cf. Bougainville, p. 220.
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...la jalousie est ici un sentiment si Stranger, que le
marl est ordinairement le premier & presser sa femme de
sacrifier avec un autre....98
Comme leur plus forte passion est celle de lfamour,
le grand nombre de ferames est le seul luxe des riches.
Concerning the sports of the Tahitians, Foncelin includes a
passage on wrestling which is very similar to a passage on the same
subject in Taitbout.*^
In the third chapter of volume two, dealing with religion,
Foncelin once again enters the realms of fantasy.

There is one prayer

he says, that each citizen is obliged to address to heaven at least
once each day, the text of which is a request to God to reveal the right

101

way to worship Him, in case the Tahitians are in error.

This commend

able expression of humility has unfortunately never been reported by any
observer, and must thus be credited to Poncelinfs own invention.
Poncelin goes on to say that "in the year of the world 600209" a famous
conqueror "Talismoquebal, King of the Catalasques" visited, but did not
dare attack Tahiti.

This monarch was so impressed with the government

and religion of Tahiti that he asked an old Tahitian priest, Falimoux, to
explain the workings of these to him.

The priest's subsequent discourse,

reproduced by Poncelin, has a strongly Rousseaulstic flavor, emphasizing

98. Poncelin, II, 106, cf. Bougainville, p. 220.
99. Poncelin, II, 107, cf. Bougainville, p. 219.
100. Poncelin, II, 94-97, cf. Taitbout, pp. 48-49.
101. Poncelin, II, 121-125.
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an extreme simplicity of life for everyone, particularly priests, and
denouncing the institution of property as "cette usurpation falte sur

102

les droits sacr£s de la nature."

Poncelin correctly mentions that circumcision was an Important
part of Tahitian religion, boys being circumclzed between the ages of
twelve and fourteen, but goes on to praise the wisdom of "the good King
Lasquilut" (an impossible name in Tahitian, that language having no
sound of either .1, s., or jj) in decreeing that as payment for this
service the priest who performed it could demand as his fee no more
than one coconut.
In approving this measure, Poncelin declares:

"...ce grant

Monarque craignait que la cupidite ne portat le Clerg£ a profiter de
cette c€r€monie, dans laquelle son minist^re £tait n£cessalre, pour
s'enrichir aux dSpens des fiddles & qu'il savait que l'Etat est perdu
103
quand la corruption & 1*avarice se sont empar£es du sacerdoce."
The final chapter, dealing with the sciences, arts and commerce
of the Tahltians, starts by relegating these matters to approximately
the place reserved for them in Rousseau's First Discourse.

When the

Tahltians took over from the Mirmidons, Poncelin says, actors and
scholars (ComSdiens & Savans) were ordered to take up farm jobs.
Actors who did not wish to do this went into exile and left to "corrompre
une Nation voleine."^^

Poncelln's attitude toward the theatre seems

102. Ibid., II, 129-140.
103. Ibid.. II, 170.
104. Ibid., II, 171-172.
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to be that expressed in Rousseau's Lettre ji d'Alembert sur les spectacles.
As for those scholars who also chose exile, Poncelin explains that they
"mirent la voile pour l'Europe."^*'
Poncelin's Tahitians scorn those who prefer science to agri-

106
culture.

Certain handicrafts, however, of a strictly practical nature,

are permitted.
cloth and mats.

Among these are the making of fish-hooks, canoes, tapaPoncelin's descriptions of these native crafts are

107
largely similar to those given by Taitbout.
Commerce, on the other hand, is forbidden, as the Tahitians
believe that the experience of the Mirmidons showed that commerce
"corrompait les moeurs, introduisait le luxe & ab&tardissait une
M

,,108

Nation.

The work concludes with a speech supposedly delivered by the
Tahitlan prime minister, Targirou, to "Pantographe," a European academi
cian who had expressed surprise at not finding the arts and sciences
developed in Tahiti. "You are surprised not to find sciences here,"
says Targirou. "I should be surprised not to find fraternity and love of
peace and order if I visited your country."

And, echoing the old chief

of Diderot's Supplement au Voyage de Bougainville, he adds, "We Tahitians
109
have all we need."

The study of science is agreeable, Targirou

105. Ibid.. II, 173.
106. Ibid.. II, 17A.
107. Poncelin, II, 175-177, 184-187, cf. Taitbout, pp. 30-36.
108. Poncelin, II, 190.
109. Ibid.. II, 204.
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admits, but when this reaches the point where it might bring on
"ambition, vanity, irrellgion, spirit of independence and revolt,
luxury and indolence," then it should be "forbidden by the Republic."
After repeating the maxim that anyone should be exiled who "oseralt
pr£f€rer les Lettres aux travaux paisibles du labourage," Targlrou
concludes with a final touch in the manner of Rousseau, this time
suggestive of Le Contrat Social:

"Le bien public doit toujours

l'emporter sur l'intfir&t particulier."^^
Two other works of fantasy, Lettres taltlennes by Madame de
Monbart published in two small volumes in Brussels in 1786 and Les
Narrations d'Omal in four volumes by the Abb£ Baston published in Rouen
in 1790, appeared before the eighteenth century was swallowed up in the
turmoils of the Revolution, the Terror and the Napoleonic adventure.
The former of these, told in epistolary form like the Lettres
persanes. La Nouvelle Hglolse and Les Liaisons dangereuses, has been

111

commented on by Gilbert Chinard in L'AmSrlque et le rfeve exotique

and by Roland Lebel in his Histoire de la LittfSrature colonlale en

112
France,
and is mentioned by Joseph-Marie Qu€rard in La France
113
Littdraire.

Qu£rard also credits Madame de Monbart (which he spells

alternatively de Monbar or de Montbart) with authorship of Lettres
d'une jeune dame (1776), Sophie, ou LTEducation des filles (1777).

110. Ibid.. II, 208.
111. Gilbert Chinard, op. cit., pp. 420-421.
112. Roland Lebel, oj>. cit., pp. 45, 174.
113. Joseph-Marie QuSrard, op. cit., VI, 193.
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Melanges de la littgrature (1779) and Education d'une princesse (1781),
all published in Germany, the first two at Berlin and the two latter at
Breslau and Hamburg respectively.

Qu£rard adds that she is also the

author of several works in German.
Lebel says that the presentation of the "libres pratiques
amoureuses des Tahitiens, fruit naturel de 1*instinct par opposition h
la morale conventionelle d'Europe,"^*^ forms the theme of Lettres
taltiennes. which both he and Chinard characterize as being full of
"naive immorality.
Both scholars quote from the author's preface:

"Des hommes

heureux habitent cette lie fortun£e...1*amour est leur passion
dominante, ou plutdt ils n'en connaissent pas d'autre..,1'ile enti&re
i ..116
est son temple.
As to the plot of the story, Chinard writes:
Malgr£ ce bonheur parfait Zelr est venu k Paris, d£laissant son
amante Zulica pour apprendre aux Fran?ais 1'amour h la mode de
Talti. La satire qu'il fait de notre soci€t£ n'a rien de nouveau,
nous n'y reviendrons pas. Son roman d*amour avec Mme. de Germeuil,
femme mtire et despotique qui se cramponne & son sauvage et lui
arrache ime promesse de mariage, est plus curieux. Mme. de
Germeuil est presque une femme de Balzac. Mais Zulica rejoint
son amant, en payant son passage & la facon de Sainte Marie l'Egyptienne. Tout s'arrangera: Zelr fipousera Zulica et les deux

114. Lebel, p. 45.
115. Lebel, p. 45 and Chinard, p. 420.
116. Lebel, p. 45 and Chinard, p. 420 and Madame de Monbart,
Lettres taltiennes. Bruxelles, 1786, I, viij. There is some confusion
about the spelling of this author's name. Chinard and Lebel consistently
call her "Madame de Montbart," spelled with both a medial and a final
Qu£rard, who lists several of her works, also gives this spelling as a
variation, but gives precedence to the form "Monbar" with both .t's dropped.
On the title page of Lettres taltiennes. however, the spelling given is
"Monbart" with the medial t eliminated and the final t retained.
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Taltlens retourneront dans leur pays, non sans lancer cette
apostrophe vengeresse & Paris. "Adieu Paris! ville de boue
et de fum£e, ou la vertu est £cras£ par le vice, oii la
pauvret£ est un d£faut, oil la richesse est un mfirite; Adieu,
Sir&nes enchanteresses, qui cachez sous l'attrait des Graces
des &mes viles et vfinales!"^-^
Lebel sums up the story by saying that the hero "en dfipit de
quelques succfes parisiens, retourne vite h son lie voluptueuse chercher

118
le bonheur qui lTattend 1^-bas."
Of the preceding writing about Tahiti, the influence of Bricaire
de La Dlxmerie's Le Sauvaee de Talti aux Francais would seem to be the
most in evidence here.

La Dlxmerie also used the theme of French society

critically observed and condemned by a Tahitian visitor, who, like
Madame de Monbart's island couple, also makes his departure from Paris
with an unflattering speech of farewell.

And the name of his native

sweetheart, Zaica, may have helped Inspire the author of Lettres
taltlennes to call her heroine and her hero respectively Zulica and
Zelr.

As with La Dlxmerie, the names of these characters are Impossible

from the point of view of the Tahitian language.
Despite these linguistic incongruities, the legends of le bon
sauvaee and La^ Nouvelle Cyth&re seem again to be maintained, and Lebel's
statement again Illustrated that:

"Toute une literature tahitienne,

& la fois philosophique, sentimentale et l^gferement grotique, comme 11
G
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sled au XVIII si&cle, exlste d£j& cent ans avant Pierre Loti."

117. Chinard, p. 421 and Madame de Monbart, Lettres taltlennes,
II, 136-137.
118. Lebel, p. 174.
119. Lebel, p. 45.
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Of the Lettres taltiennes, Qu£rard comments, "Ce roman inspire
120
de l'int€rfet; la lecture en est attachante."

This little novel with

its rather light touch and its emphasis on love and flirtation does,
indeed, seem to have a charm that is lacking in the more serious,
polemical and even bitter pages of La Dixmerie and Poncelin.

The natural

and easy-going, yet tender and devoted Zulica is, in a sense, the first
Tahitian heroine to appear in French literature and thus prefigures
Rarahu, although Madame de Monbart's creation is one of pure fantasy
and Loti's is based on a composite of real Tahitian girls.
In her willingness to sacrifice everything for her lover's
happiness Zulica stands as a contrast to the shallowness of the fickle
and vainglorious beauties of Paris society, but she cannot be considered
a real portrait of a Tahitian woman, as Rarahu is, for she nowhere
displays the combination of savagery and timidity, the changing moods
and the deep-seated fear of the supernatural that make Loti's heroine
such a true-to-life example of her type.
Zelr is also a more interesting and developed character than the
Aotourou of La Dixmerie and Poncelin.

He is eminently more human in his

Irrational mixture of qualities and weaknesses, of nalvetg and egoism.
Like Jullen Sorel and Rastignac he seems convincing as the type of
country boy who makes his way in society through his attractiveness to
women combined with a certain readiness to take advantage of them.

In

the end, of course, he sees the vanity of Parisian ways and renounces
them for the simple and innocent customs of his native island.

120. Qu£rard, VI, 193.
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Like Diderot*a spokesman in the Supplement au Voyage de
Bougainville, both ZeXr and Zulica recognize the conflict between the
artificial and the natural man that causes so much unhappiness among
so-called civilized people.

Like Diderot they condemn those aspects

of European morality and religion which make men and women deny the
"plus doux voeu de la nature" and "reprimer les mouvemens d'un tendre

121

coeur, comme autant de crimes."

Les Narrations d'Omai by the Abb£ Baston, published at Rouen
in 1790, does not concern the island of Tahiti to any great extent, but
deals principally with the group just west of Tahiti, known today as
Les lies sous le Vent, namely Raiatea (mistakenly called Ulietea by
Cook, who was copied by Baston), Tahaa, Huahine and Borabora, whose
inhabitants are of the same race as the Tahitlans and speak the same
language.

Neither Chinard nor Lebel speaks of Baston's work, but it

seems worthy of mention as it foreshadows a changing point of view
towards Polynesia and the noble savage.
As with Poncelin and Madame de Monbart, this is a work of
fiction, recounting largely fanciful and historically impossible ad
ventures.

Like Poncelin, Baston uses the device of a supposed "trans

lation" by a trusted European from a Tahitian "manuscript" confided to
him by a native author.

In the case of Poncelin, the supposed native

author was Aotourou or Poutavery, the Tahitian brought to France by
Bougainville; in Baston's Narrations. it is Omai, the native of Raiatea

121. Madame de Monbart, Lettres taltiennes, I, 74.
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brought to England by Captain Tobias Furneaux who commanded one of the
two ships (Cook himself commanded the other) that formed Cook's second
expedition to the South Pacific.
Unlike Aotourou, however (Commerson's "prince tahitien"), the
real-life Omai was of the lower class and hence held in little account,
even after his return from England, in Polynesian society where blood
lines were all-important. His character, moreover, seems to have been
frivolous and unenterprising, and he appears to have died obscurely a
few years after returning to the islands.
As Poncelin seems to have embroidered his fantasy over the factual
reporting of Taitbout and Bougainville, Baston has taken Captain Cook's
reports (which he quotes and acknowledges) as the point of departure
for his four-volume fable in which Omai is fictionally elevated to the
rank of noble, warrior, lawgiver and hero.
In volume one Omai and his father distinguish themselves in the
war against Opoony, king of Borabora, who conquers Raiatea, Tahaa and
Huahine.

Opoony kills Omai's father and Omai goes to England with the

secret purpose of learning skills with which to take his vengeance. His
return from England on Cook's third voyage is described, with stops at
various islands along the way.

Back in Polynesia, Omai, established on

the Island of Huahine in the house that Cook had built for him, becomes
a great and influential chief.

In his role as leader, he breaks a

Polynesian taboo by eating with women at a feast, and gives the company
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a lecture on the respect paid to women in European society.

Thus

begins Omai's program of reform and innovation.
In volume two Omai prepares to reconquer Raiatea from the
invader, Opoony, and restore it to the rightful king, Oroo.

To obtain

the favor of the gods, Omai's subordinates suggest a human sacrifice,
but Omai refuses, and in a speech which infuriates the native priests,
but which is acclaimed by the people, he denounces this barbaric
123
custom.

Omai then leads his army in a successful conquest of

Raiatea.
In volume three, Omai defeats, captures and deposes King Opoony
himself.

When the king's beautiful daughter pleads for her father's

life, Omai, impressed by her "air de d^cence & de pudeur, sans lequel le
reste n'est rien,

124

magnanimously spares his old enemy.

The rest of

the volume recounts further expeditions of Omai, including his capture
of the wicked kings Maheine of Eimeo (Moorea) and Phaour of Otavoo or
L'Isle des Perlea in the Tuamotu archipelago.
The fourth and last volume begins with Omai acting as a sort of
inter-island justicier, re-establishing order and restoring the rightful
dynasties to various island thrones, feats he accomplishes largely
through his possession of firearms.

Returning to Huahine, he is pleased

122. Abb£ Guillaume Andr£ Ren& Baston, Les Narrations d'Omai,
insulaire de la mer du Sud, ami et compagnon de voyage du Capitaine
Cook, ouvrage traduit par M.K..
publig par le Capitaine 1±.A._B.
(Rouen, 1790), I, 395-397.
123. Ibid., II, 112-117.

124. Ibid., III, 90.
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to learn that iron has been discovered on his domains there by "Monsieur
125
K . . h i s trusted French friend.

This gives Omai added power and

influence.
Omal's next move is to establish, in the interests of unity and
peace, a great council of kings and chiefs of various islands, including
Tahiti.

One of the first acts of this Polynesian League of Nations is to

126

abolish human sacrifice throughout its territories.

Next, the council

decided to encourage the worship of one supreme deity as opposed to the
127
old Polynesian concept of many gods.

As for the act of love performed

as a religious ceremony, the custom so joyously applauded by Voltaire's
Chapelain Goudman in Les Oreilles du comte de Chesterfield, Baston's Omai
declares:

"Quelquefois on pr£tendait honorer de certalnes Divinit£s par

des prostitutions publiques & solonnelles.

Des leurs premiers voyages

les Anglais avoient essaye de nous faire rougir de cette criminelle
indecence....Nous 1'abolimes II n'y eut que nos vieux libertins qui
. ,,128
en murmurent."
129
Circumcision was also abolished.

Concubinage was suppressed,

marriage was made binding and divorce was forbidden except by permission
130
of the Chief of Police.

Omai sums up his attitude concerning Tahiti's

125. Ibid., IV, 234-239.
126. Ibid., IV, 300.
127. Ibid.. IV, 303.
128. Ibid., IV, 305-306.
129. Ibid., IV, 309-310.

130. Ibid., IV, 314.
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celebrated sexual freedom by saying:

"La r£forme de nos moeurs auroit

demand^ l'enti&re suppression de ce libertinage."131
A criminal code was established, defining four major crimes:
impiety, homicide, adultery and theft.13^
Special measures were also to be directed against prostitution.
Any woman judged to be a prostitute would be required to wear clothing
to distinguish her from "honest women" and any chief found guilty of
frequenting a prostitute would henceforth lose the privileges of his
rank.133
The chiefly class was to be encouraged, and the lower classes
permitted, to learn reading and writing.^4

Another enactment abolished

the ancient society of the Arioi, composed of men and women who travelled
from island to island giving theatrical performances and living in great
sexual

135

freedom.

placed on travel.

As part of this program, restrictions were to be
No one was to be absent from his home for more than

three days without police permission.
Towards the end of the final volume a European expedition brings
a priest to the islands, and although still unbaptised, Omai pays a
Chateaubriand-like tribute to the beauty of Christianity:

131. Ibid., IV, 327.
132. Ibid., IV, 335.
133. Ibid.. IV, 327.
134. Ibid.. IV, 351.
135. Ibid., IV, 355.

136. Ibid., IV, 361.

"J'avoue
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que cette religion, nouvelle pour nous, & cependant trfes-ancienne...
me paralt d'une beautfi ravissante, sublime, que la n&tre en comparison
de celle-1^, m£rite "h peine d'&tre consid£r£e.n
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Lea Narrations d'Omai can scarcely be considered a work of
importance, and the repeated details of Omai's fictitious military and
diplomatic campaigns often grow monotonous.

Nevertheless, the difference

in tone from almost all previous French writing on Tahiti seems worthy
of note.
La Nouvelle Cythfere of Bougainville and the Utopie of Commerson
seem quite unrecognizaole in Baston's Polynesia, and the peaceable
savages of La Dixmerie, to whom war was unknown, are nowhere in evidence.
More stress seems to be laid upon the faults than upon the virtues of the
islanders.

The sexual freedom hailed by Diderot is condemned as indecent.

The rule of benevolent chiefs pictured by Commerson, La Dixmerie, Diderot
and Taltbout is replaced by the intrigues and ambitions of power-mad
usurpers.

On the material side, far from proclaiming with La Dixmerie's

savage and Diderot's old chief and Poncelin's Tahitians that the
Polynesians have all they need, Omal encourages manufactures and the
creation of new products.
The eighteenth century philosophes, capable of the tolerant
self-doubt of Montaigne's "Que sais-je?" have left the scene.

For the

next ninety years (until the reaction by Pierre Loti in favor of the
Polynesians) French writiug about Tahiti would largely be in the hands
of missionaries, naval men and traders who would frequently denounce,

137. Ibid., 457.
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occasionally pity, but more rarely admire the Tahitians, and who
apparently felt no uncertainty as to the superiority of European society
and institutions over those of Tahiti.

CHAPTER XV

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY BEFORE LOTI

In his brief but excellent history of French colonial and exotic
literature,* Roland Lebel cites no work on the subject of Tahiti pub
lished between the last years of the eighteenth century and the appear^
ance of Pierre Loti's Rarahu (Le Marlage de Loti) in 1880.

As Lebel was

concerned principally with le mirage tahitien. projecting the image of
the South Seas as an Eden and the Polynesian as a noble savage, this
reaction, particularly considering the necessary limitations of space
in such a general study, may be taken, in a sense, as a logical one.
In this connection two factors may be mentioned at once.

First,

France lost contact with Tahiti for over thirty years during the
Revolutionary and Napoleonic periods when French activity was largely
confined to Europe.
In this interval, the London Missionary Society, having gained
influence over Pomare II, the native king who finally united Tahiti under
his sway, had obtained the conversion of almost all the Tahitians to
Protestant Christianity and had established a sort of theocracy,
incorporating most of the anti-pagan and anti-libertine measures which
had already been foreseen and proposed by the Abb& Baston in his Narrations
of Omai of 1790.

La Nouvelle Cythfere had thus ceased to exist.

1. Roland Lebel, Histoire de la Literature Coloniala en France
(Paris, 1931).
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Moreover, increasing contact with whalers, deserters and other
rough seamen from British and North and South American vessels had also
had a corrupting effect upon the Tahitian character.

The Tahiti and the

Tahitians observed by the French voyagers of the Restoration and of the
July monarchy presented a different aspect from the ones that had en
raptured Bougainville and the philosophes of the eighteenth century.
It seems that it is not until Loti's time, when the contrast between
even a deformed Tahiti and the harshly industrialized Europe which was
to be reflected in the literature of naturalism, becomes great enough
for Tahiti to be rediscovered as a paradise.
Secondly, between 1800 and 1880 there seems to be no single work
dealing exclusively with Tahiti that could be called an example of sensi
tive and creative literature in the sense that Rarahu corresponds to
such a definition, nor were there writers of the stature of Voltaire
and Diderot dealing to any notable extent with the subject of Tahiti.
The short (fifty lines) poem "La Fille d^talti" by the young

2
Victor Hugo which appeared In the Almanach des Muses of 1823 can hardly
be called an exception to this.

This lament of a native girl for a

departing lover, ending with the suggestion that she has- committed suicide
(a very un-Polynesian reaction) because he failed to take her away with
him, seems typical enough of the romantic era and perhaps, in a highly
sentimentalized sense, of the conventional tradition of Tahiti as a land
of facile and easily abandoned amours, but except for this, it does not

2. Victor Hugo, "La Fille d'Otaltl" in Almanach des Muses, ou
choix de po6sles fugitives (Paris, 1823), pp. 261-262.
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paint any picture of Tahiti or Tahitian life.

Neither the lover nor the

Tahitienne herself are even individualized to the point of being given
names. He is merely called "1'Stranger" and she remains equally nameless.
This does not mean, however, that a vast gap, devoid of
interesting or perceptive writing on Tahiti, stretched between the
philosophes and Loti.

3

Voyages.

In certain sections, for example, of Moerenhout's

of Dumont d'Urvllle's expedition accounts, told in his terse

4
sea-captain's style flavored by the navy Ideals of honneur et patrie.
of Louis Reybaud's spirited chapter on the sojourn of the frigate
L'Art&nlse at Tahiti,"* of Jacques Arago's sympathetic reports on his
visit to the island and his conversations with Tahiti's queen,^ of
Alexandre Dumas's lively Journal de Madame Giovanni,^ even of the writing

3. Jacques Moerenhout, Voyages aux lies du grand OcSan. contenant
des documents nouveaux sur la g£ographie physique et politique, la
langue. la littSrature. la religion, les moeurs. les usages et les
coutumes de leurs habitans; et des considerations g€nfirales sur leur
commerce, leur histoire et leur gouvernement, depuls les temps les plus
recu!6s jusqu'k nos lours. 2 vols. (Paris, 1837).
4. Jules Sebastien C£sar Dumont d'Urville, Voyage au P61e Sud et
dans l'OcSanle sur les corvettes 1'Astrolabe et la Zgl6e. execute par
ordre du roi pendant les ann£es 1837. 1838. 1839 et 1840 sous le
commandement de M. Dumont d'Urville. capitaine de vaisseau. 10 vols.
(Paris, 1841-1846).
5. Louis Reybaud, La PolynSsle et les lies Marquises; Voyages et
marine accompagn6s d'un Voyage en Abyssinie et d'un coup-d'oeil sur la
canalisation de 1'isthme de Panama (Paris, 1843).
6. Jacques Arago, Deux Oceans. 2 vols. (Paris, 1854).
7. Alexandre Dumas, Journal de Madame Giovanni en Australie. aux
ties Marquises. ji Talti. ji la Nouvelle-CalSdonle, en Californle et au
Mexlque (Paris, 1858).
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of missionaries such as Jean Thomas Arbousset, to whom the Tahitian
traditions of sexual freedom were anathema and damnation, there are
passages of interest expressed with the stylistic merits of force and
clarity.

And in the cases of Reybaud, Arago and Dumas, at the very

least, one may also recognise the qualities of sensitivity, imagination
and charm.
And, just as Aotourou-Poutavery, Bougainville's good chief Ereti
and DiderotTs Otou were leading characters of the first phase of French
writing on Tahiti, the early and middle nineteenth century produced
certain Tahitian or Tahiti-based characters of its own.
Foremost of these, dominating the period, appearing in almost
every one of its literary manifestations, just as Aotourou had done in
his own time, is the equally Polynesian but more tragic, since belonging
to a sterner time, figure of Aimata, the Queen Pomare IV. Moerenhout,
writing of the year 1829, introduces her as a wilful coquettish child of
sixteen.

Thereafter she continues to appear, fighting, suffering, aging

throughout the various Tahiti-inspired writings of the century, seen
through the eyes of naval men, merchants, missionaries, travellers and
officials, until in the very last years of her life, she makes her final
and most memorable appearance In Loti's Rarahu.
The native pilot James, called Gem, with his passion for rum,
emerges as another character of this period of degeneration, so different
from that of Bougainville, as does the mercenary and pandering chief of

8. Jean Thomas Arbousset, Tahiti et les lies adlacentes (Paris,
1867).
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Mataval, against whose attempts to prostitute his wife and daughter for
gain Dumont d'Urville was to react so sharply.
Moreover, In this period, which in the Pacific Islands was one of
religious and national rivalries and of increasing European penetration,
It is not surprising that certain non-Polynesians, such as Jacques
Moerenhout, the wily Belgian trader who became first American consul,
then French consul in Tahiti, and George Prltchard, his rival, a
Birmingham-born missionary turned merchant and ultimately British consul,
should themselves appear as typical and prominent characters in various
writings about Tahiti.
If the quality of writing inspired by Tahiti was perhaps not the
same as that of the eighteenth century, it must be remembered that Tahiti
itself no longer offered observers the startling and philosophically
challenging vision of an apparent paradise achieved outside of, and in
some ways in contradiction to, the traditions and conventions of European
morality.

That Tahiti no longer existed.

As no less a literary figure

than Chateaubriand observed in the Preface to his Voyage en AmSrique;
Otalti a perdu ses danses, ses choeurs, ses moeurs
voluptueuses. Les belles habitantes de la nouvelle
Cyth&re, trop vantfies peut-Stre par Bougainville, sont
aujourd'hui, sous leurs arbres & pain et leurs £l€gants
palmiers, des purltaines qui vont au pr&che, lisent
l'Ecriture avec des mlssionnaires m£thodistes, controversent
du matin au soir, et expient dans un grand ennui la trop
grande gaitfi de leurs mferes. On imprime & Otalti des
Bibles et des ouvrages asc£tlques.9

9. Francois Reng de Chateaubriand, Voyage en AmSrlque (Edition
Libraire Marcel Didier, Paris, 1964), pp. 46-47.
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One of the most articulate witnesses of these changes was Jacques
Moerenhout whose Voyages aux lies du grand oc6an. published in 1837,
and dealing with Tahiti of 1829 to 1834, enjoyed enormous success in
France, where it represented, chronologically, the first important
literary renewal of contact with Polynesia since the outbreak of the
Revolution nearly fifty years before.
An English historian, Charlotte Haldane, writing of Moerenhout's
book says:
From the moment of his arrival in Polynesia the young Belgian
became a keenly interested although detached observer of
native life, traditions and customs. His observation was
acute and he was able to express himself in writing fluently,
even picturesquely. During the first four years of his resi
dence in the Society Islands—from 1828 to 1832—he wrote a
massive work entitled Voyage aux Isles du Grand Pegan.
When this was published in France in 1837 it was immediately
accepted as the standard work on Polynesia.^
And a French scholar of Tahitiana, L€once Jore, one-time governor
of French Oceania, In his biography of Moerenhout, writes:

"La

documentation des voyages est de tout premier ordre, les parties
narratives s€duisent par leur simplicity et leur naturel, et l'on

11

devine chez l'auteur de grandes qualities de finesse et d*observation."

Moerenhout's is a valuable and interesting work. In particular
he paints a vivid picture (the accuracy of which is corroborated by other
voyagers of the time) of Tahiti during the first years of the reign of

10. Charlotte Haldane, Tempest Over Tahiti (London, 1963), p. 33.
11. L£once Jore, Un Beige au Service de la France dans l'Ocfian
Pacifique. Notice historique, et blographique concernant *J. A. Moerenhout.
Consul gfinferal des Etats-Unis aux lies Ocfianlennes de 1835 jt 1837.
Consul de France ii Tahiti de 1839 ji 1844. Auteur des Voyages aux lies
du grand ocgan (Paris, 1944), p. 176.
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Queen Pomare IV when the Queen, the chiefs and the missionaries were all
engaged in a struggle for power, when a strange new native cult was
arising to challenge the orthodox Protestant Christianity which had been
forcibly imposed since King Pomare XI's conversion in 1815, and when the
increase in commerce and shipping (notably whaling) was bringing to
Tahiti numbers of rough seamen and deserters who were not only encouraging
the Polynesians in drunken debauchery but were themselves forming a
dangerous criminal element menacing the peace of the island.
Recalling the Aeneld (which was also one of Bougainville's
favorite books) Moerenhout hails his Tahitian landfall of 1829 with the
exuberant shout "ItaliamI

12
Italiam!" of VlrgllTs Trojans.

Andt like

almost every other voyager to those enchanting shores, he yields immedi
ately to the beauty of the scene:

"L'Europ£en surpris, en contemplant,

dans toute sa splendeur, le luxe des tropiques, au sein de cette lie
enchanteresse, sT£tonne d'y voir se rgaliser les plus gracieuses fictions
des po&tes."^
But also, like many a subsequent visitor to the island, misled
by descriptions of a paradise that existed no longer, if ever, he was to
experience almost immediate disillusionment.

Arriving on Sunday, he was

.received, not by the nude playful nymphs of Bougainville or by canoes
filled with flower-crowned natives shouting "Tayo!

Tayo!but rather

by the silence of the austere sabbath Imposed by the missionaries.

12. Moerenhout, Voyages. I, 213.
13. Ibid.. I, 214.
14. "Friend!

Friend!"
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La circonstance dans laquelle j'y arrivals nf€talt pourtant
pas des plus favorables possible & la po£sie
des impressions. Nous nous £tions montr£s devant l'lle
un dlmanche. Tout y £tait d'une trietease mortelle;
et moi, qui me pr£sentals la t&te encore remplle de ces
riantes images des voyages de Cook, £poque ob les
bales fourmillalent de pirogues et le rivage de
peuple, qu'on juge de l'effet & mes yeux! Pas une
pirogue...et, si le pilote ne fftt pas venu & bord,
j'aurals pu croire que les habitans n'existalent plus,
et que les lies €talent d£sertes....15
There are no noble savages In MoerenhoutTs Tahiti of 1829-1834.
Although he grants them a certain cheerfulness and sweetness of temper,
Moerenhout's Tahitians emerge, on the whole, indicted on several counts.
Their appearance has become stupid and ludicrous in their attempts to
dress in European finery.

Their most evident characteristics appear to

17
18
be laziness, untrustworthiness
and addiction to drink.

Their tradi

tional sexual freedom has perverted itself into the crudest mercenary
19
20
prostitution,
their language is shockingly Indecent,
their

21

Christianity is shallow and insincere,

and even their houses are

22
dirty.

15. Moerenhout, Voyages. I, 215.

16. Ibid.. I. 217-218, 226, 239-240.
17. Ibid., I, 274-276.
18. Ibid., I, 232-234.
19. Ibid., I. 223-234, 277, 312-313.
20. Ibid., I, 229.
21. Ibid., I, 220, 264

•

22. Ibid., I, 221.
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The young queen, at this time scarcely more than a child, Is
handled somewhat more favorably, but members of her family and of her
immediate circle correspond definitely to the developing image of the
Polynesian, in his new environment, as a cadging alcoholic.

23

At the time he was writing his book, Moerenhout had not yet In
volved himself in the intrigues that were eventually to make him the
fierce political adversary of the London missionaries, so he does not
here speak ill of them.

Indeed, he remarks instead that several of

their number, even including his arch-enemy to be, George Pritchard,
are "hommes de la meilleur compagnie."^
Of Queen Fomare IV Moerenhout has left an Interesting portrait,
the first of a series made by various travellers to the islands during
her long and eventful reign.
Although she plagued him with frequent requests for rum, and, on
inviting him to dinner, invited him at the same time to supply the brandy
and bring her a pair of shoes,

25

Moerenhout seems touched by her youth

and beauty and never ridicules her, even when she appears in the most
lncongrous of European garb.
When decked out in such attire, the queen's ladies-in-waiting
are particularly hilarious in MoerenhoutTs view, and of one of them he
says that she had "tin air si extraordinaire que, sur un th€&tre, elle

23. Ibid.. I, 232-234.
24. Ibid.. I, 243.

25. Ibid.. I, 237.

eut prodult un effet unique et sa presence seule auralt egaye toute la
salle..
But he changes his tone when he turns to the queen, and add"!
...en regardant la jetme reine, la plti€ qu'elle
m'inspirait me rendait tout & coup aon s£rieux.
Gentille et m&me £l€gante dans ses mani&res et dans
sa demarche, quand elle portait son costume national}
elle avait alors l'alr gfin£, gauche, marchait mal, en
levant les pieds, comme si ses soullers...eussent pfisfi
plusleurs livres. Ce n'£tait plus la m&me femme. Elle
semblait le sentir elle-m&ne...27
Hoerenhout himself was then barely out of his twenties and Pomare,
at one public assemblage of notables, seems to have carried on a sort
of mischievous semi-flirtation with the young Belgian by repeatedly
dropping her fan for him to pick up.
Peu de temps aprfes notre arriv£e au lieu de la reunion,
elle m*avait appel£ d'aupr&s des missionnaires, oh
je m'£tais mis, pour me faire asseoir & ses c&t€s.
J'y restai pendant toute la stance, et elle parut se
plaire k mettre un peu ma galanterie h. l'fipreuve.
Elle avait pour £ventall une large feuille de fruit
de pain, non par d€faut d'un autre, mais parce que
celui-ci remplissait mieux ses vues. Elle le laissait
tomber h, chaque instant, sans jamais faire le moindre
geste qui annonc&t 1'intention de le ramasser elle-m&me,
comptant apparemment, pour cela tout-&-fait sur moi.
Elle le recevait m£me, le plus souvent, en veritable
souveraine; mais quelquefois, pourtant, elle me
r£compensait par un sourire. En tout, cette femme est
douce et bonne; & cette £poque elle fitait jolie.
Je n'avals point & me plalndre de ma situation, et
n*avals pas mfeme trouvfi la stance longue.28
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Later Moerenhout and Pomare, like Moerenhout and the mission
aries, were to become the bitterest of enemies and these friendly pages
of the Voyages make an ironic contrast to the fuming denunciations that
would accompany the coming political struggle.

As late as 1835, however,

when on a business trip to France, he put the final touches on his
manuscript and submitted it for publication, Moerenhout had not yet
chosen sides.
In addition to these interesting and revealing sections dealing
with his personal experiences and observations in Tahiti and in the
other Islands that he visited in the course of his coimnercial enter
prises (accounts grouped together under the heading Gfiographie),
Moerenhout makes two other general divisions of the material he uses in
his Voyages« namely one section entitled Ethnographle and one entitled
Hlstolre.

These are somewhat less original than the personal sections

of the book, since they are in part drawn from the writings of previous
observers who had described Polynesia in the pre-missionary and early
nineteenth century periods before Moerenhout's arrival and before the
old ways of life had been so completely disrupted.

Some of this informa

tion, as far as old Tahitlan life and customs were concerned, had been
presented in French in such works as translations of Cook's Voyages and
in Taitbout's Essal of 1779 (largely based on Cook). Moerenhout himself,
in his preface, acknowledges a debt to the English missionary William
Ellis, whose thoroughgoing work Polynesian Researches evidently supplied
29
him with useful material for his section on Ethnographie.

29. Ibid., I, xiv

Moerenhout's
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sympathetic biographer, L£once Jore, also mentions Hoerenhout's dependence
30
upon Ellis's voluminous study.
Regardless, however, of Ellis's merits, the missionary, writing
in English, was not only less accessible to the French public but might
also be suspected, because of his calling, of a partisan and therefore
not entirely reliable point of view.

The same facts reported by

Moerenhout, a presumably objective layman, helped establish the Voyages
in France, as an authoritative work.
This reputation, in many ways, was deserved.

With the exception

of Ellis himself, who had lived in Polynesia for six years before
completing his work, Moerenhout had perhaps a greater length of first
hand experience in Polynesia than anyone who had hitherto written on the
subject, and by far longer direct experience in Polynesia than anyone
writing in French up to that time.

Moerenhout's Voyages constitute,

therefore, the first work in French by anyone who had actually lived for
any length of time in Tahiti.
He could not, obviously, have been an observer of old Tahitlan
religious customs or government as they existed before his arrival, but
he could obtain information from local informants who remembered this
earlier period, besides which, many matters of daily living, such as the
construction of native houses, the preparation of food and methods of
fishing, had not greatly changed, and were readily observable and re
ported by him in his clear, interesting, convincing and authoritative
style.

30. Jore, p. 178.
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A separate chapter In the Ethnographie section deals with the
languages of Polynesia, for the scope of Moerenhout's work, in regard to
each particular, whether language, religion, customs or history, em
braces not only Tahiti and the Society Islands, but also the other islands
that Moerenhout himself had visited, such as the Tuamotu archipelago,
Rapa, the Gamblers, Pitcairn, the Australs and Easter Island, and, to
a somewhat lesser extent, through his study of Cook, Ellis and others,
such additional Polynesian groups as Hawaii, Tonga and New Zealand.
Critical as Moerenhout may be of certain aspects of Tahitian life
as he saw it, particularly in its changed form under European influence,
nevertheless, like most other visitors to Tahiti, even disillusioned ones,
he cannot quite avoid adding a touch or two to the Idyllic picture of the
mirage tahitien. In one brief section entitled "Une Journ£e dans la
Polynfisie," Moerenhout evokes once more the legendary dolce far niente of
the islands and reveals at the same time what seems to be an interesting
and perceptive view of the native mentality, when he says:
Laquelle de nos langues europ£ennes serait assez naive en images
et en expressions pour pelndre avec vfiritfi une journ£e indienne
& 0-taltl? Details si simples! suite d'occupations si peu
importantes; et, en quelque sorte, si enfantlnes! ou plutdt
mouvements continueIs d'all£e et de venue..*la plupart sans but,
tous sans un grand int£r&t partlculier...existence oh l'homme,
exempt de soucis, d*inquietudes, gotite, en plein, le bonheur de
ne penser It rlen, ou du moins & rien de bien s£rieux...
connaissant & peine la mauvalse humeur qu'am&nent, trop
souvent, parmi nous, les contrari£t£s de la vie...31
In the matter of moral judgments, however, Moerenhout, In his
resumfi of his section on moeurs, stands far from the easy-going indulgence

31. Moerenhout, II, 74.
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of the philosophes.

Speaking presumably of the old, supposedly Utopian

pre-Christian Tahiti, he declares:
Pour se rfisumer It cet €gard, il suffira de dire que chez
eux aucun excfes n'fitait sujet & la reprobation, et qu'ils
ne connaissaient dans leurs plaisirs, ni r&gle, nl mesure;
qu'en cela, consne dans tout le reste, il n'y avait pour
eux, conscience, ni du blSme, nl de la honte...mals 11
faut tirer un voile sur ces monstruositi€s ... En un mot,
leurs moeurs, propres, je crois, & les rendre heureux, mais
d'un bonheur qui n'est pas le ndtre, n'£taient, en rlen, faites
pour des Europfiens, et devaient Insplrer de l'horreur m&me au
plus d€prav£ des blancs d'un pays civilisfi.32
In his section of Histoire. Moerenhout traces the history of the
various islands, including that of Tahiti from its discovery by Hallls in
1767 up to the time contemporary with Moerenhout's own first visits in
1829 and the early 1830's.

Once again he has something illuminating to

add about the young queen, for we see her here quite differently from the
dupe and pawn of the English Protestant missionaries that she was soon,
in the coining religious and political quarrels, to be accused of being
by the pro-French and pro-Catholic party, including Moerenhout himself.
In contrast to this, in the very first years of her reign,
Moerenhout shows Pomare IV as eager, above all, to free herself from
the influence of the missionaries and the pro-Christian chiefs, and to
return to the pagan customs and rites of old Tahiti.

She retired when

ever possible to the outside islands of Moorea and Raiatea where she
presided over ceremonies, or, if one prefers, orgies, which seem to have
been highly similar to those of the good queen Oberea as described by

32. Ibid.. TI, 167-68
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Voltaire's Dr. Grou to the ecstatic Chaplain Goudman In Les Oreilles
33
du comte de Chesterfield.
Her Majesty also lent her support to the Mamala, the anti34
missionary cult discussed in this historical section by Moerenhout,
a sect which borrowed from Christianity the veneration of the name of
Christ, but at the same time, basing its claim on the example of King
Solomon in the Bible, encouraged sexual license and, in the hereafter,
offered its faithful a Mahometan-type paradise of amorous delights.
In the last part of his historical section Moerenhout describes
how the missionaries and chiefs united to suppress the Mamala cult and
to force the queen to return to Protestant orthodoxy.
Moerenhout's principal interest in Tahiti at this time, as he
repeatedly indicates, was commercial, and he took no part in these
religious disputes.

Although he voices what seems to be his disapproval

of Polynesian depravity, he also expresses his belief that in their
desire to root out all reminders of the old pagan life, the missionaries
went to unwise extremes in forbidding such relatively harmless native
amusements as non-religious music, singing, tattooing and athletic sports.
It is to be regretted, he suggests, that Christianity had not been
brought to the insouciant pleasure-loving islanders by a less austere
sect of evangelists, capable of leading their proselytes to the path of
virtue with more gentleness, flexibility and understanding.

33. Ibid., I, 313-315, II, 500-501.
34. Ibid., II, 501-505.
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After Moerenhout's Voyages. the next time Tahiti appears to any
extent In French writing It is as the unfortunate battleground for a
conflict of European national and religious rivalries In which
Moerenhout himself, no longer a detached observer, plays the role of one
of the most active partisans.

This struggle was precipitated by the

events of the years 1835 and 1836 when Moerenhout was back in Tahiti from
his trip to Europe and to America and was clothed in the new dignity of
his appointment as United States consul*

It was in this capacity that

he saw fit to take the side of the French Catholic missionaries whose
attempt to start operations in Tahiti was blocked by the Protestants
/

of the London Missionary Society, of which George Pritchard soon to be
appointed British consul, had become the most influential*

The fact

that the queen, no doubt at the instigation of Pritchard, had ordered
the expulsion of the French priests, was, largely at Moerenhout's
suggestion, made the excuse for French armed intervention in Tahiti,
which, abetted by Moerenhout's intrigues among the chiefs, ended in the
establishment of a French protectorate under which the queen was left as
a mere figurehead.
The events of this stormy period were recorded, on the French
side, chiefly in the accounts of the various naval commanders involved,
notably the captains Dumont d'Urville, Du Petit-Thouars and Laplace.
None of these were professional litterateurs.

Their accounts tend to

be mere recitals of griefs against Pritchard and his colleagues, of
denunciations of the queen as the puppet of the London missionaries,
of the chronology of the various steps in the game of politics by which
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French influence penetrated the island, and finally of protestations
that the population welcomed the French as a relief from the austerity
of the English Protestants and the disorderliness of British and
American whaling crews.
Dumont d'Urville, who had been sent on a scientific expedition
in Antarctic seas with two small ships* the Astrolabe and the Z61€e.
and Du Petit-Thouars who was on a round-the-worId cruise to "show the
flag" in the heavily-armed frigate Vgnua, both visited Tahiti in
September 1838.
arrived in 1839.

Laplace, on a similar mission to that of Du Petit-Thouars,
All three captains had deviated from their original

routes, which did not include Tahiti,, to Investigate the alleged affront
to French national dignity in the matter of the expulsion of the priests.
The narratives, in each case, of their sojourns in Tahiti and the
actions they took there, were but parts of the much longer comprehensive
accounts of their voyages, which for Dumont d'Urville was chiefly one of
polar exploration and for Du Petit-Thouars and Laplace, circumnavigations
of the globe.^
Du Petit-Thouars, commanding the first French warship to reach
Tahiti after the outbreak of the religious quarrel, thus had the
responsibility of exacting apology and Indemnity for outraged French

35. Of these three, Dumont d'Urville's voyage account has already
been cited in footnote 4. The other two accounts are, respectively:
Abel Du Petit-Thouars, Voyage autour du monde sur la frigate la Vfinus.
pendant les ann6es 1836-1839. pub116 par ordre du Roi. sous les auspies
du Minist^re de la Marine, 4 vols. (Paris, 1840-1845), and Cyrille
Laplace, Campagne de Circ»«"mavlgatlon de la fregate I'Artgmise pendant
les annges 1837. 1838, 1839 et 1840. sous le commandement de M. Laplace,
capitaine de valsseau. publifie par ordre du Roi. sous les auspices du
Minist&re de la Marine. 6 vols. (Paris, 1841-1854).
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honor, and It is in his book, published in 1840 that the elements of this
struggle, particularly the pro-French maneuvers of Moerenhout and the
anti-French and anti-Catholic position of Pritchard and the queen, are
first placed in first-hand detail before the French public.

Since, of the

three captains, Du Petit-Thouars had the most active role, his account of
his stay in Tahiti is almost exclusively concerned with the various
demarches by which he accomplished his mission.

This leaves little space

for general observation, for the painting of a picture or the creating of
any distinct image of Tahiti*
Just at this time Moerenhout had been dismissed from his post as
United States consul as a result of complaints made by the queen and by
Pritchard to Washington, but Du Petit-Thouars recompensed this zealous
partisan and strengthened the French position in Tahiti by appointing
Moerenhout consul of France.

The commander of the Venus records that when

he presented Moerenhout to Pomare in this new capacity, the queen, visibly
displeased, made a request, which Du Petit-Thouars refused, that the
appointment be given to someone more acceptable to the Tahitian govern
ment.

In this, as in other matters, Du Petit-Thouars declares that the

36
queen had become the instrument of Pritchard and the missionaries.
Dumont d'Urville and Laplace both echo Du Petit-Thouars's
strictures against Pritchard and the missionary party.

Each points out

that Queen Pomare herself is miserably housed, while Pritchard lives in

36. Du Petit-Thouars, X, 344, 399.
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a palace that seems to proclaim him the veritable ruler of the
island.^
In addition to narrating the incidents in the political
tug-of-war between French Catholics and English Protestants, Dumont
d'Urville and Laplace, more than Du Petit-Thouars, add their respective
comments on the Tahitian scene.
In the case of Dumont d'Urville, the recurring theme is that of
the moral degeneracy of the Tahitians.

Even before his ships have entered

the pass, the captain1s disapproval is aroused by the grasping effrontery
38
of a native who comes alongside offering fruits at exorbitant prices.
The ne*-1: Tahitian to appear is the pilot, Gem, who, Dumont d'Urville
says, was: "ivre les trois quarts du temps, et il semblait croire que
pour y voir clair, il fallait que le rhum lui sortit par les yeux.
Aussi la premiere demande qu'il me fait est celle de lui faire donner
de 1'eau-de-vie.
No sooner was the Astrolabe moored at Mataval Bay than there
appeared the principal chief of the district who offered women in exchange
for money, leading the captain to remark that "tout ce que j'avais entendu
dire sur la depravation morale des habitants de TaXti et la prostitution
des femmes est encore au-dessous de la v6rit£.

Les chefs sont les

37. Dumont d'Urville, IV, 68, 71; Laplace, V, 377, 378, 408.
38. Dumont d'Urville, IV, 56-57.
39. Ibid., IV, 62.
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premiers a offrir leurs femmes et leurs fllles...et leur avidite pour
1*argent cherche a se satisfaire par Xes moyens les plus vils et les
plus r£voltants."^
This same chief, despite his lack of success, persisted in his
efforts throughout the entire stay of the ship at Matavai, until the
commandant, "fatigue du honteux spectacle que presente l'avidlt£ de ce
chef cupide,"^ chased the offender from his presence.
Another officer imprudently invited the chief to dine with him,
whereupon the chief, "apr&s avoir bien mang6 comme quatre,"^ tried to
beg money from him.
A walk in the suburbs of Papeete produced a similarly unfavor
able reaction, for:

"partout nous rencontrons les femmes de Talti

livr£es & la paresse et h. la debauche, mendlant pour satisfaire leur
avidit£ un prix quelconque pour leurs faciles faveurs."
The night before his departure after a week's stay in Tahiti,
Dumont d'Urvllle went ashore to take a last swim in the waters of the
Matavai stream, and it Is in this connection that he records his final
comment on his experiences on the island:

"Dans la soiree je descends a

terre avec le capltaine Jacqulnot, et je vais prendre un dernier bain dans
les eaux du torrent de Matavai.

40. Ibid., IV, 63.
41. Ibid.. IV, 75.
42. Ibid.. IV, 84.
43. Ibid.. IV, 74.

Les bains sont probablement 1*unique
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souvenir agr€able que je doive conserver par la suite de mon court
sSjour "k Talti."^
Laplace, equally with Dumont d'Urvllle, is struck by the degen
eration, both moral and physical, of the Tahitlans, and regrets that the
Eden of the eighteenth century navigators should have fallen so low.
Unlike his predecessors, however, Laplace, in his portrayal of the
islanders, emphasizes a new theme.
Since damage to his vessel, the Artimise. required a long stay
in Tahiti for repairs, close associations had time to grow up between
native families and members of the crew.
These repairs, in fact, required the four hundred members of the
crew to be lodged ashore, and kept Laplace in Tahiti for several months,
a longer time than any French vessel had remained there until then.

A

new situation was thus created between French and Tahitians, and one
that enabled Laplace to conclude that the easy familiarity with which
these two nationalities mixed indicated an affinity between them that
was lacking between the Tahitlans and the austere English missionaries

45

or the violent and disorderly seamen from English and American whalers.
This theme of Franco-tahitian amity was echoed by a member of
Laplace's expedition, Louis Reybaud, whose own account contains some
lively and attractive pictures of this fraternization, capped by his
touching description of the Tahitian farewell.

44. Ibid., IV, 85.
45. Laplace, V, 405.
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Tant de liens si librement form£s, si heureux, si nalfs, allaient
done se rorapre! Se reverrait-on jamais, apr&s avoir £chang£ de
si doux noms? La gr&ve se garnissait de cet essaim d'Arianes,
inconsolables jusqu'au lendemain. Des pirogues l£g&res, charg£es
de tayos, d'amis des deux sexes, venaient se presser autour de
la frigate, pour obtenir un dernier regard, une derni&re expression
de tendresse. Plus d'un gabier du haut de sa hune, plus d'un
matelot, de l'embrasure de sa batterie, salu&rent de la main ou
avec le mouchoir leurs compagnons, leurs compagnes de logement.
C'£tait la derni&re heure de ces unions improvisfies que le depart
allait dissoudre. II n'y a qu'une Talti au monde, disaient les
marins. Peut-Stre les indigenes disaient-ils de leur cdt£:
II n'y a qu'un peuple franpais.46
In 1838 and 1839 Du Petit-Thouars and Laplace made treaties
with Queen Pomare IV granting rights in Tahiti to French nationals aid
Catholic religionists equal to those enjoyed by Englishmen and Protes
tants.

On the grounds that the queen had not fulfilled these treaties,

demands were later imposed that resulted in the establishment of a
French protectorate in 1842, and in 1843, the queen was accused of not
respecting her obligations under the Protectorate and Tahiti was
declared a French colony.

The queen, deposed, fled to the outer islands

and large numbers of native insurgents rose against French rule.

It

was not until after several years of fighting that peace was restored
when the government of Louis Philippe, refusing to sanction the queen's
deposition by the local French authorities, restored Pomare IV to her
throne, re-instating the Protectorate, which remained in force through
out the rest of the queen's lifetime.
After all these storms had passed, pictures of the queen at
various stages of her subsequent life, as well a? of some other aspects

46. Reybaud, p. 172.
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of Tahiti, are preserved by Jacques Arago, writing of the queen as she
was in 1850 in her late thirties, by Alexandre Dumas whose Journal de
Madame Giovanni pictures Pomare in her forties, and by the pastor
Arbousset who described her in 1863 when she was fifty.

At sixty, there

is the famous portrait of her traced by the pen of Pierre Loti.
After recalling her riotous youth, when she and her maids of
honor would swim out to welcome incoming vessels, not unlike the
nymphs of Bougainville's Nouvelle Cythfere. Arago gives his impression
of the Pomare of 1850, disciplined religiously, morally, politically,
but not broken, seeming to reveal at the same time both the serenity
of outward resignation and occasional glimpses of an inner passion still
untamed and still regal.
Maintenant, Pomarfi va au temple emmalllottfie dans une
robe ignoble...elle y va pieds nus, entourSe de ses
fidfeles; elle prie, elle rficite la Bible, qu'elle salt
depuis le premier mot jusqu'au dernier....Est-elle
plus heureuse? Hfilas! nous avons vu quelquefois
PomarG la colore aux lfivres et au coeur....47
Pomarfi est esclave et Pamard commande, n'en doutez pas.
Vous avez d£tr6n£ la reine, vous n'avez pas d€tr6n£ la femme
....Vous poss£dez des blockhaus, des forts, des soldats,
des canons, de la poudre; Pomarfi qui n'a qu'une case & cOtfi
de votre palais, est plus forte que vous, et I'amour de
ses sujets fait sa puissance....Elle salt bien, la fine
matoise, que ce n'est pas face & face qu'elle peut lutter
avec vous: aussi ne l'essaye-t-elle pas. Plus elle
se fait petite h vos c6t6s, plus elle grandlt aux yeux
des slens....elle marche pieds nus; elle ne s'est pas
faite Fran9aise, elle n'a pas cess£ d'etre Kanake.48

47. Arago, II, 132.
48. Ibid.» II, 133.
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Although thus Impressed by Tahiti's indomitable queen, Arago adds
an interesting but unflattering and disillusioning note on Tahitian
women in general, and in so doing touches upon an element that has be
come a recurring one, particularly in twentieth-century writings about
Tahiti—the debunking of the legend of the noble savage and of that of
the Tahitian vahine as a graceful, tender and enchanting nymph.
Des cheveux en d£sordre...un teint de chocolat, des yeux
assez chauds...une demarche alourdie...de hautes £paules
carries, et des flancs d'une largeur mythologique. Tout
cela serait un homme au premier aspect, sans les deux
globes qui parent la poitrine....Elle est pres de vous,
elle mange, elle suce ses doigts avec un cliquetis de
l&vres et de langue Insupportable. Puis elle s'etend
lik sur un canape ou sur une natte...elle dort, elle ronfle,
elle ne reve ni d'amour, ni de poesie, ni de constance,
tr£sors inconnus au pays. Vous la reveillez, elle ronfle
plus fort, se roule, se reveille encore, vous demande a
manger, "k boire, se bourre, se gonfle, se grise, tombe
et recommence sa musique nasale.^9
Arago's intention here seems uncomplimentary, but the husky
animal-like Tahitlenne that he has pictured seems not unlike the goldenbronze, strong-limbed, broad-backed vahines who peer out with a strange
savage attractiveness from the canvases of Paul Gauguin.
A different picture of the Tahitlenne is presented by Alexandre
Dumas in the few pages devoted to Tahiti in his curious work entitled
Journal de Madame Giovanni.

This is ostensibly the reworking by Dumas,

who never visited Polynesia, of notes provided him by a lady who had re
turned from a trip around the world.

Of Aragofs earthy amazons, Dumas

has retained only the lassitude and the fondness for drink.

49.

Ibid., V, 274-275.

His vahines
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are not sturdy primitives but petite town coquettes who spend their
days in gossip and flirting with officers.
Although the fact that Dumas had never visited Tahiti seems
reflected in his description of the Tahitiennes (who tended toward the
Junoesque) as "petite" he has nevertheless, from some source, acquired
a subtle understanding of certain aspects of their character.

For

example, nineteenth-century observers, from Moerenhout on, have commented
on the apparent lack of any deep sincerity or understanding accompanying
the Polynesians' attachment to the purely external forms of Protestant
Christianity such as attending church, reading the Bible and holding
prayer meetings, but nowhere, perhaps, has this point been more deli
cately suggested than it is by Dumas, when he proposes to describe the
daily occupations of a typical Tahitienne.
Quand elle a dejeune...elle prend sa natte, le petit coussin
ou elle repose sa tete et sa Bible: puis, chargee de cet
attirail, elle sort, choisit son arbre, goyavier, cocotier,
pandanus ou oranger, etend sa natte a 1*ombre, place son coussin
a l'extremite de la natte, se couche sur la natte, appuie son
coude sur l'oreiller, sa tfete sur sa main, de 1'autre main tient
sa Bible et lit. Soit defaut d'interst d'une lecture qui est
toujours la meme, soit envahissement du sommeil, peu "h peu la
tete chancelle sur son appui, la Bible echappe de la main, la
tfite va chercher le coussin place la dans la prevoyance de ce
qui arrive, les yeux se ferment, la liseuse s'endort.50
The informal and often ephemeral Tahitian-style "marriage" which
was common among the natives and which, with the development of
nineteenth-century colonialism, was to become part of the lives of
many European soldiers, sailors and officials stationed in the islands,
is also described by Dumas with amusing accuracy.

50. Dumas, p. 61.
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XI est vrai que rien n'est plus simple qu'un mariage tahitlen.
On se rencontre, on se plait, on s'aime, on se le dit, on
convient que l'on vivra ensemble. Alors la femme apporte son
coffre dans la maison du fianc£; le fiancG ajoute quelques
petits cadeaux h 1*avoir de sa conjointe, et l'on est mariS.
Une fois marl£, on se trompe mutuelleraent: on s'en aper^oit, on
se pardonne, jusqu'k ce qu'enfin on ne s'aime plus assez pour
se pardonner. Ce jour-l& on se brouille. La femme prend son
coffre et le porte ailleurs. Le divorce est prononc£.
Quelquefois 11 se fait d'une mani&re plus violente.51
And, like almost every other writer on Tahiti during her reign,
Dumas presents his own version of Pomare IV. This follows the general
tone of the Journal as a whole, which is one of lightness bordering on
flippancy, and stands therefore in evident contrast to the serious,
almost tragic image created by Arago, compared to which the Pomare of
Dumas appears as almost a sort of caricature.
Far from praise or sympathy for anything like the noble savage,
one seems to find here a rather smug note, the civilized European viewing
with condescending amusement the ludicrous native who always either
comically misunderstands or clumsily tries to ape the externals of
European civilization.

Dumas relates that King Louis Philippe had sent

Pomare a present of fine Sevres vases, which Madame Giovanni, on visiting
the queen, saw:

"...brisks dans un coin de la maison royale: les

enfants jouaient au petit palet avec leurs morceaux.

La reine Pomar<?

n'avait gu&re fait plus de cas de ces vases qu'elle n'eftt fait de
52
cruches ordlnaires, n'en connaissant pas leur valeur."

51. Ibid., p. 66.

52. Ibid., pp. 70-71.
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PomareTs uncivilized na!vet£ is also made a source of humor in
the matter of the Tahltian national anthem, which Dumas says is an air
from the opera La Lampe merveilleuse. entitled Change-moi. Brahma, which
53

Pomare happened to hear, liked, and adapted as the national hymn.

In an incident involving a shipload of imported hats, Pomare
again appears as something of a figure of fun.

Dumas, narrating from

the viewpoint of Madame Giovanni, tells of that lady's being invited to
lunch with the queen.
Pendant ce dfijeuner on annonca tin b&timent franpais. C'fitait
un baleinier. Mais tout en venant pficher la baleine dans
l'oc£an Paciflque, il avalt l'ld€e de prendre un chargement
de chapeaux de femme. II va sans dire que c(£tait tout ce
que les magasins de Nantes, de Brest, de Rochefort et de
Lorient n'avaient pas pu ficouler depuis trois ans.54
While Madame Giovanni was still with the queen and her ladies-inwaiting, the captain of the whaler arrived and requested the queen's
authorization to put these hats on sale in Papeete.
La relne l'accorda, non seulement l'accorda, mais encore dit
tout haut qu'elle verrait avec plaisir les dames de l'ile
adopter cette coiffure. Puis, se retoumant de notre c6t€,
elle eut la bont€ de dire que, quoique je n'eusse rien dit,
c'fitait 5. mes beaux yeux qu'elle octroyait la faveur que
venait de recevoir le baleinier mon compatriote. Le lendemain
on mlt en vente un assortlment de bibis roses, bleus et blancs.
C'£talt bien national, mais fort laid.
Le d£sir de la reine avait £t6 r£p£t£, et pour lui faire leur
cour, les femmes s'arrachferent ces horribles chapeaux. Les moins
chers furent vendus de trente &. quarante francs. Le capitaine
&tait & l'6cart, riant de sa bonne id€e h se tenlr les cdtes.55

53. Ibid., p. 71.
54. Ibid., p. 72.

55. Ibid.
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The Pomare IV described by the French Protestant missionary,
Jean-Thomas Arbousset, in his Tahiti et les lies adjacentes (Paris,
1867) represents yet another variation in the portrayal of the queen,
different from both the chastened but untamed lioness of Arago and the
cheerfully naive opera bouffe type of native sovereign pictured by
Dumas.
Arbousset writes:
Malgrfi ses clnquante ans, Pomarfi me parait encore finergique
et gracleuse. Elle est de belle taille et a beaucoup
d'embonpoint; ses traits sont rfiguliers, ses yeux vifs et
p£n£trants, mais on volt qu'elle est tr&s d£senchant£e du
monde. Son regard pourtant r£v&Le une longue habitude
d'autorit£; il est plutftt ferme que sfiv&re. S'il n'inspire
pas la crainte, 11 commande le respect....^6
Arbousset was particularly Impressed by the queen's piety and
humility in matters of religion.

He seems to be calling attention to

this side of her character when he describes, in diary form, one of his
first meetings with his Tahitian parishioners.
7 aoQt. Reunion d'Sglise prfiparatoire h. la sainte C&ne.
L'assembl6e 6tait norabreuse. Suivant l'usage 6tab11,
nous avons procfidfi, avant de nous retirer, h. l'appel
nominal. Quand j'al prononcS le mot "Pomar£," sans
ajouter de titre, sans accentuer ce nom plus qu'un
autre, une douce voix a rfipondu: "PrSsente!"
C'fitalt la voix de la reine.57
Apart from these glimpses of the queen, the rest of Arbousset's
work is largely a history of Tahiti, told from a Protestant, yet French,
point of view, and an account of Arbousset's visits to various other
islands of Eastern Polynesia,

56. Arbousset, p. 202.

57. Ibid., p. 205.
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In the historical section, at such places where Arbousset's
Protestant religious and French national loyalties risk coming into
conflict, he discreetly refrains from personal comment and tells the
story by reproducing the official documents concerned, chiefly drawn
from diplomatic correspondence, and letting these texts speak for
themselves.
In dealing with the earlier historical period of discovery and
of the first activities of the London Missionary Society, Arbousset is
entirely of the opinion of his British co-religionists who saw the
Tahitians of Commerson's Utopia and Bougainville1s Nouvelle Cyth&re as
almost hopelessly sinful and depraved.
The very name of Nouvelle Cythere, given by Bougainville,
58
Arbousset observes, is "peu honorable,"
and as for its inhabitants,
"II serait impossible de decrire le profond abime de maux dans lequel
59
le peche avalt plonge ce petit peuple."

"Pour eux la vie n'avait

dfautre but que les plaisirs, triste fruit de leur corruption
naturelle et de leurs habitudes de paresse."^
Arbousset's book was published in 1867, just less than one hun
dred years since the landfall of Bougainville and Commerson had opened
the way for the creation of the Tahitlan dream, the legend of an erotic
paradise in the South Seas.

58. Ibid., p. vi.
59. Ibid., p. 19.

60. Ibid., p. 25.

Since then eighteenth-century philosophes
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used Tahiti to illustrate lessons of social philosophy, nineteenthcentury merchants, naval men and missionaries discussed it commercially,
politically and religiously.
ridiculously.

Dumas treated it lightly, almost

In the image that was projected of them, the Tahitian,

and especially the Tahltienne, had their ups and downs In French
letters, starting as noble savages under the enlightenment, then under
going something of an eclipse of ridicule and disapproval.
Yet in all that century of acquaintance no French author,
apparently, had been moved to tell a story of romantic love between an
enchanted European and one of those supposedly captivating nymphs to
whom Tahiti originally owed its amorous sobriquet of Nouvelle Cythfere.
In fact, for all the talk of the seductiveness of the vahines.
not one of them (except for the largely political figure of the queen)
had really been portrayed and preserved to memory as an individual.
There were Tahitlennes» but there was no Tahltienne.
In 1880 all this was changed.

The Tahitian dream, the exotic

legend, le mirage tahitien, half-forgotten in the earlier part of the
century, was revived with new persuasiveness and color, and with an
enchanting Tahitian heroine called Rarahu, in a novel by a young naval
officer named Julien Viaud, better known under the pseudonym of
Pierre Loti.

CHAPTER V
THE TAHITI OF PIERRE LOTI

Even before Julien Viaud had set eyes upon Tahiti himself, he
had formed a concept of it in his imagination based upon letters re
ceived during his boyhood years from his elder brother, Gustave Viaud,
a navy doctor stationed in Tahiti from 1859 to 1862.*
Part of Le Mariage de Loti deals with the author's search for
the children supposedly resulting from Gustave's own mariage tahitien
which was not unlike that of Loti himself and similar to the experiences
of other naval and military men and colonial administrators, past and
present.2
In real life, this type of exotic romance followed the paths
of empire as the European colonialism of the nineteenth century spread
over Africa, Asia and the Pacific.

Love, as well as war, commerce,

religious conversion and scholarly investigation, became one of the in
separable aspects of this world-wide expansion of Europe.

This story

is so true, so characteristic, so much a part of the resulting confronta
tion of cultures, that it seems almost surprising that it is not until

1. Pierre Loti, Le Mariage de Loti (Paris, edition of 1926),
pp. 5-6.
2. An interesting description of Gustave Viaud's life in Tahiti,
reconstituted In part from unpublished letters to his family may be found
in his biography by Georges Taboulet and Jean-Claude Demariaux, La Vie
dramatique de Gustave Viaud. frfere de Pierre Loti (Paris, 1961).
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Loti, and on the English side, not until Kipling, that this theme re
ceives the skilled and sympathetic treatment it seems to have been
calling for, and which at last enables it to take its place in modern
European literature.
An American student of the imagery of Herman Melville, James
Baird, suggests that Loti modelled his Rarahu as a symbol of the freedom
of the noble savage in contrast to the constraints and tensions of
civilization, upon Fayaway, the native girl of Melville's Typee, his
3
tale of adventure in the Marquesas Islands.

Baird's chief interest is

in symbolism, and, if we deal on such terms, it is undeniable that Fayaway
antedates Rarahu by some thirty years.

As a real person, however, it

seems a fairly good contention that Rarahu exists in a way that Fayaway
does not.

Baird himself points out that Fayaway does not appear until

the eleventh chapter of Typee and might, in fact, be entirely removed
from the novel "without serious loss."^

As for Rarahu, Baird goes on to

say that Loti abandons her symbolic potentialities in his completed novel,
presumably by making her not just a symbol but the study of an actual
type and by making her relationship with Loti the reflection of a real
situation in the colonial world.

It is therefore evident that whatever

inspiration Loti may have taken from Melville, the fleeting, symbolic
Fayaway of Typee and the vividly incarnated Rarahu, who gives the tone
to the entire Mariage de Loti, have such different purposes and
functions that it would seem that Rarahu should be considered an

3. James Baird, Ishmael (Baltimore, 1956), pp. 252-253.

4. Ibid., p. 252.
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independent creation and the first important heroine of this type of
colonial romance.
The ultimate source of Rarahu, of the Mariage de Loti and of
Loti's Interpretation of Tahiti must be the author's own personal ex
perience of his stay in Polynesia as a midshipman in the French navy for
a few months during the year 1872.
There, as his brother had done before him, Julien Viaud came to
know Queen Fomare IV and her semi-Europeanized court, the easy-going
town of Papeete and the now famous, informal, bitter-sweet, nativeEuropean "marriage" which burns briefly in its flame of intense color
and ends when the European sails away.
In 1879 Calmann-L£vy published Azivadfe, Loti's Turkish romance,
his first novel.

Later that year the novel Rarahu, constructed from

various notes made by Loti in Tahiti, from letters to his sister written
while he was on duty in the Pacific and from articles on Polynesia
which had appeared in the magazine L'Illustration, was prepared for issue
by the same publisher.

Arrangements were then made by Madame Juliette

Adam to have Rarahu serialized in her newly-founded magazine, La Nouvelle
Revue, where it appeared in installments as Le Mariaee de Loti, the title
which was used thereafter for Calmann-L6vy's 1880 edition of the novel
and for all subsequent editions.

Soon "Paris et la province" in the

words of Emile Pouvillon were "aux pieds de 1'adorable grisette de
Tahiti."5

5. Emile Pouvillon in a letter to Pierre Loti, reproduced in
Pierre Loti, Journal Intime (Paris, 1929), I, 210.
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From the point of view of content, Le Mariage de Loti may be
divided into three parts:

first, the central love story between Loti

and Rarahu, next, the secondary plot concerning Loti's search for his
brother's children, and third, the portrayal of the court of Queen
Pomare IV at Papeete and that of the savage Queen Vaikehu glimpsed by
Loti on a brief excursion to the Marquesas.

Each of these presents its

own picture of i'ahiti, true in its own way.
Narration is both in the third person, when the story is
supposedly told from the notes of Loti's friend Plumkett, and in the
first person, when told by Loti himself in his journal and in his
letters to his sister, to Plumkett and to Rarahu.

As the name Plumkett

suggests, these narrators have undergone a change of nationality.

In

the novel these two are midshipmen, not of the French navy but the
British.

Julien Viaud becomes Harry Grant, his friend Jousselin becomes

Plumkett (with an unaccountable m instead of the usual n), a name which
he kept in his real life correspondence with Pierre Loti-Julien Viaud.
Likewise, the French warship Flore in which Loti visited Tahiti becomes
the British man of war Rendeer. spelled with an 1. missing.
The pseudonym Loti which Harry Grant receives in the first
chapter of Rarahu no doubt represents a more conscious modification of
spelling. There being no letter 1^ in Tahitian, the rendering in that
language of the name of the European flower, rose, not indigenous to
Tahiti, is roti.

This, in turn, having in French more culinary than

romantic implications, underwent a slight orthographic transformation
by which the initial r was replaced by _1.

It is a Polynesian custom to
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give foreigners names in the local dialect, often with complimentary
meanings such as names of flowers and likeable birds, and it is quite
possible that Julien Viaud received in real life from his Tahltian
friends the name that he modified and passed on to his fictional hero.
The matter of these noms de guerre, Loti and Plumkett, should
perhaps not be left without mentioning that they also appear in AziyadS.
Loti1s first novel, published before Le Mariage de Loti. but dealing with
events set at a later time.

Thus Le Mariage de Loti. published later*

deals with the Tahiti of 1872-1873, while AziyadS. published earlier, con
cerns a later period, that of the Balkan disturbances of 1876 and the
Russo-Turkish war of 1877-1878.

Fictionally, the Harry Grant who is

baptized Loti by the queen's handmaidens in Tahiti, is the same
Grant-Loti whose subsequent adventures and death in Turkey had already
been described in AziyadS.
But the chief personage, the essence of the book, as the original
title indicates, is Rarahu herself.

On reading reviews of the novel

sent tvfm by Alphonse Daudet when Lot! was stationed in Algeria, Loti
wrote back to Daudet that he was naturally pleased with the favorable
notices but regretted that many reviewers seemed so imperfectly to under
stand le channe polynSsiea, for, "il n'y avait que cela dans le livre,
g
le reste ne mSritait pas leurs compliments."

Although she herself, as

Loti says in a letter to Plumkett (Jousselin) is patterned from a
composite of characters.^ le channe polynfisien is. of course, chiefly

6. Pierre Loti, Journal Intime (Paris, 1929), I, 162.

7. Ibid.. I, 62.
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Rarahu.

The truth of her story is undeniable.

Liaisons of the

Loti-Rarahu type have been and continue to be a typical aspect of the
relations between colonizing and colonial peoples, particularly in
Tahiti where the attractiveness of the native population has encouraged
a greater degree of Intermixing than appears to be the case elsewhere.
Of his creation of Rarahu, Loti says, "Cela me semble une gtude
Q
assez fiddle de la jeune femme maorie."
truth.

Here again, there is much

So numerous as to become commonplace in the islands are the

stories told there of girls whose lives have followed Rarahu's in
close detail, from birth on an outside island or in a country district,
to transfer to the care of adoptive parents in or near Papeete, sketchy
attendance at school, a languid adolescence of siestas, gossip and
bathing In the streams with girl friends of the same age, spiced with
occasional pretended flirtations with Chinese shopkeepers for the purpose
of obtaining gifts of eau de cologne, scented soap and cloth for dresses,
then the great love affair with the handsome foreigner who, the girl
somehow hopes, will be an exception and not abandon her, although he
almost always does, then the taking on of sophistication, naturalness
replaced by artifice and coquetry and interest in fashion, then the
succession of lovers, once the great love has sailed away, then the
drinking, the sickness, the coughing and death.
There are Rarahus, much as Loti painted them, still to be met
with in Tahiti, superstitious, caressing, lazy, sentimental, emotional,
given to quick jealous anger followed by tearful scenes of forgiveness,

8. Ibid.
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living only for the moment, sensual, hedonistic and violent in their
native dances and in the act of love.
Glimpses of Rarahu are in the pages of Bougainville, Dumas and
others, but no one before him individualizes her, personalizes her and
brings her to life in the way that Loti does.

With the others she is

part of a background observed at an objective distance.

With Lotl she

is very near, very alive; she laughs, her eyes and teeth flash, we see
her hands move in expressive gestures, we feel her fears and enthusiasms,
we smell the flowers and the coconut oil in her hair and the fresh
warmth of her fifteen years.
"Tout ce qui concerne Talmaha," Loti-Viaud adds in his letter to

9

Jousselin-Plumkett, "est rigoureusement vral."

And indeed, Talmaha, in

the novel the ex-mistress of Harxy Grant's brother George (who, of course,
corresponds to Julien Viaud's real-life brother Gustave) presents certain
aspects of native character that are, in a sense, as typical as those
portrayed in Rarahu herself.

Talmaha is friendly but secretive,

obstinate, irrational, untruthful, procrastinating, changeable, unpre
dictable, infuriatlngly nonchalant towards matters of desperate
Importance in the European view, careless and unrepentant.

Dealing

with her is, as Moerenhout had often found dealing with Tahitians to
be, a frustrating struggle with vagueness, indifference and falsehood.
She claims to be the mother of two sons by Loti's brother, but Loti's
eagerness to see them is constantly thwarted.

9. Loti, Ibid., I, 63.
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These children, in Tahitian fashion, have been handed about
from one set of adoptive parents to another.

Lotl manages to see one

child briefly by following his trail from family to family in the
country districts of Tahiti, but shortly thereafter the boy is sent to
the outside island of Raiatea.

The other boy is with Talmaha's rela

tives on the island of Moorea, which is only a few hours away, but
Loti's attempt to persuade Talmaha to have the boy brought to Tahiti
becomes helplessly entangled in a maze of excuses and evasions. In
one of the first-person sections, supposedly from Grant-Loti's journal,
the narrator says of this:

"Je me heurtais contre 1'impossible—

contre l'inertie et les.inexplicables bizarreries du caract&re maori.
Talmaha souriait.

Je sentals qu'aucun reproche, aucune supplication

ne la toucherait plus.11^
A desperate appeal from Lotl wrings from Talmaha the agreement
to accompany him to Moorea to see the child. Great preparations are
made, but at the very last minute, Talmaha "changeant brusquement

11

d'idfie" refuses to enter the boat and Lot! has to go alone.

After a stormy passage of four hours Lotl, drenched, reaches
Moorea, where, after a long search he finds only disappointment.

Birth

records obtained from the local chief show that both Talmaha's sons, who
were born on Moorea, are too young to have been fathered by George Grant,
who left the islands ten years before.

Exhausted by his fruitless chase,

Loti comes down with fever and goes sadly back to Papeete.

10. Loti, Le Mariage de Loti. p. 233.

11. Ibid., p. 235.
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Loti, like Bougainville, has perhaps been too often accused of
painting an over-favorable picture of Tahiti and nourishing a dream that
was basically false.

Like Bougainville, Loti deserves to be freed from

the blame of creating an exaggerated mirage tahitien which has really
been more inflated by other writers as well as by the determined wishful
thinking of readers so "tahitophile" that they have seized upon only the
favorable comments of Bougainville and Loti while tending to ignore the
unfavorable observations.

In his presentation of Talmaha, certainly, and

even of Rarahu, Loti makes it clear that the character of the noble
savage has its defects and that he is aware of them.

There is, however,

a significant difference in this matter between Loti and most nine
teenth century writers before him.

Nowhere does he express indignation

or contempt for the Polynesians' fallings.

He cannot even find it in

himself to be angry with Talmaha for all the trouble, wasted effort and
disappointment that her prevarications have caused him.

Conscious of

the faults of the Tahitian character, he seems to feel that he under
stands them as natural to the circumstances and condition of the race,
especially as it is a dying one.
A third outstanding Polynesian character in Le Mariage de Loti
after Rarahu and Talmaha Is Pomare XV, queen of Tahiti.

In 1873 she

was sixty and Julien Vlaud was twenty-three, but fifteen years before,
young JuXien, aged eight, had already learned her name and seen her
portrait.

At that time, when Gustave Viaud (the George Grant of the

story) was ordered to Tahiti, he gave his younger brother:
...un grand livre dor& qui £talt pr£cls€ment un Voyage en
Polyn€sle, & nombreuses images; et c'est le seul livre que j'aie
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aimS dans ma premiere enfance....En tete une grande gravure
repr£sentant une femme brune, assez jolie, couronnee de roseaux
et nonchalamment assise sous un palmier; on lisait au-dessons:
"Portrait de S.M. Pomar£ IV, reine de Tahiti." Plus loin,
c'&taient deux belles creatures au bord de la mer, couronn£es
de fleurs et la poitrine nue, avec cette l€gende: "Jeunes filles
tahitiennes & la plage."12
Pomare is mentioned on the first page of Le Mariage de Loti.
since it is in the garden of her residence and by her maids-in-waiting
that Loti was so baptized. Several pages later, Loti presents her to
the reader.
Cette femme, dont le nom €tait mele jadis au reves exotiques
de mon enfance, m'apparaissait vetue d'un long fourreau de
soie rose, sous les traits d'une vieille creature au teint
cuivr£,"a la tete imp€rieuse et dure. Dans sa massive laideur
de vieille femme, on pouvait d£meler encore quels avaient pu
fitre les attraits et le prestige de sa jeunesse, dont les
navigateurs d'autrefois nous ont transmis 1'original souvenir.13
The portrait is unflattering, but later glimpses that Loti pro
vides of the queen show that he had done for her what he has done for
the Tahttlenne in general in the personage of Rarahu; he has presented
her with an intimacy, a sympathy, an amplitude and a warmth of reality
that surpasses any preceding treatment of the same subject.

The queen

immediately shows friendship to Harry Grant because he is the brother of
George Grant whom she knew and liked.

Grant becomes a welcome habitu£

of the palace and carries or flirtations with the queen's maids of honor
who give him his Tahitian name of Loti.

The queen takes a benign interest

in his affairs, and on learning of his meetings with Rarahu for bathing

12. Pierre Loti, Le Roman d'un enfant (Paris, 1891), p. 96.
13. Pierre Loti, Le Mariage de Loti. p. 11.
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in the Fautaua stream, It Is the queen herself who suggests "the marriage
of Lot!" with Rarahu, an Informal arrangement in the Tahitian style. In
a fascinating chapter, Loti shows the sly old queen making this proposal
while cheating Grant outrageously in a private card game (cards were one
of the queen's passions) that they are having together in the palace.
Grant, whom the queen now calls "mon petit Loti" seems to look with
tolerant amusement upon the queen's insistence on playing cards with her
visitors and cheating them, regarding it as something of a mischievous
prank, and says:
Pomare", dont un des passe-temps favoris est le jeu d'£cart£,
£tait extraordinairement tricheuse, elle trichait m&ne aux
soirees officielles, dans les parties int€ress£es qu'elle jouait
avec les amiraux ou le gouvemeur et les quelques louis qu'elle
y pouvait gagner n'€taient certes pour rien dans le plaisir
qu'elle Sprouvait k rendre capots ses partenaires,!^
The suggestion, although unexpressed, seems to linger between
the lines, that the queen took a wry delight in winning money, through
guile at cards, from eminent representatives of that Europe which had
taken from her, by force, her kingdom and her freedom.
The queen shows another Polynesian trait—irrational attachment
to one's relatives despite flagrant and proven faults on their part.
Pomare's son, Tamatoa, a giant of a man, would become dangerous, even
homicidal, when drunk.
within the palace.

For this reason he was supposed to be kept locked

Pomare, however, doted upon him, and would release

him to roam freely in the gardens.

On one occasion Grant-Loti, not

recognising Tamatoa, had a conversation with this colossus, watched over

14, Ibid., p. 23
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by the queen, who explained to Lotl with evident pride, after Tamatoa
had left them, the terrible identity of his interlocutor.
Just as, in the adventures It tells and the scene it portrays,
Le Mariage de Loti Involves both the real life Loti-Viaud and the
fictional Loti-Grant, it also presents both a real-life Queen Fomare IV
and a fictional one.

In the foregoing we have seen something of the

real queen, the fictional one is mixed more closely in the affairs of
the fictional Rarahu, and we last see her, on the eve of Loti's final
departure, after a farewell ball at the palace graced by dashing
officers and the belles of Tahitian aristocracy, alone with Lotl and
Rarahu advising the latter to withdraw to the country as soon as Loti
should leave so as to avoid the corrupting influences of the town.

Loti

tells the queen that Rarahu will leave immediately for the district of
Papeurlrl to stay with her friend Tiahoui who has now married and lives
there.
Ah! ...dit la reine de sa grosse voix etonnee et
visiblement emue...C'est bien cela, mon enfant, c'est
bien...a Papeete tu aurals ete bien vite une petite
fille perdue.
Nous pleurions tous les deux, ou pour mieux dire,
tous les trols: la vieille reine nous tenait les mains, ^
et ses yeux d*ordinaire si durs se moulllaient de larmes.
But the fictional queen is no less a part of Pierre Loti's inter
pretation of Tahiti than the real one.

Both enter the broad and colorful

picture that he has created of Tahitian life and of the Tahitian people,
irrational and both exasperatlngly and touchingly childish.

15. Ibid., p. 283

For the
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essential justness of Lotifs image of the Polynesians is that, although
he has endowed them with the faults of childhood, he has also endowed
them with its virtues, not the least of which Is the impulse to love.
It is therefore Loti who has revived and amplified the image
of Tahiti as the island of love.

In the personage of Rarahu above all,

he reaffirms that the spirit of La Nouvelle CythSre. although trans
formed, is not dead, and by what is perhaps a closer scrutiny than ever
brought to it before, he examines what, in detail, this celebrated
Polynesian love may consist of for contemporary descendants of the noble
savage, granddaughters of the nymphs of Bougainville, and for such
Europeans as Loti who may love and be loved by them.
In some ways—in its foredoomed impermanence, its social and
intellectual differences between the lovers—-it is like a type of love
that has traditionally lent its nostalgic douceur to intellectual life
and study in the French capital, namely the love between the artist or
university student and the Parisian grisette.

There are also similar

resemblances to the ill-fated amours of British soldiers and Kashmiri
maidens in the stories of Rudyard Kipling.

These resemblances extend

even to the realm of musical drama, where the love theme of Henri
Murger's novel of artists and grisettes gave rise to one celebrated
opera, La Bohfeme; and yet another, the LakmS of Dellbes, with the scene
transported from Tahiti to a Kiplingesque sort of India, was admittedly
inspired by Le Mariage de Loti.
But Mimi Pinson and the heroine of Lakmg are still not quite
Rarahu, and Loti, writing of the universal theme of love and parting,
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is also writing of that love which is distinctly Polynesian, distinctly
Tahitian and no other.
Rarahu was horn, not in or near the town of Papeete, not even
in one of the country districts of the island of Tahiti or on the nearby
sister island of Moorea, but to the west on that savage island of warriors
and dancers, Bora Bora*

Although her mother brought her to Tahiti when

she was very young, she never forgot the great brooding mountain that
dominates her native place, lending it, for all its smiling sea and
beaches, a starkness, a primitive ferocity and a dark other-worldly
foreboding, just as these same traits underlie the outwardly carefree
and sunny Polynesian temperament.
Fear of ghosts (Toupapahou) and evil spirits (varua ino).
virtually an obsession among the Tahitians, is another aspect of
Polynesia that Loti appears to be among the first to present effectively
in the form of fictional literature.
His affair with Rarahu once started, Grant-Loti begins his
realization of this somber undercurrent in the Tahitian spirit when he
buys a Tahitian dictionary so as to be able to understand her more
thoroughly.

As he explains:

Pour arrlver & parler le langage de Rarahu, - et &
comprendre ses pensfias—m§me les plus dr&les ou les plus
profondes, - j'avals r£solu d'apprendre la langue maorie.
Dans ce but, j1avals fait un jour & Papeete 1*acquisition
du dictlonnaire des frferes Picpus, - vieux petit livre qui
n'eut jamais qu'une Edition, et dont les rares exemplaires
sont presque Introuvables aujourd'hul.
Ce fut ce livre qui le premier m'ouvrlt sur la Polyn£sie
d'dtranges perspectives, - tout un champ lnexplorg de
r&veries et d'6tudes.
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Au premier abord je fus frapp6 de la grande quantity
des mots mystiques de la vlellle religion maorie, - et puis
de ces mots tristes, effrayants, Intraduislblee, - qui
expriment lii-bas les terreurs vagues de la nuit, - les bruits
myst£rieux de la nature, les r&ves h peine saisissables
de 11imagination...
Turning from the old dictionary, Grant-Loti soon observes evi
dences of the fears it describes among contemporary Polynesians, and he
mentions for the first time the word Toupapahou. so frightening to the
islanders.
La solitude des forets, lep „ten£bres, les epouvantait,
et lis les peuplent sans cesse de fantomes fit d'esprits.
Les bains nocturnes sont en honneur & Tahiti; au clair
de lune, des bandes de jeunes filles s'en vont dans les bois
se plonger dans des basslns naturels d'une d€llcieuse fralcheur,
- C'est alors que ce simple mot "Toupapahou!" jetd au milieu
des baigneuses les met en fuite conme des folles... (Toupapahou est le nome de ces fant&mes tatou£s qui sont la
terreur de tous les PolynSsiens, - mot Strange, effrayant en
lui-m&me et Intraduisible.^
All this, Loti finds, is very much a part of Rarahu, of her out
look on life, and even on love.

For:

...tous ces mots bizarres de la langue PolynSsienne
qui m'avaient frappS, tous ces mots au sens vague ou mystique,
sans Equivalent dans nos langues d'Europe, £taient familiers
h Rarahu qui les employait ou me les expllquait avec une rare
et singull&re pofisie.
-Si tu restals souvent h Apir£ la nuit, me disait-elle,
tu apprendrals avec mol beaucoup plus vite une foule de mots
que ces filles qui vivent & Papeete ne savent pas... Quand
nous aurons eu peur ensemble, je tfenseignerai, en ce qui
concerne les Toupapahous, des choses trfes effrayantes que tu
ignores..•

16. Ibid., pp. 30-31.

17. Ibid., pp. 46-47.
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En effet, il est dans la langue maorie beaucoup de mots
et d'images qui ne deviennent intelllgibles qu'& la longue,
quand on a v€cu avec les indigenes, la nuit dans les bols,
ecoutant gdrair le vent et la mer, l'oreille tendue & tous
les bruits mystfirieux de la nature,18
As Loti's relationship with Rarahu develops, the Toupapahou
motif develops along with it, and bit by bit begins to extend its
influence over Loti himself. In his sensitiveness, his responsiveness
to Rarahu's moods, he becomes less and less an observer of these haunting
undertones in the Taliitian character and increasingly a participant in
what Rarahu senses and feels.
Far from ridiculing her fear of Toupapahous as an ignorant super
stition, Loti first tries sympathetically to attune himself to her con
ception of these mysteries and then, carried along by her emotion, ends
by speaking of these spectres as if he had come to admit their existence.
A sign of this subtle transition can be felt in LotiTs night walk
with Rarahu after he has fotmd an ancient skull and is shaken out of his
purely objective curiosity over it by the intensity of Rarahu1s terror.
Qu'est-ce qui peut tant tfeffrayer dans ce pauvre
cr&ne? demandai-je & Rarahu...
Elle r£pondit en montrant du doigt la bouche €dent€e;
- C'est son rire, Loti; c'est son rlre de Toupapahou....
II £tait une heure tr&s avancSe de la nuit quand nous
ftimes de retour h Apir€, et Rarahu avait 6prouv6 le long du
chemin des frayeurs trfes grandes ... Dans ce pays ott l'on
n'a absolument rien k redouter, ni des plantes, nl des b&tes
ni des hommes; oil lfon peut n'importe oil s'endormlr en pleln
air, seul et sans une arme, les indigenes ont peur de la nuit
et tremblent devant les fantdmes...

18. Ibid., pp. 84-85
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Dans les lieux d£couverts, sur les plages, cela allalt
encore; Rarahu tenalC ma main, serr£e dans la slenne, et
chantalt des him6n6 pour se donner du courage..*
Mais 11 y eut un certain grand bols de cocotlers qui
fut tr&s p£nible "k traverser ...
Rarahu y marchalt devant moi, en me donnant les deux mains
par derrl&re, - proc£d£ peu commode pour aller vite, - elle
se sentalt plus prot€g£e alnsi, et plus sttre de n'&tre point
saisie aux cheveux par la t&te de mort...
11 faisalt une complete obscurity dans ce bois, et on y
sentalt une bonne odeur r£pandue par les plantes tahitiennes.
Le sol £tait jonch£ de grandes palmes dess£ch€es qui craqualent
sous nos pas. On entendait en l'air ce bruit particulier aux
bois des cocotlers, le son m£tallique des feullles qui se
froissent; on entendait derrl&re les arbres des rlres de
Toupapahous...19
Some time later, at the death of Rarahu1s adoptive father, Loti
and Rarahu, alone in the house with the dead man and one old female rela
tive, again share an experience with Toupapahous.
La vieille parente...s'etait endormie. - La plule tombalt,
torrentielle, sur les arbres, sur le chaume du toit, avec
des bruits singuliers, des fracas de branches, des
craquements lugubres. - Les Toupapahous ^talent Ik dans le bois,
se pressant autour de nous, pour regarder par toutes les fentes
de la muraille... On s'attendait & toute minute & voir entre les
barreaux passer leurs mains bl&mes...
-Reste, o mon Loti, disait Rarahu... Si tu partais, demain
je serais morte de frayeur...
...Et je restal toute la nuit aupr&s d'elle, tenant sa main dans
les mlennes; je restai auprfes d'elle jusqu'au moment oh les
premieres lueurs du jour se mirent h. filtrer "k travers les
barreaux de sa demeure. - Elle avalt fin! par s'endormir, sa
petite t&te d&licieuse, amaigrie et triste, appuy€e sur mon
6paule.
- Je l'fitendls tout doucement sur des nattes, et m'en allal
sans bruit...

19. Ibid., pp. 94-96
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Je savals que le matin les Toupapahous s1fivanouissent,
et qu'fc. cette heure je pouvais srns danger la quitter*..20
Loti-Grant has further encounters with the Toupapahou.

One Is

In Moorea, when sick and exhausted after his disappointing search for

21

his brother's supposed son, he sees them In a feverish dream.

And, at last, at the very end, when Lot! is far from Tahiti,
and Rarahu, wasted by tuberculosis at only eighteen, has returned to
Bora Bora and has died there, she herself becomes a ghost and haunts Loti,
ever under the spell of the islands, in a grisly dream.
In this dream, "le grand morne de Bora Bora dressait sa silhouette
effrayante"; beneath it, a group of women mourners gathered around the
body of Rarahu fix Loti with a penetrating gaze.

Then:

Alors un grand souffle terrible passa dans l1atmosphere
et je percjus confus€ment des choses horribles: les grands
cocotiers se tordant sous 1'effort de brises myst£rieuses, des spectres tatoufis accroupis £ leur ombre - les cimetiferes
maoris et la terre l&-bas qui rougit les ossements, - d'£tranges
bruits de la mer et du coral1, les crabes bleus, amis des
cadavres, groulllant dans l'obscuritfi, - et aux milieu d'eux,
Rarahu £tendue, son corps d'enfant enveloppd dans ses longs
cheveux noirs, - Rarahu les yeux vldes, et riant du rire
£ternel, du rire fig€ des Toupapahous.22
Toupapahous is thus the last word in the narrative proper, and
the last word in the book except for the addition of the few lines that
comprise the reproduction of Rarahu*s last letter to Loti, full of
tenderness and feeling and concluded with a formula that is still used
by Tahitians in their letters today.

20. Ibid., pp. 116-117.
21. Ibid., p. 255.
22. Ibid., pp. 312-313.
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0 mon cher ami, 8 ma fleur parfumSe du soir! mon mal
est grand dans mon coeur de ne plus te voir! & mon £tolle
du matin, mes yeux se fondent dans des pleura de ce que
tu ne reviens plus!...
Je te salue par le vrai Dieu dans la foi chr£tienne.
Ta petite amie,
Rarahu.23
Which makes "Rarahu" the last word of all.
The passing of Rarahu*s charm and beauty, like the passing of the
Polynesian race, bears out the old Tahltian saying which Loti reproduces
on a page following the title page and which translates as:
croitra, le corail s'Stendra, mais l'homme pgrira."

"Le palmier

Loti's heart is

seized by "un froid mortel" as he reflects that with Rarahu's death "tout
24
£tait fini dans la fange, dans 1' ablme de l'£ternel n£ant!"
With his haunting, melancholy touching upon the sadness of the
passage of time and the decay of all things of this world, Loti's lament
for Rarahu joins in spirit the regret of Franfois Villon for the mortality
of beauty, wisdom, royalty, and salntliness, in that query for those other
ladles, Flora the lovely Roman, H£loise the wise, Berthe au grand pied
and Blanche of Castille, mothers of kings, and heroic Joan burned by the
English at Rouen.

To this number Loti adds his Rarahu and seems to repeat

with Villon that question which has echoed so long down the corridors of
time:

"Oil sont les neigea d'antan?"
The theme of the dying of the Polynesian race after contact with

more aggressive cultures, foreseen by Loti, as the European subjugation of

23. Ibid., p. 313.

24. Ibid., p. 309.
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Polynesia had been foreseen by Diderot, both runs in undertone throughout
the novel, and is stated directly and explicitly when Loti says:
"Destlnfie mystfirieuse que celle de ces peuplades polyn£slennes, qui
semblent les restes oubligs des races primitives; qui vivent lJk-bas
d'immobility et de contemplation, qui s'&telgnent tout doucement au
contact des races civilis€es, et qu'un sl&cle prochain trouvera
25
probablement disparues."
It would seem clear from all this that Loti, like Bougainville,
cannot be justly accused of creating any never-never land of idyllic
perfection, any Tahitian paradise or Polynesian Eden where the noble
savage flourishes in eternal sunshine and man's life is free from sadness
or bitterness, from evil or from care.

As in the case of Bougainville,

it is demonstrably untenable to maintain that in his treatment of Tahiti
Loti was a determined romancer set on showing only the good and hiding the
bad, or so dazstled by the scents and blooms and amorous softness of
La Nouvelle Cythfere that he forgot everything else.

Surprised as one may

be to find it so, the fact remains that Lotifs Tahiti, like Loti's Rarahu,
is real.

Far from being the conscienceless perpetrator of groundless and

exaggerated myths, Loti emerges as the sensitive and accurate interpreter
of a people whose destiny has been, and is, fundamentally more tragic
than idyllic,
LotlTs picture of Tahiti, both in its spirit and its concrete de
tails, has the form and color and the breath of life.

Its accuracy is

commended by that discriminating modern observer of Polynesia,

25. Ibid.. p. 130.
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Paul Mousset.

In Mousset's novel, Mourlr en homme, with Its Polynesian

setting, the hero, a man of long experience in the Islands, on more
than one occasion meets the queries of a curious newcomer about island
life and native psychology by sending him to a reading of Loti, a
recommendation he sums up with the unreserved declaration:
done mon Loti.

Je vous ai souvent engag£ & le relire.

ce que vous demandez.

"Prenez

Vous y trouverez

26
II a tout dlt."

In telling all that he has to say about Tahiti, making a full
picture that includes and balances both light and dark, both sadness
and joy, Loti has, to be sure, evoked the charms of Tahiti and the
pleasures of such a love as Harry Grant enjoyed with Rarahu.

He has,

moreover, in creating the character of Rarahu, presented the Polynesian
Eve in a fascinating child-woman that many readers have undoubtedly found
unforgettable and irrestible.
Rarahu as presented by Loti is both typical and individual.

As

already mentioned Loti set out to portray "la jeune femme maorie," and
the events, the details of her life as he tells them are certainly typical
of many of her kind.

At the same time it is not unnatural that the

author should wish to endow his heroine with sufficient distinctiveness of
her own to enable her to Impress the reader as a person, in the sense that
every person is unique, and not just a faceless type.

It is thus that he

introduces her, captivating in her own special way within the general
limits of that kind of beauty which is particular to her race, and which

26. Paul Mousset, Mourlr en homme (Paris, 1949), p. 191.
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remains beautiful regardless of its not conforming to traditional European
ideals.
In his first mention of her physical appearance, Loti says:
"C'Stait une tr&s singuli&re petite fille, dont le charme p€n€trant et
sauvage s'exercait en dehors de toutes les r&gles conventionnelles de
27
beaut£ qu'ont admises les peuples d'Europe."
And again:

"Rarahu £tait une petite creature qui ne ressemblait

aucune autre, bien qu'elle fCtt un type accompli de cette race maorie
qui peuple les archipels polyn€siens et passe pour une des plus belles du

28

monde; race distincte et mystdrieuse dont la provenance est inconnue."

There follows a description in interesting and revealing detail
of Rarahu1s features.

Most expressive of all, her eyes were "d'un noir

roux, pleins d'une langueur exotique, d'une douceur c&line, comme celle
29
des jeunes chats quand on les caresse."
Here is a subtle touching upon the very essence of the character
of the Tahitlenne.

The reddish tone in her black eyes suggests warmth and

passion; languor, indeed, a cat-like laziness, as well as an animal soft
ness in giving and receiving caresses are traits to be found in many
vahineB even today.
As to her other features, her nose "€tait court et fin, comme celui
de certaines figures arabes"; her mouth "un peu plus £palsse, un peu plus
fendue que le type classlque, avalt des coins profonds, d'un contour

27. Loti, Le Mariage de Loti, p. 4.
28. Ibid.« p. 8.

29. Ibid.. p. 8.
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dfilicieux."

When, she laughed she showed her teeth, "un peu larges,

blanches comme de l'£mail blanc, dents que les ann£es n'avalent pas eu
le temps de beaucoup polir et qui conservalent encore les strles
lggferes de l'enfance."

The tresBes of her dark hair, "parfumSs au

santal, fitaient longs, droits, un peu rudes; lis tombaient en masses
lourdes sur ses rondes £paules nues."

The color of her skin "depuis le

haut de son front jusqu'au bout de ses pieds" was of a "teinte fauve
tirant sur le rouge brique, celle des terres cuites claires de la
vieille Etrurie.,,JU
Her figure was "admirablement proportionnee"; her arms "avaient
une perfection antique."

In moments of gaiety she seemed bright and

mischievous and "sa figure dfenfant" took on "une finesse maligne de
jeune ouistiti."

Whereas when she was serious or sad, "il y avait

quelque chose en elle qui ne pouvait se mieux d£finir que par ces deux
31
mots; une gr&ce polynfisienne."
In addition to this, Loti's Rarahu was tattooed.

This custom,

by 1872, was probably not so typical of Tahiti, but was both more widely
practiced and persisted longer in the more savage Marquesas.

As Claude

Farrere, like Loti a naval officer and an exoticist, has noted, Loti
32
seems to have had a "goflt singulier pour le tatouage."
Loti says of Rarahu:

"Autour de ses chevilles, de l£gers tatouages

bleus, simulant des bracelets: sur la l&vre inf£rieure, trois petites

30. Ibid., pp. 8-9.
31. Ibid., p. 9.
32. Claude Farr&re, Cent Peasins de Pierre Loti (Paris, 1948),

p. 82.
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rales bleues transversales, imperceptibles, comme les femmes des
Marquises et, sur le front, un tatouage plus p&le, desslnant un
dlad&me."^
Perhaps Lotl may have gratuitously endowed his heroine with
this type of adornment, either because he found It piquant and
intriguing or because he may have wished to give Rarahu an additional
touch of primitivlsm to recall the pagan savagery of her ancestry.

In

two published collections of LotiTs drawings, one edited by Claude
34
35
Farr&re
and one edited by C. Wesley Bird,
there are several repro
ductions of sketches macle from life by Loti of Tahltian girls and women,
but in none of these is any facial tattooing visible.
But apart from this exception, Loti adheres rather closely to a
faithful transcription of Tahitian life and customs as illustrated in
the person of Rarahu and the conditions of her existence.

Her abandon

ment by her mother to adoptive parents is an illustration of one of the
most common practices in Oceania even today, and is clearly explained
by Loti for the benefit of the uninitiated.
La m&re de Rarahu l'avait amende & Tahiti, la grande lie,
l'lle de la reine, pour 1'offrir & une trfes vleille femme
du district d'Apirfi qui £tait sa parente filoignSe. Elle
obgissait ainsi & un usage ancien de la race maorie, qui
veut que les enfants restent rarement auprfes de leur vraie
mfere, Les m&res adoptlves, les p&res adoptifs (faa amu)
sont lk-bas les plus nombreux, et la famille s'y recrute

33. Ibid., p. 9.
34. Claude Farr&re, Cent Dessins de Pierre Loti (Paris, 1948).
35. C. Wesley Bird. Pierre Lotl, Correspondant et Dessinateur
(Paris, 1947).
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au hasard. Cet 6change traditionnel des enfants est l'une
des original!t€s des moeurs polyn£siennes.36
The Tahltian expression faa amu cited in the above text means
"to feed," literally faa "to make" plus amu "to eat"—to make or cause
to eat.

Adoptive parents, such as Rarahu had, are described in the

Tahltian language as metua (parents) faa amu, and in the speech of
English speaking residents of Tahiti, were traditionally called "feeding
parents," to distinguish them from the real father and mother who did
not rear and feed the child,
Rarahu thus grew up in the district of Apire (in present day
Tahiti known as the district of Pirae) which is in the suburbs of the
town of Papeete and borders the pretty little river, or more accurately,
stream, of Fataoua, which runs from the central mountains down through
the upland glades and the coastal plain to the lagoon.
As a child and up to her meeting with Loti, Rarahu's occupations
were simple:
la reverie, le bain, le bain surtout: - le chant et les
promenades sous bols, en compagnie de Tiahoui, son inseparable
petite amie. - Rarahu et Tiahoui £talent deux insouclantes
et rieuses petltes creatures qui vivaient presque enti&rement
dans l'eau de leur ruisseau, oil elles a autalent et s'£battaient
comme deux poissons-volants.37
Rarahu had eventually gone to school and learned to read and write
in Tahltian, which, Loti observes, could not have cost her any great
effort, since she was extremely lazy.

36. Loti, Le Mariage de Loti, p. 5.
37. Ibid., pp. 13-14.
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As for her clothing:
Rarahu poss£dait deux robes de mousseline, l'une blanche,
1'autre rose, qu'elle mettalt alternativement le dimanche
par-dessus son pareo bleu et jaune, pour aller au temple des
missionnalres protestants, ^ Papeete. Ces jours-1^ ses
cheveux £taient s£par£s en deux longues nattes nolres tr£s
£paisses; de plus, elle plqualt au-dessus de l'orellle
(fi l'endroit oii les vleux grefflers mettent leur plume) une
large fleur d'hibiscus, dont le rouge ardent donnalt une
p&leur transparente h sa joue cuivr^e.38
The pareo (sometimes written pareu) mentioned by Lot! is a long
piece of cloth worn in Tahiti wrapped around the body like a skirt,
similar to the Malay sarong. It can be tied either at the waist or
under the armpits.

Even at the present time pareos are often preferred

to either dresses or trousers by both sexes in the country districts of
Tahiti and the outlying islands.

Since Rarahu only wore her dresses on

Sundays, she presumably wore only pareos on other days.
To the portrait of Rarahu as she was before she met Grant-Loti,
it might be added that besides being lazy, she possessed certain other
traits typical of young Polynesian girls.

She was sentimental about pets,

having a cat which she took with her almost everywhere, and she was musi
cal, a member of her district choral group.

In addition to this, It may

be assumed that she fitted easily into a description which Loti offers of
the Polynesian character in general:

"Le caract&re des Tahitiens est un

peu celui des petits enfants. - lis sont capricieux, fantasques, boudeurs tout & coup et sans motif... et hospitallers dans l'acception
39
du mot la plus complete."

38. Ibid., p. 24.
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Many aspects of Loti's description of the Tahitienne have been
confirmed by travelers of various nationalities writing at various
periods up to and including the present.
In this connection it may be interesting to note an account
roughly contemporary with Loti's, and dealing with a trip to the islands
of the Pacific, including a visit to Tahiti in 1875, just two years after
Loti had departed from Polynesia and five years before Rarahu appeared
in print.

The author of the book, entitled Voyage en OcSanie, Charles

Blin, was aiming at a purely factual report of his journey and of what he
observed in the course of it.

His Tahitienne. as will be seen, resembles

Rarahu both in several specific ways and in her general spirit, and as
for the one or two additional touches that he adds, we may perhaps safely
suppose that in all likelihood they belong to Rarahu as well.
Charles Blin says of the Tahitienne:
Les femmes sont admirablement faites dans leur jeunesse....
Leurs dents sont admirables, leurs grands yeux empreints dfune
voluptueuse mollesse, 1'ensemble de leurs traits harmonieux et
s€duisant....Leur demarche est indolent....Elles se couronnent
souvent de feulllage et de fleurs et en portent presque toujours
quelques-unes au-dessus de l'oreille.
Giles recherchent avec passion toutes les occasions possibles
de plaisir et se donnent & toutes les distractions publiques qui
peuvent se presenter. En dehors de 111, essentiellement
paresseuses, elles passent la plus grande partie de leur vie
£tendue sous une varende....Dou£es d'une oreille musicale extr§mement juste elles retiennent tr&s facilement les airs qu'elles
entendent ....
II y a chez les Tahitiennes beaucoup de g6n6rosit£ d'un
cdt£, car elles sont fonci&rement bonnes, et un grand fond
d'orgueil de 1'autre....Elles subissent d'une facon absolue
1*impression du moment. Quelque chose vient-il exciter leur
gaiet£, elles poussent des cris de joie, des £clats de rire
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interminables...leur fait-011 un reproche assez dur, elles vont
dans un coin et pleurent h chaudes larmes...40
Blin also mentions "la gr&ce naturelle qui caract£rise les
41
Tahitiennes" and "leur grande nalvetfi."
Such was the Rarahu that Loti met that memorable day when she
stepped out of the bushes bordering the stream of Fataoua and into the
life of Harry Grant-Loti, into the romantic tradition of Polynesia and
into French literature.
The region around the Fataoua, site of their meeting and the
cadre in which this most famous of all Tahitian love stories developed
and which remains even today a shady retreat for young people fleeing
the heat of the town for a swim among surroundings of freshness and
greenery, has been described both by Loti himself and by his follower
in the field of exotic writing, Claude Farr&re.
In the Mariage de Loti, the scene for the encounter between Loti
and Rarahu is set as follows:

"En tournant St droite dans les

broussailles, quand on avait suivi depuis une demi-heure le chemin
d'ApirS, cn trouvait un large bassin naturel, creus£ dans le roc vif. Dans ce bassin le ruisseau de Fataoua se pr€cipitait en cascade, et
versait une eau courante, d'une exquise fralcheur."^
Of this enchanting setting, Farr&re comments:
C'est ce qu'on nomine aujourd'hui le bain de Loti. Et imaginez
tout ce ravissant d£cor de bois profonds, d'eaux murmurantes,
dfombre fraiche et de solell tarnish par la verdure...imaginez-le

40.

Charles Blin, Voyage en Ocganie (Le Mans, 1881), pp. 200-202.

41.

Ibid., p. 202.

42.

Loti, p. 16.
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peuplfi d'une foule de jeunes femmes, toutes jolies, - les laides
n'oseraient se montrer 1&, on est trop en vue! - toutes bavardant,
riant, chantant, et se jetant 5. l'eau les unes aprfes les autres,
sans se donner la peine d'dter leurs tunlques de moussellne roses,
vertes, jaunes ou bleues, qu'elles gardent ensuite pour dormir,
1'fitoffe trempfie moulant leurs corps irrfiprochables. Le Prophfete
n'a pas promis aux Croyants un paradls plus voluptueux, ni plus
frais, nl des houris plus s£duisantes, ni plus promptes h.
contenter leurs soupirants. Et tous les parfums de 1'Arable
sont peu de chose compares & l'arome des orchidSes sauvages, des
gardenias blancs & l'odeur d'ambre et des mllle fleurs inconnues
en Europe qui parent la terre Tahiti...
C'est dans cette alcdve vSgfitale, oil tant de couples se nouaient
et se d€nouaient, sans myst&re ni vaine pudeur, sans nul libertinage
d'ailleurs, mals non sans jalousies entre-croisGes parfois, que
Loti avait..,rencontr£ Rarahu et son inseparable amle Tiahoui, et
gofit£ divers plaisirs. Comme la Juliette de V6rone, Rarahu n*avait
pas encore quatorze ans.^3
Lotidescribes his first glimpse of Rarahu at Fataoua in the
celebrated passage so relished by tahitophiles, dreamers of the Tahitian
dream and admirers of the Polynesian Eve as a charmingly unspoiled child
of nature.
...tout & coup des broussailles de mimosas et de goyaviers
s'ouvrirent, on entendit un 16ger bruit de feuilles qui
se froissent, - et deux petites filles parurent, examinant
la situation avec des mines de souris qui sortent de leurs
trous.
Elles Staient coiff£es de couronnes de feuillages, qui
garantissaient leur tfite contre l'ardeur du soleil: leurs
reins £taient serr€s dans des pareos (pagnes) bleu fonc6
& grandes rales jaunes; leurs torses fauves fitaient sveltes
et nus; leurs cheveux noirs, longs et dfinoufis...
Le plus jolie des d&ux €tait Rarahu; 1'autre Talhoui,
son amie et sa confidente...44

A3. Farrfere, pp. 71-73.
44. Loti, pp. 17-18.
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Once Loti and Rarahu have met, their idyll begins.

At this

early stage, Loti divided his time between the queen's court in Papeete,
with its citified maids-of-honor on one hand, and the shady banks of the
Fataoua and Rarahu on the other.

This had been going on for only a

short time when Queen Pomare made the suggestion that led to the
"mariage de Loti" and his little friend.

In this first phase Loti and

Rarahu spent their time together in the sun or under the trees beside
the river, in an atmosphere of brightness and innocence like that of
the Garden of Eden.

Day after day, Loti tells, "nous nous gtendions

sur l'herbe pour faire ensemble le somme de midi, et ...Rarahu entourait
mon corps de ses bras, nous nous endormions l'un pr&s de 1*autre h. peu
prfes comme deux frferes."
Although, as has already been mentioned, James Baird, in his
comparison of Melville's Fayaway with Loti's Rarahu, seems to feel that
Rarahu is not quite symbolic in the sense that Fayaway is, there still
seems to remain some basis for giving Rarahu a symbolic importance.
Even more than in Melville's Typee. there is constant reference in
Le Mariage de Loti to streams of water, to cascades, to bathing.

Loti

and Rarahu meet when they are bathing at Fataoua, whereas Melville's
hero only meets Fayaway because she lives with the family to whose house
his Marquesan captors have assigned him for detention.

The water, the

pool, the bathing together of the young lovers in Loti, all this
surrounded by a spirit of simple animalistic innocence seems, in fact,

45. Ibid., pp. 25-26.
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very closely suggestive of the lines of the English poet Rupert Brooke
in his use of a Polynesian setting in the poem "Tiare Tahiti" where a
very definite symbolic image is obviously implied in the exhortation:
Hasten, hand in human handt
Down the dark, the flowered way,
And in the water's soft caress,
Wash the mind of foolishness.^
The foolishness to which Brooke refers is presumably the tension,
constraint and complication of civilised life in the organised society of
the Western world. It may indeed be precisely this that Rarahu with her
primitive nalvet£ stands as symbolically engaging Loti to wash himself
off in the cool glades of the Fataoua.
Their meeting at Fataoua initiated the first and most idyllic
portion of the affair between Rarahu and Loti-Grant.

What went before

this (Chapters I to X) provided Loti's introduction to Tahiti and
Rarahu's introduction to the reader. The lovers having met, the first
act of their romance is played out under the trees and beside the cool
waters of the Fataoua stream.

During this episode, Loti-Grant is

quartered aboard his ship, although occasionally enjoying the hospital
ity of the queen and her followers at the palace, and Rarahu is living
in the district of Aplr£ (of which Fataoua is a part) in the hut of her
old adoptive parents, Huamahine and Tahaapalru.

This Fataoua-ApirS

section, with its budding love, its tenderness and its youthful
jealousies, lasts until the departure of Loti-Grant's ship, the
Rendeer. for a cruise to the Marquesas.

46. Rupert Brooke, The Collected Poems of Rupert Brooke (New
York, 1925), p. 117.
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This ends the Premiere partle which consists of a total of
fifty-one short "chapters," some no more than a page and three of them
no more than a paragraph long.

The Deuxleme partle of forty-seven

chapters (pp. 99-214) Includes the Marquesan side-trip on Loti's return
from which he finds Rarahu orphaned by the death of the old couple who
had cared for her.

This leads to the second phase of the Lotl-Rarahu

relationship, when Rarahu moves in with Loti in the charming little
house near the queen's gardens in Papeete,

Thus a town Idyll replaces

the Fataoua idyll and lasts until the departure of Loti's ship for
California via Honolulu.
The Trolsi&me partle (35 chapters, pp. 215-285) includes the
voyage to Hawaii and San Francisco, a brief return to Tahiti during which
Loti makes his futile trip to Moorea seeking one of his brother's supposed
children, and finally, Loti-Grant's departure from Tahiti, this time
never to return.

The fourth, last and shortest of the four sections into

which Loti has divided the novel, is a sort of epilogue (twelve very short
chapters, pages 287-313) telling of Harry Grant's return to England,
Rarahu's touching letters to him and his meetings with officers coming
from Tahiti from whom he learns of Rarahu's vagabond life after his
departure and of her final sickness and death.

This section, and the

book, end with Loti's macabre dream of the mountain of Bora Bora and
Rarahu as a Toupapahou.
In making these divisions Loti establishes a definite, although
fictional, chronology, in many cases assigning events of the story their
specific dates by day, month and year.

Harry Grant dates his first
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letter from Tahiti to his sister In England, for example, as of Janu
ary 20, 1872.

Grant Is baptized Lot! In the gardens of the queen In

Papeete by the Tahltian princess Ariltea and queen1s maids of honor
Falmana and Terla five days later on January 25.

The first section,

chiefly devoted to the Fataoua idyll, ends with Loti's departure for
the Marquesas cruise, which occupies the whole month of Hay 1872.
In the second section, Rarahu's first letter, written to Loti
while he is away in the Marquesas, is dated May 10, 1872.

After Lotl*s

return to Tahiti from this trip, the housewarming party in the
attractive bungalow that was to be the love-nest of Loti and Rarahu
during their life together in the town of Papeete took place on
June 12, 1872.

This second section goes up to the end of the year

1872 when the Rendeer sails for Honolulu en route to California*
In the third section, we find Grant-Loti visiting a Chinese
theatre in San Francisco in May 1873.

Returning towards Tahiti, the

Rendeer sails from San Francisco on November 1, 1873 and reaches Papeete
on November 26. On December 1, 1873, Grant-Loti is in Moorea looking
for his brother's son.

His final departure from Tahiti for England

via Chile, Argentina, Brazil and the Azores, takes place a few days
later.
Back in England (in the fourth section) Loti receives letters
from Rarahu dated January and December 1874. He learns of her death
when he is in Malta with a squadron heading for the eastern Mediterranean
on May 2, 1876.
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In connection with this ending of the Mariage de Lot! at this
particular date and in a situation where Grant-Loti is on duty as a
member of an expedition "se rendant dans le Levant oti on venalt de
raassacrer les consuls de France et d'Allemagne, et oil de graves
£v£nements seicblalent se preparerf"

it is interesting to note that this

same calendar of events fits immediately into the opening of Azivad£.
where it is a question of the same expedition to the Levant and the
murder of the same French and German consuls.

Although written first,

the events narrated in Assiyad6« chronicling the further adventures of
Harry Grant-Loti leading ultimately to his death at Kars as related by
Plumkett, thus form, in point of time, a direct sequel to the Mariage
de Lotl.
In the Mariage de Lot! itself this detailed chronological frame
work is both helpful to the reader in following the story and is no
doubt effective in lending an added note of vraisemblance«

It does

not, however, correspond to Julien Viaud's real life timetable in rela
tion to his visit to the Pacific islands, which was of much shorter
duration.

By July 1872, when the Deuxifeme Partie of the novel was just

beginning with Grant-Loti and Rarahu installed In their house in Papeete,
the real Viaud-Loti was already in Valparaiso, Chile, on the way back to
France, his Tahltian experience over.
For the fictional Grant-Loti, in contrast, the entire year 1872
covers but the first two parts of his four-part story.

We have already

seen how the lovers met in the enchanting setting of Fataoua.

47. Lotl, Le Mariage de Loti, p. 306.
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meeting, for all its charm, his subsequent encounters with Rarahu at the
pool, and the relationship growing up between them, are at first entered
into by Harry Grant with a certain amount of frivolity. It is the
development of their affair into something that Grant comes to take
much more seriously, a development accompanied at the same time by the
unfolding of Loti's portrait of Rarahu, that fills the first section of
the novel ending with the separation imposed by the Marquesas trip.

In

the person of Rarahu, the English midshipman Harry Grant, who was
Initially disappointed in his first impression of Tahiti, is gradu
ally seduced by a prlmitivism and an exoticism for which even his boy
hood dreams of Polynesia inspired by his brother's books and letters
had not fully prepared him.
Unlike Paul Gauguin, who was to follow in Loti's footsteps in
Tahiti, Harry Grant had not arrived in the islands with any express in
tention of trying to shuck off civilization and become a noble savage.
It is evident from the first that for all the naive appeal of the natural
ness of fresh and simple country girls like Rarahu, Grant is much more
attracted by the elegant, aristocratic, half-Europeanized Princess
AriitSa, one of the chief ornaments of Queen Pomare's court, whose deli
cate beauty is in closer harmony with conventional European taste.

Up

to the very last phase of Grant's stay in Tahiti and of his "marriage"
with Rarahu, there is a constant tug of war between the pull of Rarahu's
gamin tenderness and devotion and the more regal attractions of the
Princess Ariitia, which Grant-Loti, without excessive encouragement on the
part of the princess, seems so unable to resist that he is guilty on
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occasion of rather striking lapses in his loyalty and attention to his
little friend.
The opposing attractions of these two women would seem to suggest
the conflict between the lure of primitivism on one hand, and, on the
other, the residing power of the civilized tastes and standards which
European man has learned and has had ingrained in him from infancy.
Experience seems to prove that the hold of the latter is much stronger
and more persistent than experimenters in the adventure of exotic
escapism generally tend to realize, and, as Gauguin himself found,
despite the illusions of certain temporary victories over onefs up
bringing, habits of thinking based on system and order, instilled by
civilization, can never be completely eradicated, and the civilized
man, In the last analysis, can no more become completely a savage than
the savage can completely become a civilized man.
As a part of this, Lotl-Grant, whether consciously or un
consciously, is apparently unable to remain unaffected by European ideas
of social class.

The personal distinction, and no doubt the title as well,

of the princess seem to make a very strong and direct appeal to the
upper-class viewpoint of Harry Grant-Lotl, who Is, after all, a member
of the hereditary officer caste.

This bond of class, cutting across

differences of nation and race, Is obviously lacking in Rarahu, who might
be considered as the social equivalent of, and, in fact, in some ways,
not greatly removed in mental outlook from, a European peasant.

Moreover,

although the Princess Ariit£a, like Rarahu, is Polynesian and therefore
un-European in habits of thought, there is, in her case, still a greater
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affinity in behavior and attitude with those of the British midshipman
who, like Ariitea and like the members of aristocratic, officer and
upper bourgeois classes generally, has no doubt been trained to practice
and admire the qualities and virtues more associated with cool restraint
than with Rarahu's type of warm spontaneity.

The elegance and decorum

of the princess suggest the forethought, the planning, the self-control
of a code which Grant-Loti has been raised to understand. In contrast,
the plebeian disorganization, indiscipline and illogicality, the
living for the moment, the heedless improvidence and disregard for the
future of Rarahu are almost completely foreign to him.
It is therefore really only gradually, as the first part of the
story shows, that Rarahu is able to bring Grant to the point where he can
respond to her with an appreciation of what she is and of the type of
exoticism that she represents.
To begin with, whatever his original inclinations may have been
towards Rarahu, Harry Grant was pushed in her direction largely by the
suggestions of others.

After his first glimpse of Rarahu and Tiahoui at

the pool, before he has even spoken to her, Grant-Loti is urged on by
T£touara, a boisterous Melanesian girl from New Caledonia, one of the
chief members of the merry-making group that frequented Fataoua.

After

identifying the girls, T£touara tells the midshipman that she would be
delighted to have him "apprivoiser" Rarahu and her companion, who have
tended to keep themselves apart from the others.

In fact, as Lotl says,

48

"elle m'engageait tr&s vivement h. tenter cette aventure."

48. Ibid., p. 19.
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For this purpose Tetouara reveals to the young man the path
leading to Rarahu's and Tiahoui's own favorite bathing place a cool and
secluded spot hidden among the foliage from the passer-by and arched over
by guava and great Bpreading-leaved breadfruit trees.
At every step of the first phase of his relationship with
Rarahu, Grant-Loti is carried along by the prompting and approval of
others. Prominent among these is Queen Fornare herself.
Lotlt
sa grosse
la petite
mieux, je

me disait un mois plus tard la reine Fomar£, de
voix rauque - Loti, pourquoi n'fipouseras-tu pas
Rarahu du district d'Apir£?...Cela serait beaucoup
tfassure, et te poserait davantage dans le pays.

II allait sans dire que la reine, qui gtait une personne
trfes lntelligente et sens€e, ne me proposait pas un de ces
mariages sulvant les lois europ€ennes qui enchalnent pour
la vie. Elle fitait pleine d'lndulgence pour les moeurs faclles
de son pays, bien qu'elle s'efforc&t souvent de les rendre
plus correctes et plus conformes aux principes chrfitiens.
C'fitait done simplement un mariage tahitien qui m'fitait
offert. Je n'avals pas de motif bien s£rieux pour rfislster
& ce ddsir de la reine, et la petite Rarahu du district
d'Apirfi fit alt bien charmante.49
But even admitting that Rarahu does have a delightful (although
not yet very compelling) appeal for him, the young midshipman has hesi
tations from the very first, and seeks excuses with which to answer the
queen's proposition.
....avec beaucoup d'embarras, j'all£gual ma jeunesse.
J'&tals d'allleurs un peu sous la tutelle de l'amlral du
Rendeer qui auralt pu voir d'un mauvais oeil cette union ...
Et puis un mariage est une chose fort co&teuse, meme en Oc€anie
...Et puis, et surtout, il y avalt l'£ventualit£ d'un prochaln
depart - et, laisser Rarahu dans les larmes efit StS une
consequence inevitable et assurfiment fort cruelle.^O

49. Ibid., pp. 20-22.

50. Ibid., p. 22.
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In the foregoing explanation of his sentiments, although there
is obviously no question of what may be called romantic love at this point,
and the young man seems to be entering his relationship with Rarahu
simply by slipping aimlessly into it, Loti carefully protects his hero
against the possible charge of selfishly satisfying his own pleasure
and taking a callous attitude towards a girl he knew he would ultimately
have to leave behind him when he sailed away.

To guard against this

accusation it is emphasized that Grant's conscience is already troubled
by the knowledge that his taking up with Rarahu must inevitably lead to
his abandoning her later.
The persuasions which others bring to bear upon Grant therefore
serve a double purpose, first, to indicate that his initial interest in
Rarahu is comparatively mild and is therefore subject to grow into a
deeper attachment, step by step as she reveals herself to him, and
secondly, to place Grant's conduct in a more favorable light by having
him enter the affair not entirely on his own responsibility.
Even Rarahu's adoptive parents, fully aware of its fragile and
temporary nature, approved the match.
Les vieux parents de Rarahu, que j'avals cralnt de
d£soler d'abord, avaient sur ces questions des ld£es tout
& fait particuliferes qui en Europe n'auraient pas cours.
Je n1avals pas tard£ & m'en apercevoir.
lis s'fitaient dit qu'une grande fille de quatorze ans
n'est plus une enfant, et n'a pas £t€ crfifie pour vlvre seule...
Elle n'allait pas se prostituer h Papeete, c'Stalt 1& tout
ce qu'ils avaient exigfi de sa sagesse.
lis avaient jug£ que mieux valalt Loti qu'un autre, Loti
trfes jeune comme elle, qui leur paralssalt doux et semblalt
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1'aimer...et, aprfes reflexion, les deux vlelllards avalent
trouvfi que c'dtait bien.51
Aboard his own ship, Grant-Lot! also found approval.

Like the

real Lotl, who had a Breton companion in the navy to whom he was so
attached that he called him his "brother" (he appears as "Mon Fr&re
Yves" in Loti's novel of that name, published in Paris in 1883), the
fictional Lot! had a shipmate "brother" John, a sobersided alter ego
whose stem morality served Loti as a kind of extra conscience.
John, so serious and rigid, approved the "marriage" of Loti.

Even

With all

this, it is hardly surprising that Loti's hesitations were finally
overcome.
John lui-ra&me, mon bien-almS fr&re John, qui voyait
tout avec ses yeux si £tonnamment purs, qui £prouvait une
surprise douloureuse quand on lul contait mes promenades
nocturnes en compagnie de Falmana dans les jardins de la
relne, - John fitait plein d'indulgence pour cette petite
fille qui l'avait charaUi, - II aimait sa candeur d*enfant,
et sa grande affection pour moi; 11 Stait disposS & tout
pardonner h. son frfere Harry, quand 11 s'agissait d'elle.52
Loti's statement of the attitude expressed by Rarahu's adoptive
parents contributes another faithful Interpretation by the author of a
Polynesian viewpoint.

We are already some distance away, in 1872,

from the nymphs brought out in canoes and offered by their parents to
the sailors of Bougainville, from Diderot's wily savage demanding that
the chaplain lie with his wife and daughters as his duty as a guest for
the sake of increasing the population and aiding the eugenic development
of the island, and even some distance from the pandering chief of Mataval

51. Ibid.. pp. 26-27.

52. Ibid., p. 27.
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excoriated by Dumont d'Urville, but Tahltian feelings In these matters,
regardless of an Intervening period largely dominated by missionaries,
were, as Loti shows, still different from those of Europe.
Once he has gone beyond the first superficial impression and has
begun to know Rarahu, her influence on Grant-Loti begins to have effect
almost immediately.

First of all, his overall judgment and general

opinion of Tahiti changes from disappointment to appreciation.

His first

letter to his sister in England, written before meeting Rarahu, carries
a much different tone from the notes he recorded after making her
acquaintance.

In the letter, dated January 20, 1872, he says:

Me void devant cette lie lointaine que ch£rissait notre
fr&re, point mystfirieux qui fut longtemps le lieu de rSves
de mon enfance...Hals je n'y trouve plus que tristesse et
amer dSsenchantement*
Un pays comme tous les autres, mon Dieu, et moi, Harry
qui me retrouve Hi, le m&ne Harry qu'fc. Brightbury, qu'&
Londres, qu'allleurs, si bien qu'il me semble n'avoir pas
chang§ de place.
Ce pays de r&ves, pour lui garder son prestige, j'aurals
dCi ne pas le toucher du doigt.
La civilisation y est trop venue aussi, notre sotte
civilisation coloniale, toutes nos conventions, toutes nos
habitudes, tous nos vices, et la sauvage poSsle s'en va,
avec les coutumes et traditions du pass£.53
Contrast this with what Loti writes after he has met Earahu, has
bought his Tahltian dictionary so as to "comprendre ses pensees - meme
les plus drdles ou les plus profondes," has bathed with her at Fataoua,
has become familiar with her adoptive parents, her hut and her ugly old

53. Ibid., pp. 5-7.
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cat, and has shared with her tender and loving moments In the calm
forests and along the sun-drenched beaches of her district of Apir£.
...ceux-la qui ont v£cu lk-has au milieu des filles k demi
civilis£es de Papeete, - qui ont appris avec elles le tahitien
facile et batard de la plage et les moeurs de la vllle colonis€e qui ne voient dans Tahiti qu'une ile ou tout est fait pour le
plalsir des sens et la satisfaction des app€tlts matUriels, ceux-la ne comprennent rien au channe de ce pays.
Ceux encore...qui y voient une terre dT€ternel printemps,
toujours riante, poetique, - pays de fleurs et de belles
jeunes femmes, - ceux-lk encore ne comprennent pas...le charme
de ce pays est allleurs, et n'est pas salsissable pour tous.
Allez loin de Papeete, lk ou la civilisation n'est pas
venue, Ik ou se retrouvent, sous leB minces cocotiers, - au
bord des plages de corall, - devant 1*immense oc£an d€sert, les districts tahitiens, les villages aux tolts de pandanus.
-Voyez ces peuplades intmobiles et r&veuses: - voyez au pied des
grands arbres ces groupes silencieux, indolents et olsifs qui ne
semblent vivre que pour le sentiment de la contemplation...
Ecoutez le grand calme de cette nature, le bruissement monotone
et £ternel des brisants de corall...regardez...ces forets
suspendues aux montagnes sombres, et tout cela perdu au milieu
de cette solitude majestueuse et sans bornes: le Paclfique.54
The foregoing passage both illustrates the progression of GrantLoti's thinking about Tahiti as a result of his contact with Rarahu and
stands as one of the many examples to be found in the novel that refute
any possible accusation that the author only knows and has only con
cerned himself with the superficialities of the Europeanlzed court and
town of Papeete, ignoring the country districts and the "real" life and
spirit of Tahiti.

Such a criticism cannot be maintained in the face of

Loti's text, where it is evident that he has studied, described and under
stood Tahiti, both town and country.

54. Ibid., pp. 35-36
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There Is a great distance, emotionally, between Grant-Loti's
original attitude towards his liaison with Rarahu ("Je n'avals pas de
motif bien serieux pour r£slster "k ce dgsir de la reine....") and the
feeling he expresses some chapters later, when, from a country district
where he is visiting, he concludes a letter to his "brother" John on
shipboard with:

"Cher petit fr&re, fais-moi le plalsir d'aller au

ruisseau de Fataoua, donner de mes nouvelles k la petite Rarahu d'ApirS...
Fais cela pour moi, je t'en prie..».je te jure que je l'aime de tout man
coeur."^^
The first of the novel's four sections is concerned largely with
the development of this progression and change in Grant's feelings towards
Rarahu.

As this unfolds, Lotl is constantly adding touches to his image

of Tahiti, both in the matter of external details and in that of the
revelation of Polynesian character and temperament, for it is, after all,
essentially the "Tahitian-ness" of Rarahu, the allure of her particular
exotic and savage charm—which is the charm of Tahiti itself—that
operates upon the young midshipman, gradually (and indeed at times it
would seem almost Imperceptibly and even in spite of himself), to produce
this ultimate effect*
Even their inevitable first quarrel (arising from Rarahu's violent
jealousy of Grant's interest in the girls of Queen Pomare's court in
Papeete, particularly the Princess Ariitga), seems, in the end, to
contribute to the attraction for Grant of Rarahu's primitive naturalness

55. Ibid., p. 84.
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and direct uncomplicated spontaneity, for after this incident, despite
Grant's annoyance at the time and the persistence of his longing for the
princess, his attachment to Rarahu seems to grov even more rapidly than
before.
By the time Grant writes his second letter from Tahiti back to
his sister in Brightbury, a very evident change has already come over
him.
Me voilct sous le charme, moi aussi — sous le charme de ce
pays qui ne ressemble & aucun autre. - Je crols que je le vois
comme jadis le voyait Georges, & travers le m&ne prisme
enchanteur; depuis deux mois
peine j'ai mis le pied dans
cette lie, - et d£j& je me suis lalssS captiver. - La deception
des premiers jours est bien loin aujourd'hui, et je crois que
c'est ici, comme disait Mignon, que je voudrais vivre, aimer
et mourir.56
Rarahu's jealousy of the princess and the girls of the queen's
court has its counterpart in Grant-Loti's resentment (he would no doubt
feel it beneath him to call it jealousy) of a Chinese shopkeeper who has
made Rarahu gifts of dress material and perfume.

Such gifts, in exchange

for favors either received or anticipated, continue to characterize the
relations between Chinese shopkeepers and young Tahitian girls in Papeete.
In the case of Rarahu, Grant-Loti concludes that, although misguided, she
has remained basically innocent in the affair.
Dans son coeur de pauvre petite croissant "k l'aventure dans
les bois, les notions du bien et du mal fitaient restSes
Itnparfaites; on y trouvait une foule dTid£es baroques et
incompletes venues toutes seules h 1 ombre des grands arbres.
- Les sentiments frais et purs y dominaient pourtant, et il
s'y m&lait aussi quelques donnSes chr€tiennes, puisnes au
hasard dans la Bible de ses vieux parents.

56. Ibid., p. 43.
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La coquetterie et la gourmandise 1*avalent pouss£e hora
du droit cheminy mais j'Stais sur, absolument stir qu'elle
^7
n'avait rien donn£ en ^change de ces slngullers presents....
Then, when Rarahu weeps for having displeased him by accepting
the gifts, tells him the whole story and admits that she was wrong,^
another advance is made in the development of 6rantTs affection for her.
Ces larmes ... produlsirent entre nous le r€sultat
qu'as&nent souvent les larmes, elles nous firent davantage
nous aimer. - Dans le sentiment que j'£prouvals pour elle,
le coeur prit une part plus large, et 1'image d'Arlit£a
s'effapa pour un temps.
L'Strange petite creature qui pleurait IS. sur mes genoux,
dans la solitude dfun bois d'Oc€anie, nj'apparalssalt sous
un aspect encore lnconnue; pour la premiere fols elle me
semblait quelqu'un, et je commenpais It soupponner la femme
adorable qu'elle e&t pu devenir, si d'autres que ces deux
vleillards sauvages eussent prls soin de sa jeune t&te.58
Even If his affection for Rarahu has grown, it is, at this point,
still clearly subject to some reservations, for the unconscious struggle
between the exigencies of Grant-Loti's civilized taste on one hand, and
his appreciation of the noble savage in the person of Rarahu on the other,
is evident in the above citation.

The simpleness of her behavior in this

Instance is what makes him prize her more, even for a moment almost making
him forget his obsessive infatuation with the princess, yet at the same
time he expresses a regret that Rarahu has been raised by "savages."
What he seems to want here, or appears to think that he wants, is the best
of both worlds—the purity, spontaneousness and straightforward emotion of
the noble savage coupled with the elegance, finesse, worldly education and
savoir-faire of a fine lady.

57. Ibid., p. 57.

58. Ibid., pp. 57-58.
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As if in response to this very wish, the immediate next step in
Rarahu's development is that she takes to wearing dresses instead of
pareos and to braiding her hair in European style instead of letting it
fall freely about her shoulders in the careless native way.
As his feeling for her deepens, Grant-Loti and Rarahu continue to
spend delicious hours "douces et ti&des" besides the river of Fataoua,
"dans ce coin du bois, ombreux et ignore, qui fut le nid de Rarahu...
And, as the charms of Tahiti (and of Rarahu) continue to grow
on him, he says:

"Qui peut dire oil reside le charme d'un pays?...Qui

trouvera ce quelque chose d'intime et d'lnsaislssable que rien n'exprime
dans les langues humaines?"^
Both Grant and Rarahu continue to grow towards each other, he
continually more consciously appreciative of what she is, and she ever
evolving towards a closer understanding of him and of the differences
between them, and developing in social and mental subtlety. "Elle
saisissait d£j& la difference radicale de nos races, de nos conceptions,

61

de nos moindres sentiments."

And with this realization, "Elle pensalt ne repr6senter aux yeux
de Loti, - enfant de quinze ans qu'elle £tait, - qu'une petite creature
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curieuse, jouet de passage qui serait vite oublifi."

59. Ibid.. p. 60.
60. Ibid., p. 69.
61. Ibid., p. 74.

62. Ibid., p. 75.
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By this time, however, 6rant-Lotifs feelings for her have gone
somewhat beyond this.

"Loti commenpait & s'apercevoir lui aussi qu'il

£prouvait pour elle un sentiment qui n'£tait plus banal. -

il

63
l'almait un peu par le coeur."
And despite their differences, there are also similarities
between them, of which Grant-Loti becomes more and more aware.
Tous deux avaient 1'habitude de l'isolement et de la
contemplation, l'habitude des bois et des solitudes de la
nature; tous deux s'arrangeaient de passer de longues
heures en silence, £tendus sur l'herbe et la mousse; tous
deux aimaient passion&nent la r&verie, la musique, - les
beaux fruits, les fleurs et l'eau frSIche.^
From here there is but one more step before Grant's declaration
in his letter to John that he loves Rarahu "de tout mon coeur."

This is

revealed in a chapter where he praises enthusiastically and in terms of
sincere uncondescending esteem, the sweetness of her voice and her
ability as a singer.

His tone here is different from before; much more

than at any time previously, he seems to recognize her as "quelqu'un" and
he speaks with an evident feeling of pride of her imagination and artistry
in a skill that he admires.
On 6tait charmfi quand Rarahu chantait...
Quand €lle chantait seule, elle avait dans la volx des
notes si fralches et si douces, que les oiseaux sauls ou
les petits enfants en peuvent produlre de semblables.
Quand elle chantait en parties, elle brodait par-dessus
le chant des autres, des variations extravagantes, prises dans
les notes les plus £lev£es de la gamme, - trfes compliqu£es
toujours et admirablement justes...

63. Ibid.

64. Ibid., p. 76.
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...comme dans tous les districts tahitiens, un choeur
...se faisait entendre dans toutes les fetes indigenes,
- Rarahu en dtait un des principaux sujets, et le dominait
tout entier de sa voix pure...65
Then Grant-Loti goes alone to visit a friend of his brother
George, the chief of the district of Tehaupoo, far from town, near the
isthmus of Taravao.

It is from there that he writes the letter to John

confessing his love for Rarahu, thereby concluding the first phase of
their relationship—•the progression from casual flirtation to love.
It is in this letter also that Loti, describing his stay in one of
the parts of the island remotest from the capital, once again gives proof
that his vision of Tahiti includes much more than superficial impressions
of the court and the waterfront life of the little colonial port of
Papeete.
After returning from Taravao with the knowledge that he loves
Rarahu, Grant-Loti experiences the last golden days of his Fataoua idyll,
ended by the departure of his vessel for the Marquesas.

Closer to her

than ever before, it is the night before his sailing that he shares with
Rarahu the tender scene where he comforts her fears of Toupapahous as he
walks her home through the darkness of the coconut groves.
Before the end of this first of the four sections of the novel,
Loti again reveals his understanding of the Tahitian character,
particularly that of young Tahitian women, with its spontaneous child
like warmth, mixed, at the same time, with a savage fury and an almost
brutal roughness, when he presents the memorable bursting out of the

65. Ibid., pp. 77-78.
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brief but fiery quarrel between Rarahu and Tiahoui when Rarahu attacks
the latter in a sudden, inexplicable, yet Inevitable, fit of jealousy
over Loti. "De leurs bouches fralches €taient sorties pendant plusieurs
minutes, sans interruption ni embarras les injures...les plus
inconvenantes..•(le tahitien comme le latin "dans les mots bravant
l'hfinn&tetfi"),"66
Here is another side of Rarahu worth remembering, lest one be
tempted into the error of thinking that Loti has created in his famous
heroine no more than an engaging little doll with an evenly saccharine
disposition.

Quite on the contrary, Rarahu, like the real-life

Tahitienne. is capable of the most violent rages, in which she finds it
natural to express herself in language incorporating the grossest terms
of abuse and vituperation.
The quickness of her anger to be aroused is, of course, matched
by its quickness in passing, and its intensity is balanced by the
passionate effusiveness of the tear-drenched reconciliation that always
follows.
Fart two opens with the brief Marquesan expedition, concerning
which Loti's remarks on those remote melancholy islands and that
disappearing people again show that his knowledge of Polynesia goes
beyond town and court.

It is only after Loti has returned from the

Marquesas, has found Rarahu orphaned by the death of her adoptive
parents, and has set up housekeeping with her in Papeete that the "town"
part of the book really begins and Rarahu undergoes her transformation
from country maiden to town beauty.

66. Ibid., p. 88.
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Throughout all this, the strengthening of Loti's attachment to
her continues.

While away on the Marquesas trip he receives her first

charming little letter, which cannot fall to touch him and increase his
affection for her.

The sweet simplicity of Rarahu's letters, in which

her tenderness and sincerity modify and shine through the set phrases
of a conventional epistolary style, is certainly one of the most en
dearing aspects of Rarahu as she is revealed to us by the author, and no
doubt one of the most effective parts of the charm that she has exerted
over readers to the extent of making a whole generation of Frenchmen
fall in love with the ideal of her.
Altogether five of her letters are reproduced:

one to Lotl in

the Marquesas, one to him in San Francisco (from where his ship returns
for one final brief sojourn in Tahiti) and then, after he has left the
islands forever, two that reach him in his home in England, and finally
the poignant note quoted at the very end of the story after Loti, in
Malta en route to duty in the Levant, has learned of her death.
Such phrases as "0 mon cher petit ami, 6 ma fleur parfumfie du
solr," have an undeniable charm, and after messages of such naive and
loving directness even the conventional formula for closing, "Je te
salue par le vrai Dieu, dans la foi chretienne," takes on warmth and
meaning that lifts it above an empty routine commonplace.
An example of the extent to which Rarahu*s letters had captured
the imagination of the reading public is recorded in an entry in Lotl's
Journal Intime dated January 22, 1881 where the author, on service in
the Mediterranean, notes that Juliette Adam has written him from the
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capital that:

"A Paris...beaucoup de gens ne s'ecrivent qu'en style

tahitien et terminent leurs lettres par:

"J'ai fini mon petit discours,

je te salue.11^''
While part one unfolds the gradual captivation of Grant-Loti,
after his initial reaction of disappointment, by the charm and mystery
of Tahiti, part two adds its own illustrations of the life and spirit
of the islands and of their effect on the European voyager.
In regard to Rarahu, taken as a typical Tahitienne. part two above
all illustrates her ready adaptability and versatility.

With ease she

makes the transition from country to town, and, on the occasion of a
visit to Tiahoui and her husband in an outlying district, back to country
again.

Nothing indeed could be truer of the real-life vahine. who in

modern times has proven capable of an even greater range of differences
in environment and fortune.

In Polynesia today the millionaire's or

cinema star's pampered companion of a moment very frequently reverts, on
her lover's departure, with little difficulty to the thatched hut and
the simple life of her ancestors, ilany of these, of course, like Rarahu,
are eventually drawn back, simply by the love of amusement, to the dis
tractions of the town, and thus into its debilitating life of debauchery.
Many others, however, like Talmaha, remain in the country with relatives
or adoptive parents and many even end by settling down with sturdy
Tahitian farmers (for lives similar to the one chosen by Tiahoui) and
producing a healthy brood of golden-skinned offspring.
us several possibilities.

67. Loti, Journal Intime. I, 214.
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The fact is that the Tahltlan girl, as Rarahu demonstrates, al
though she loves amusement and although she may be temporarily attracted
by the bauble-like glitter of some kinds of material possessions, has no
compellingly strong dependence upon them, and feels no real need of
luxury or even of comfort.
But in Rarahu's case, the color and movement of the town tend to
lure her fatally back, and the eager steps she makes towards sophistica
tion in her new life there with Lotl, while bringing her momentarily
closer to him, also develop in her tastes that hasten her undoing.
At the housewarming party given in their little bungalow, Loti
notes both her progress and the dangers it holds for her.
Rarahu €tait d£j& m£connaissable; elle portait une
toilette nouvelle... qui lui donnait fort grand air; elle
faisait les honneurs de chez elle avec aisance et gr&ce....
C'est ainsl que joyeusement elle franchit le pas fatal.
Pauvre petite plante sauvage, pouss£e dans les bois, elle
venait de tomber comme bien d'autres dans 1'atmosphere gg
malsaine et factice oil elle allait languir et se faner.
As his appreciation of Rarahu and his affection for her grow,
Loti finds himself torn by that inner struggle experienced by many such
lotos-eaters, charmed by the spell of Polynesia, yet fearful of yielding
to it.

On the one hand he fears being entrapped in a blissful but

irrevocable oblivion, cut off forever from the so-called civilized world;
on the other he pictures the delight of such a life.

Drifting more and

more into a lazy happiness, more and more pleased with Rarahufs company
and the placid round of their existence, he feels the stirring of an
inquietude that seems to warn him to put himself on guard.

68. Loti, Le Mariage de Loti. pp. 121-122.
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Le temps s'£coulalt, et tout doucement se tlssalent
autour de moi les mille petits fils inextricables, falts
de tous les charmes de l'0c£anie, qui foment
la longue
des r£seaux dangereux, des voiles sur le pass€, la patrie
et la famille, - et finissent par si bien vous envelopper
qu'on ne s'Schappe plus.69
The temptation to succumb to these blandishments reaches perhaps
its highest point for Loti's hero when he and Rarahu visit Tiahoul and
her husband in the country in the twelfth chapter of part two.

Here

Rarahu proves that despite the citified ways that she has so quickly
learned, she has not lost the fresh and simple charin that seemed so
distinctly hers and which bit by bit had woven its spell over Harry
Grant in part one.
Seeing Rarahu revert, in these wholesome surroundings, to her
primitive naturalness, Grant undergoes the full impact of the lure of
exoticism, an appeal whose strength seems even more enhanced by the fact
that he now seems to lend himself to it so readily and build it up even
more forcefully in his own mind.
It is here, with Rarahu*s exotic appeal affecting him more
persuasively than ever before, that Harry Grant balances for a moment
on the brink of that fatal decision which has faced all those like him,
fictional or real, whose taste of the perfumed douceur de vivre of
Polynesia has tempted them to embrace it forever, cutting off all other
ties and considering the world well lost.
All the nostalgia, not only of primitivism but of thoughts of
retirement to some secluded haven of peace "far from the madding crowd"

69. Ibid.. p. 124.
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where he could be "the world forgetting, by the world forgot," seems to
well up within Loti's hero when he says:
...dans ce milieu qui €tait le slen, Rarahu se retrouvait
plus elle-m&me, plus naturelle et plus charmante: - la petite
fllle gaie et rieuse du ruisseau d'Apir£ reparaissait avec toute
sa naivet6 d€licieuse, et pour la pr£mi&re fois je songeais qu'il
pourrait y avoir un charme souverain & aller vivre avec elle comme
avec une petite €pouse, dans quelque district bien perdu, dans
quelqu'une des lies les plus lointaines et les plus ignorfies des
domaines de Pomare: - k &tre oublid de tous et mort pour le monde;
- 3 la conserver lit telle que je l'aimais, singuliferc et sauvage
avec tout ce quTil y avait en elle de fralcheur et d* ignorance.70
And, like many others in this situation, Harry Grant-Loti really
does not make any decision, but rather lets circumstances carry him
along.

For many of his kind a missed sailing, an illness, unpleasant news

from home, an accident at a crucial moment have swayed the balance in
favor of the islands and of their own Rarahus.

The islands of the South

Pacific today are full of such men and their descendants.
In his own case, Harry Grant-Loti, by avoiding a decision, ends
by following the routine of his officicl duty and sails away with vague
and almost hopeless promises to Rarahu and Pomare that he will return,
pleas to Pomare to watch over Rarahu in his absence and advice to Rarahu
to quit the town and live a healthful country life with her friend
Tiahoui in the district of Papfiuriri.
The necessity of avoiding the pain of decision and of facing the
truth that they are living on borrowed time seems accentuated by the
abrupt change in tempo after this visit to Tiahoui during which the
appeal of Rarahu and of Tahiti seems to attain its crescendo.

70. Ibid., p. 133.
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A frenzied determination not to think of the problem seems
suggested by the plunge into the description of balls and amusements
that opens the chapter immediately following.

Like Queen Pomare, like

the Tahitians, deadening with frenetic revelry the realization of the
dying of their race, Grant-Loti appears to be clutching at distractions
to help him cover the last painful stage of his sentimental adventure
with Rarahu--from the full realization of his loving her to the heartbreak
of their inevitable separation.
In the meantime, Rarahu continues to surprise and fascinate Lot!
both by the quickness of her adaptability ("...une grande et rapide
transformation,s,Taccomplissait en elle, et j'avais peine ik suivre
71
Involution de son intelligence"
and, on the nights of the wild
dancing of the unrestrained Tahltian upa-upa, by her dramatic throwbacks
to exotic savagery ("Ces soirs-lS, 11 semblait que Rarahu fflt une autre
creature.

La upa-upa r£veillait au fond de son 3me Inculte la voluptfi

72
fi£vreuse et la sauvagerie.")
From here, however, their relationship, having reached its high
point, can only wait for its end.
Their town life has its charms and is idyllic in its own way,
just as was their life in Aplr£ near the falls of Fataoua.

Rarahu, ever

more elegant, becomes one of the most chic of the young women of Papeete.
There is an excursion with Queen Pomare and her court to Moorea to
dedicate a new church, after which the evening is spent by the Tahitians

71. Ibid., p. 138.

72. Ibid., p. 136.
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in scenes of lascivious carousing, reminiscent of the days of Bougain
ville, that show how thinly the forms of European religion still overlay
the old pagan spirit.

There are balls and more balls at the palace of

Queen Pomare, at one of which Grant-Loti, at the piano, plays Vasco's
song from Meyerbeer's opera l'Africaine;
fortunes... Oh!

"Pays merveilleux, jardins

73
paradis...sorti de l'onde...."

After a cruise to California and a return of but a few days to
Tahiti, where he finds Rarahu both frailer and with a new "distinction
yI

fine et supreme,"

Loti is once more at the piano at the end of part

three, after playing all through the night at another ball, the last.
In the deserted ballroom, Loti and Rarahu take leave of the queen
then, for the last time Loti and Rarahu go down to the beach.

It is

still dark.
Au bord de la mer, des groupes nombreux stationnaient;
toutes les filles de la cour, dans leurs toilettes de la veille
au soir, avaient suivi les officiers du Rendeer. - Si on n'e&t
entendu quelques jeunes femmes pleurer, on efct dit plutdt une
f&te qu'un depart.
Et ce fut 1& que, un peu avant le jour, j'embrassai pour la
derni&re fols ma petite amie.75
Part four is very short.

For Grant-Loti there are the separation

the regrets, the hope to return some day, the letters from Tahiti, the
new scenes and a half-forgetting, then, in Malta, the news of Rarahu*s

73. Ibid.. p. 165.
74. Ibid., p. 226.

75. Ibid.. p. 285.
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decline and death, the gruesome dream haunted by Toupapahous and
Rarahu's last poignant letter and the end.
When it is all over, Lot! has left us with what is still perhaps
the most memorable love story of the South Pacific, the most sensitive
description of Polynesia and the most sympathetic approach in the liter
ature of fiction to an understanding of Tahiti caught In the press of
European expansion.
He has observed the reaction to nature of this people lost in
its humid Eden amid the vast loneliness of the ocean, he has examined
its language with its mysterious, subtle, yet revealing words, expres
sive of a perception of life wherein the sensual appreciation of the
moment is mingled with the melancholy and even terrified apprehension
of darkness.
He has combined the aesthetics of a delicate impressionistic
style, the emotion of universal human feelings and the accurate study
of the spirit and customs of a race, and in so doing has brought both
the exotic novel in general and the portrayal of Tahiti in French literature to a point of full development.

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

Since 1769 when Commerson published his account of Bougainville's
visit and 1880 when Loti published l£ Mariage de Loti, Tahiti has been
presented in French letters for various purposes and in various forms.
Moreover, according to the prevailing spirit of the moment, the view
point expressed during this period.has varied in favorability and unfavorability, admiration and disapproval, indifference and understanding.
The eighteenth century, first of all, in the persons of Bougain
ville's companions, dazzled by its Eden-like d€cor and climate, the
beauty of its inhabitants, its hospitality and the uncomplicated
accessibility of its women, hailed Tahiti as a Utopia.

Bougainville

himself, not insensible to its charms, bestowed on it the name of
Nouvelle Cythfere. the aptness of which the testimony of subsequent
visitors has almost unanimously reaffirmed.

But Bougainville must be

definitely exonerated from the blame inherent in the popular misconception
of him as the supposed perpetrator of the Tahitian mirage, in which the
island is held up as an unsullied earthly paradise.

Bougainville, for

all his admiration of the primitive side of Tahitian life, points to so
many flaws In its alleged perfection that he can hardly be called a
spinner of idyllic dreams.

His presentation of Tahiti on the whole may

be considered friendly but objective.

Having no personal viewpoint that

he wishes to impose, his concern is simply to tell the truth, which is
165
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that Tahiti is beautiful and its people are charming but its apparently
harmonious society is marred by cruel wars, human sacrifices and the
inequality of rigid class distinctions.
Bougainville was, nevertheless, a child of his century, which
was not only that of the philosophes and interested in the expanding
perception o, the natural world through science, but was also marked by
a taste for sensuality and sensibility.

The erotic aspects of Tahiti

in the writings of Bougainville and his contemporaries correspond to
the former of these two tastes.

As to the latter, the influence of

Rousseauistic primitivism and the cult of the noble savage have also
left their touch, regardless of the many faults in these savages that
Bougainville is able to find.

The great navigator, while true to the

enquiring critical spirit of the dix-huiti&me, blended it with that
centuryTs capacity for sympathy and feeling and shows a warm and human
appreciation and an open-minded willingness to recognize the many laudable
aspects of the life and spirit of this unsophisticated native population.
As for Bougainville's contemporaries, it was largely the socially
critical, iconoclastic, anti-traditional, anti-conventional and antiauthoritarian side of eighteenth century letters that found a strong ex
pression in the stay-at-home writers of the period who encountered
Tahiti only in the pages of Commerson, Cook or Bougainville and distilled
from these readings the respective visions of Polynesia that suited
their purposes.
Bricaire de la Dixmerie, Diderot, Voltaire, Taitbout, Poncelin
de la Roche-Tilhac and Madame de Monbart all used either what was known
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to them of Polynesia from the reports of the navigators, or even more
often, what seems a sort of abstract ideal of a non-existent Tahiti, as
a vehicle for the expression of diverse eighteenth century philosophe
ideas, variously attacking, under the veil of comparison with supposedly
better conditions existing in Tahiti, such targets as the luxury and
vanity of civilization, war, social inequality, religious intolerance,
colonial imperialism, political tyranny, the corruption of courts and
society and the unnaturalness of European codes in relation to marriage
and sex.
With La Dixmerie, Poncelin and Diderot, and also with the poet,
the Abbfi Delilie, a definite Tahltlan personage, the native Aotourou, who
had been mentioned by both Conmerson and Bougainville and had been brought
back to France by the latter, makes a series of appearances in French
letters.

However, with the exception of Bougainville himself and

Diderot in the instances where he merely repeats Bougainville, these
authors' idealized portrayals of Aotourou are for the most part
scarcely less artificial than Madame de Monbart's impossibly intellectualized portraits of her impossibly named Zullca and Zelr, the supposed
Tahltlan lovers of her Lettres taltiennes. in which, moreover, the action
takes place almost entirely in France.
Omai and his fellow Polynesians in the Abb£ Baston's Narrations of
Omai are equally unreal.

Appearing at the close of the century, these

islanders retain some of the nobleness of the savages of that era, but a
new note of evangelism is struck here, and the primitive Polynesian
falls from his role as teacher and potential savior of the over-civilized
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European, leading him back to purity and simplicity.

In OmalTs comparison

of Europe and Tahiti, the advantage lies with Europe, and his aim, on his
return from there, is to correct the faults of his fellow Polynesians.
In contrast to Bougainville, Commerson, Fesche, Diderot, Voltaire and
other New Cythereans, two of Omai's chief concerns become the suppression
of sexual promiscuity and the introduction of Christianity.

Using the

firearms he has brought back from Europe, he establishes his influence
by military conquest.
In the nineteenth century, Tahltian sexual freedom, which had
been hailed in the eighteenth century as a praiseworthy manifestation of
the natural man, was generally condemned.
Even the fairly liberal Moerenhout, whose usual tone of objectiv
ity in his reporting and whose long residence in the islands and serious
interest in their languages and customs earned his book a somewhat
exaggerated reputation for scholarly authority, takes a stand against
native depravity.
This attitude, it may be noted, was not entirely without justi
fication, for not only was Europe less inclined to a tolerant view of
unconventional behavior on the part of primitive peoples once it had
energetically set about evangelizing, commercializing and colonizing
them, but the native peoples themselves, influenced by the strong drinks
and mercenary scale of values introduced by Europeans were themselves
becoming more intemperate and venal.
Nonetheless, t*~2 difference in this regard between the view
points of two of France1s most celebrated navigators, Bougainville in the
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eighteenth century and Dumont d'Urville in the nineteenth, remains
striking.

Bougainville was enchanted by his first contact with

Tahitlan sexuality; Dumont d'Urville was disgusted.

Yet to say that

the Tahitians had become corrupted in the interval can explain this
only partially, for the exchange of gifts was already the practice in
the time of Bougainville, who surely was not so naive as to think that
their fathers, husbands and brothers offered the nymphs of "La Nouvelle
Cythere" with no thought whatsoever of any material gain.

The major

change was that Europe now saw the savage as one to be possibly saved,
but in any case directed, rather than imitated.

The white man's burden

was being taken up.
In this dispensation, the "native" also became naively picturesque
and the subject for condescending amusement.

In the Tahiti of Madame

Giovanni and Alexandre Dumas, all the natives from Queen Pomare IV down
to the gay, lazy little vahines of the town (who in their lopsided way
prefigure Rarahu) are figures of fun, much too ridiculous, the author
seems to suggest, to be taken seriously.

Even so well meaning a

missionary as Arbousset saw little more In the Tahitians than sins to
be overcome.
Occasionally a sensitive observer like Louis Reybaud would mention
the reservoir of warmth and friendliness in the Tahitlan people, or, like
Jacques Arago, would salute the indomitable spirit of the defiant old
queen.

But it remained for Pierre Loti to bring together many various

threads and to present to the European reader a more nearly complete
picture of Tahiti.
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In this connection it should be noted that Loti, like Bougain
ville, deserves the respect of the careful reader who will not let him
self be carried away by what he would like the author to say about
Tahiti rather than paying attention to what he does say.

Both Bougain

ville and Loti, two outstanding interpreters of the islands, have
suffered injustice resulting from exaggerations by determined
Tahitophiles who have insisted on focussing only upon what is laudatory
of Polynesia in their work and firmly ignoring whatever seems derogatory.
Tahiti by the time of Loti's opportunity to observe it, had
already been exposed to European influence for over a hundred years.
The pagan culture observed by Bougainville had been swept away and the
race was dying.

The gloomy predictions of Diderot's old chief in the

Supplement au Voyage de Bougainville had come to pass.

As an expression

of the European attitude toward Tahiti, after the admiration of the
philosophes. the horror of the missionaries and the disdain of the
empire-builders, Loti suggests a new feeling, that of guilt.
is dying, the white man must share the responsibility.

If Tahiti

The town of

Papeete, created by European commerce and colonialism, is fatal to the
Polynesian, who was not made for such a life.

After a century of contact

with Tahiti, the European looks upon his work there and finds it bad.
From the eighteenth to the nineteenth century the Tahitlan had
largely changed in the European view from a noble savage to a benighted
heathen, but with Loti who is never condescending and never moralizing,
there is a crack in European smugness and the wheel has, in a sense, come
full cycle.

The Tahitian is once again seen as interesting and worthy of

study in himself and for himself.
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Moreover, in the sense that for the first time in a fictional
narrative of high artistic merit a French author has sensitively under
stood and accurately portrayed, as a result of first-hand study, the land,
the customs and the spirit of a distant foreign people, Le Mariage de
Loti might possibly be considered the first genuine exotic novel in
French literature.

Paul et Viriginie has an exotic setting, but its

major personages are all of European race.

Atala is too unreal.

AziyadS is too superficial and too slight.
In contrast to all these, Le Mariage de Loti seems to penetrate
the Tahitian soul with a sensitive perception of the nameless fears of
the unknown that haunt the minds, not only of Polynesians, but of almost
all primitive peoples.
Moreover, in Le Mariage. Loti successfully presents Tahitians
as individuals, such as TaXmana, so realistic in her perversity, and the
even more fully developed exotic characters of the old Queen Pomare IV,
and above all, of Rarahu herself.
From Bougainville to Loti the image of Tahiti in French litera
ture has thus evolved from Bougainville's largely impersonal, objective,
sociological presentation of primitive Tahitian society, to a Utopia
with which eighteenth century philosophes unfavorably compared European
civilization, through the rather unflattering picture created by the
disapproving or condescending writers of the nineteenth century, to
Pierre Loti's sympathetic, personal and subjective interpretation of a
colonized Tahiti inhabited by real Tahitians who are also real people.
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